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Abstract
IMPLICATIONS OF NEGOTIATED TEACHER AGREEMENTS 
FOR CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION IN TENNESSEE
by
Marilyn A. Hankins
The purpose of this study was to analyze the negotiated teacher 
contracts in effect for some portion of the 1980-81 school year In 
Tennessee to determine the extent and nature of Items relating to 
curriculum and Instruction negotiated In the teacher contracts.
Using an Instrument entitled, "A Taxonomy for the Analysis of Collective 
Bargaining Agreements with Regard to Implications for Curriculum and 
Instruction" devised by Raymond E. Babineau, the following information 
was obtained: the uses made of the terms curriculum and instruction; 
the elements of articles relating to curriculum, instruction, and 
evaluation; the percentage of negotiated teacher contracts containing 
curriculum, Instruction, and/or evaluation articles; and correlations 
between the number of curriculum, instruction, and/or evaluation 
articles and specific school system characteristics.
A total of sixty-five teacher contracts made up the population of 
the study. The data were classified, quantified, and compared. The 
Pearson Product Moment Correlation formula was applied to determine 
the relationship between the school system characteristics and the 
number of curriculum and Instruction Items in the contracts.
The findings of this study were: 1. The terms curriculum and 
Instruction were most frequently used as the modifier of a noun with a 
basic consistency in the definition of each term. 2. Some 49,23 per­
cent of the contracts analyzed contained items relating to curriculum 
with the area of a curriculum council highest in frequency. 3. One- 
hundred percent of the contracts analyzed included instruction items 
with the areas of student discipline and working conditions highest 
in frequency. 4. Some 81,53 percent of the contracts Included 
evaluation Items iwth the summatlve evaluation of teachers highest In 
frequency. 5, A significant relationship at the .20 level was found 
between the maximum teacher salary and the number of instruction items.
6. A significant relationship at the .10 level was found between the 
average teacher salary and the number of instruction items. 7. A 
significant relationship at the ,10 level was found between the 
expenditure per pupil and the number of instruction items.
The following conclusions were supported by the findings of the 
study: 1. The terms curriculum and instruction were used primarily as 
modifiers of persons and things with curriculum suggesting a plan and
Hi
instruction a methodology. 2. School systems having a higher maximum 
teacher salary In 1980-81 tended to have a significantly greater number 
of Instructional items included In their 1980-81 negotiated teacher 
contracts. 3. School systems having a higher average teacher salary In 
1980-81 tended to have a significantly greater number of Instructional 
items Included In their 1980-81 negotiated teacher contracts.
4. School systems having a higher per pupil expenditure in 1980-81 had 
significantly more instructional items in their 1980-81 negotiated 
teacher contracts'.
iv
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Negotiation ia becoming an important force in achool management in 
the State of Tennessee. With the emergence of negotiation, a new 
group-organized teachers— has been introduced into the educational 
decision-making process. This legitimization of teacher influence with 
its mandate of participation has given teachers the opportunity to 
significantly Influence not only traditional contract provisions such as 
salary, fringe benefits, and grievance procedures but also curriculum, 
Instruction, and evaluation provisions. These provisions include such 
items as class size, curriculum councils, and inservlce education. 
Questions of the negotiability of such provisions have been raised.
Some authorities such as Keith Eiken have maintained that the tradition­
al labor-management negotiation model is inadequate for resolution of 
curriculum problems.^ His position is supported by David Smith who 
argued that the instructional program of a school system should not be a 
topic for negotiation as the needs of parents, teachers, and students 
often differ. Other writers have taken the opposing viewpoint. Girard 
Hottleman, writing on the subject of curriculum and Instruction 
negotiations commented:
^Keith Eiken, "Teachers Unions and the Curriculum Change Process," 
Educational Leadership, December, 1977, p. 174.
^David C. Smith, "What's Negotiable?", National Elementary 
Principal, March-Aprll, 1974, p. 75.
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Are items relating to the improvement of curriculum and 
instruction proper to the negotiation arena? The answer is 
an unequivocal yes.
The major objective of any school system is to assure the 
optimum education of each child. Teachers are employed as the 
chief effectors of that central purpose. The primary substance 
by which that goal is achieved is curriculum and the essential 
method is instruction. In view of this, curriculum and 
instruction are certainly essential matters for teacher concern 
and, in negotiation language, make up the bulk of the teacher's 
working conditions.3
David Selden supported this view by maintaining that the experience 
and judgment of teachers were invaluable resources in curriculum 
planning and that bargaining the curriculum determination process was 
a means to insure teacher representation.^
Many factors influence the negotiability of an issue. Primary 
among these are the statutory limitations existing in the language of 
the state law governing public employee and/or teacher negotiations. 
Another factor is the influence of the precedent-setting judicial 
decisions on scope of bargaining made by the courts and also those of 
the National Labor Relations Board relative to private sector employees. 
In addition, court decisions relative to teacher negotiations in a 
given state have often influenced decisions by courts in other states. 
Some other sources of influence include existing laws, rules, and 
regulations governing education in a particular state, and some very 
practical limitations on the fiscal and managerial authority of school 
boards. Finally, the limitation on the teachers' right to strike
^Girard Hottleman, "Negotiation in Curriculum and Instruction: 
Another Stop Up the Professional Ladder," in Negotiating for Profession­
alization. TEPS Conference, Washington, D. C,, June, 1970, p. 55.
^David Selden, "How Fares Curriculum in Collective Bargaining?", 
Educational Leadership, October, 1975, p. 28.
provides restrictions on the scope of bargaining.
While points of view differ on the appropriateness of negotiating 
curriculum and instruction items, and while a variety of factors 
Influence the decision of negotiability, such items continue to appear 
in negotiated teacher contracts. It seemed appropriate to investigate 
the extent and nature of such Items in negotiated teacher contracts in 
Tennessee.
The Problem
The Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study was to analyze the negotiated teacher 
contracts in effect for some portion of the 1980-81 school year in the 
State of Tennessee to determine the extent and nature of items relating 
to curriculum and instruction negotiated into teacher contracts.
Hypotheses
The following were hypotheses for this study.
There will be a positive relationship between:
H^: the size of the school system and the number of curriculum
items in negotiated teacher contracts.
H2 : the size of the school system and the number of instruction
items in negotiated teacher contracts.
H^: the size of the school system and the number of evaluation
items in negotiated teacher contracts.
H^: the number of years of negotiation in a school system and
the number of curriculum items in negotiated teacher contracts,
H^: the number of years of negotiation in a school system and
the number of Instruction items in negotiated teacher contracts.
Hg: the number of years of negotiation in a school system and
the number of evaluation items In negotiated teacher contracts.
H y : the maximum annual teacher salary and the number of curriculum
Items in negotiated teacher contracts.
Hg: the maximum annual teacher salary and the number of
Instruction items in negotiated teacher contracts.
the maximum annual teacher salary and the number of evaluation 
items in negotiated teacher contracts.
H^q : the average annual teacher salary and the number of
curriculum items in negotiated teacher contracts.
the average annual teacher salary and the number of 
Instruction items in negotiated teacher contracts.
Hi2 :. the average annual teacher salary and the number of 
evaluation items in negotiated teacher contracts.
the expenditure per pupil in average dally attendance and 
the number of curriculum items in negotiated teacher contracts.
H ^ :  the expenditure per pupil in average daily attendance and
the number of instruction items in negotiated teacher contracts.
the expenditure per pupil in average daily attendance and 
the number of evaluation items in negotiated teacher contracts.
^16: expenditure per pupil in average daily attendance for
instructional supplies and materials and the number of curriculum items 
in negotiated teacher contracts.
: the expenditure per pupil in average daily attendance for
instructional supplies and materials and the number of instruction
Items in negotiated teacher contracts.
the expenditure per pupil in average daily attendance for 
instructional supplies and materials and the number of evaluation items 
in negotiated teacher contracts.
H ^ :  the total expenditures for instruction and the number of
curriculum items in negotiated teacher contracts.
H2 q: the total expenditures for instruction and the number of
instruction items in negotiated teacher contracts.
H2 ^: the total expenditures for instruction and the number of
evaluation items in negotiated teacher contracts.
Significance of the Study
With the passage of the Education Professional Negotiations Act in 
1978 in the State of Tennessee, negotiations between public school 
teachers and local boards of education became a reality. While eight 
specific areas were designated in the law as mandatory subjects for 
negotiations, the results of negotiations appear to have had an impact 
on a wide variety of additional issues. To date no comprehensive study 
examining the impact of professional negotiations under the Education 
Professional Negotiations Act In Tennessee on the number and kind of 
curriculum and instruction items included in negotiated teacher 
contracts has been done. Such studies to determine the relationship 
between negotiations and curriculum and instruction have been done in a 
very limited number of states including Michigan, Wisconsin, New York, 
and Pennsylvania.
The data collected In this study from the 1980-81 negotiated 
teacher contracts provide a data base for any future investigations into 
the relationship between the negotiations process and selected 
curriculum and Instruction items in Tennessee's negotiated teacher 
contracts. The 1980-81 contract year represented the second year of 
negotiations under the Education Professional Negotiations Act of 1978, 
and as a result the second negotiated contract for some 94 percent of 
the sixty-five contracts analyzed. The identification of items related 
to curriculum and Instruction as well as a determination of the nature 
of these items provides Information for teachers, school administrators, 
board of education members, and all those Interested in the effects of 
the negotiated teacher contracts on school management as it relates to 
curriculum and instruction. The findings of the study should serve as 
a guide for suggestions of provisions related to curriculum and 
instruction for future contracts, as well as an overview of the presence 
of such items in the 1980-81 negotiated teacher contracts. Such school 
system characteristics as teacher salaries and expenditures per pupil 
may Influence or be influenced by the extent and nature of curriculum 
and instruction items in the negotiated contract. The data from this 
study should not only provide insight into present contract provisions 
but also provide guidance for future consideration. The potential for 
educational improvement in curriculum and instruction through the 
negotiation process in Tennessee may be enhanced by the availability 
of data such as this study can provide.
Assumption
7
It was assumed that the "Taxonomy for the Examination of Collective 
Bargaining Agreements With Regard to Implications for Curriculum and 
Instruction" was an instrument which provided a valid way to measure the 
extent and to Indicate the nature of curriculum and instruction items 
in negotiated teacher contracts.^
Limitations
1. The study was limited to analysis of sixty-five written 
negotiated contracts between teacher organizations and boards of 
education in Tennessee in force for some portion of the 1980-81 
academic school year.
2. The review of literature for this study was limited in content 
to those existing materials established by an ERIC computer search and
'available in the East Tennessee State University library, through inter- 
library loan, the University of Tennessee library, and the files and 
library of the Tennessee Education Association.
Definitions of Terms
The following definitions were used for the purpose of the study:
Average annual teacher salary The average annual teacher salary 
paid in a school system for the time period of July 1, 1980, through
Raymond Babineau, "An Examination of Collective Bargaining 
Agreements in Pennsylvania With Regard to Implications for Curriculum 
and Instruction" (Ed.D. dissertation, Temple University, 1977), 
pp. 86-90.
June 30, 1981, as reported In the Annual Statistical Report for the 
year ending June 30, 1981. ^
Curriculum A written plan depicting the scope and arrangement of 
the projected educational program.^
Curriculum Planning Consists of -all the processes necessary to
Q
plan for and to write a curriculum.
Curriculum System A system that includes the curriculum and the
policies, procedures, processes, personnel and documents attendant to
a
producing a curriculum.
Diagnostic and Placement Evaluation A type of evaluation used to 
place the student properly at the onset of instruction or to discover 
the underlying causes of deficiencies in student learning as instruction 
unfolds.
Evaluation The process of delineating and obtaining information 
and making judgments in order to determine how well a curriculum 
performs or how effective instruction is.
Evaluation System A system that includes the policies, procedures, 
processes, personnel and documents attendant to evaluation.^
Expenditures per pupil in average daily attendance The total 
current expenditures in a school system for July 1, 1980, through
^Annual Statistical Report of the Department of Education for the 
Scholastic Year Ending June 30, 1981, (Nashville, Tennessee; Educational 
Dissemination and Printing).
^George A. Beauchamp, Curriculum Theory (Wilmette, Illinois: Kaag 
Press, 1975), p. 196.
^Beauchamp, p. 204. ^Bablneau, p. 8.
^Beauchamp, pp. 87-115. ^Babineau, p. 9.
June 30, 1981, Including administration, instruction, pupil transpor­
tation, operation and maintenance of plant, fixed charges, and other 
services divided by the average daily attendance for the school system. 
The total current expenditures and average daily attendance are reported 
in the Annual Statistical Report for the year ending June 30, 1981.
Expenditures per pupil in average daily attendance for 
instructional supplies and materials The total expenditures for in­
structional supplies and materials in a school system for July 1, 1980, 
through June 30, 1981, including general instructional supplies, text­
books, library and audio-visual materials; instructional supplies and 
materials for the handicapped; and instructional supplies and materials 
for vocational education divided by the average daily attendance for 
the school system. The expenditures and average daily attendance are 
reported in the Annual Statistical Report for* the year ending 
June 30, 1981.
Formative Evaluation A type of evaluation involving the systematic
collection of appropriate information for the evaluation of curriculum,
instruction and/or student achievement for the purpose of improving the
12process or product.
Instruction The pup11-teacher interaction dealing with the 
curriculum to assist the student in the learning process.
Instruction System A system that includes the act of teaching 
and the policies, processes, personnel and documents attendant to
^Benjamin Bloom, J. Thomas Hastings, George Hadaus, et al.. 
Handbook on Formative and Summative Evaluation of Student Learning 
(New York: McGraw Hill Book Co., 1971), pp. 117-138.
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instruction.
Maximum annual teacher salary The teacher salary paid in a school 
system for the time period of July 1, 1980, through June 30, 1981, based 
on fifteen years of teaching experience and a Master's degree as 
reported in Salary Schedules of Classroom Teachers In Tennessee Public 
Schools 1980-81.14
Memorandum of Agreement A written memorandum of understanding 
arrived at by the representatives of the board of education and a 
recognized professional employees' organization, which shall be
presented to the board of education and to the membership of such
IS
organization for ratification or rejection.
Negotiated teacher contract A ratified agreement between the 
professional employees’ organization and the board of education.
Negotiations^ That process whereby the chief executive of a 
board of education or such representatives as it may designate, and 
representatives of a recognized professional employees' organization 
meet at reasonable times and confer, consult, discuss, exchange 
information, opinions and proposals, in a good faith endeavor to reach
^Babineau, p. 9.
^Salary Schedules of Classroom Teachers in Tennessee Public 
Schools 1980-81, Research Bulletin 1980-R6, (Nashville, Tennessee: 
Tennessee Education Association),
^Education Professional Negotiations Act, Tennessee Code 
Annotated 19B0 Cumulative Supplement, Volume 9, Chapter 55,
Section 49-5503, pp. 114-115.
^ I n  Tennessee the term professional negotiations is generally 
used. The terms collective bargaining and collective negotiations are 
often found in the literature. For the purpose of this study these 
three terms were used interchangably with no distinction in definition.
11
agreement on matters within the scope of discussions, and incorporate 
such agreements into a written agreement.3^
Professional Employee Any person employed by any local board of 
education in a position which requires a certificate issued by the state 
department of education for service in public elementary and secondary 
schools of Tennessee, supported in whole or in part, by local, state or 
federal funds.
Professional Employee Organization Any organization with member­
ship open to professional employees (as defined above) in which such 
employees participate and which exists for the purpose in whole or in
part, of dealing with boards of education concerning, but not limited
19to, grievances, wages, hours of employment or conditions of work.
Professional Negotiations Act of 1978 The Tennessee state law
governing negotiations of professional school employees as cited in
Tennessee Code Annotated 1980 Cumulative Supplement, Volume 9,
Chapter 55, pages 114-123.
Summatlve Evaluation A type of evaluation involving the systematic
collection of appropriate information for the evaluation of curriculum,
instruction and/or student achievement directed toward a general
assessment or appraisal of the worth of the outcomes of any of the
20processes or products.
^Education Professional Negotiations Act, pp. 114-115.
^Education Professional Negotiations Act, pp. 114-115.
^Education Professional Negotiations Act, pp. 114-115.
^Bloom, et al., Handbook of Formative and Summatlve Evaluation,
pp. 117-138.
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Total expenditures for Instruction Total expenditures for in­
struction in a school system for July 1, 1980, through June 30, 1981, 
Including principal, supervisors, teacher and substitute teacher 
salaries, and other instructional salaries; travel expenses of in­
structional personnel; contracted instructional services; instructional 
supplies, textbooks, library and audio-visual materials; and 
miscellaneous instructional expenses as reported in the Annual 
Statistical Report for the year ending June 30, 1981.
Procedure
Research about the history of teacher negotiations; the scope of 
teacher negotiations; and positions, comments, and research relative to 
the negotiation of curriculum and instruction items was conducted. A 
review of the literature was then written.
A listing of the negotiating local teacher organizations in 
Tennessee and their recognition dates was obtained from the Tennessee 
Education Association. Copies of negotiated teacher contracts in effect 
for some portion of the 1980-81 year were then secured from local 
teacher organization presidents or from the files of the Tennessee 
Education Association. For the purpose of determining the content 
analysis of these negotiated teacher contracts an Instrument entitled,
"A Taxonomy for the Analysis of Collective Bargaining Agreements with 
Regard to Implications for Curriculum and Instruction11 was used. The 
instrument was devised by Raymond E. Babineau in 1977,
Large summary charts were drawn to use in the notation of the 
categories. The teacher contracts were then analyzed on the basis of
13
the instrument. As a result of the categorization and analysis, the 
uses made of the terms curriculum and Instruction were reported.
Elements of articles in the negotiated teacher contracts relating to 
curriculum, instruction, and teacher and student evaluation were then 
identified. From these data the percentage of negotiated teacher 
contracts containing curriculum, Instruction, and/or evaluation articles 
was stated. Correlations between the number of curriculum, instruction, 
and/or evaluation articles and specific school system characteristics 
were then reported. Finally implications and the need for further 
research were discussed.
Organization of the Study
Chapter 1 includes the introduction, the statement of the problem, 
the significance of the study, the hypotheses, an assumption, the 
limitations, the definitions of terms, the procedure, and the 
organization of the study.
Related literature is reviewed in Chapter 2.
The research method and instruments used in the study are described 
in Chapter 3.
Chapter A includes the data and the findings.
The summary, conclusions, and recommendations are given in 
Chapter S.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
With the signing a professional negotiations law for teachers In 
March of 1978, Tennessee became the first Southern state to have a law 
specifically for teachers governing the negotiation process between 
school boards and local teacher organizations. Some sixty local repre­
sentative teacher groups In Tennessee gained recognition for bargaining 
under the election procedures of the law In 1979. Since the passage of 
the law numerous questions have been raised relative to the scope of the 
negotiations. This is not just an issue in Tennessee, but is an issue 
throughout the United States wherever teachers and school boards 
negotiate contracts. In the late 1960's a few articles in professional 
journals dealt with the issue of curriculum negotiations. Be the mid 
1970's the issue seemed to surface again and the Intensity of the debate 
grew. The October, 1976, issue of Educational Leadership, the official 
publication of the Association of Supervision and Curriculum Develop­
ment, focused on curriculum negotiations.
The articles of the late sixties and early seventies were 
primarily editorial comments relative to the inappropriateness of the 
labor-management model for curriculum development. In the laBt six 
years research done by professional organizations as well as by indi­
viduals for doctoral dissertations provided an examination of the 
subject of negotiability of curriculum based on experiences in several 
states with negotiation bargaining laws. The periodical literature as 
well as related chapters in books often dealt with the Issues of
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negotiating curriculum and Instruction. The passage of the professional 
negotiations law in Tennessee in 1978 and the experience gained in the 
negotiations process since that time have created an interest in the 
subject.
The literature reviewed in this chapter was focused on the issue of 
negotiating curriculum and instruction. Included were recent periodical 
literature, related research findings, position statements by national 
and state organizations involved in public education, legal opinions 
and/or rulings, and written comments by persons who had through research 
and/or experience gained expertise in negotiations as they relate to 
curriculum and instruction. Not included in this review of literature 
are the vast references to negotiations or collective bargaining in 
general or to the many other issues such as salary, fringe benefits, and 
grievance procedures which are negotiable. Whenever possible the 
literature was focused on negotiation of curriculum and instruction 
in Tennessee.
Negotiations in Education
As T. M. Stinnett, Jack Kleinmann, and Martha Ware noted, it was 
necessary to consider the legal bases for collective bargaining for 
public employees as a whole and then consider the development of 
collective bargaining with regard to public school employees.^ This 
review had as its focus collective bargaining in the public sector as a
^T. M. Stinnett, Jack H. Kleinmann, Martha L. Ware, Professional 
Negotiation in Public Education (New York: The Macmillan Company, 
1966), p. 21.
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precedent and the collective bargaining for public school employees with
specific attention on the negotiability of curriculum and instruction.
Collective bargaining came more slowly in the public sector than it
had in the private sector. Public employees had sought to improve their
working conditions through the lobbying process to gain legislation in
their favor. Public school employees were a primary example of this
situation as legislation in many states provided for retirement programs,
minimum salary schedules, and job tenure. These were several goals that
public school employees might have sought through bargaining, but they
had been gained Instead through state legislation. The real impetus for
public sector bargaining came with the establishment by President
Kennedy in 1961 of a task force to study and make recommendations for
improvement in federal labor-management relations. Executive Order
10988 Issued in January, 1962, resulted from these recommendations.
As described by Myron Lieberman and Michael Moskow this order
guarantees federal employees the right to join organizations of 
their choice. Such organizations are to be accorded informal, 
formal, or exclusive recognition, depending upon the proportion 
of eligible federal employees they represent. If a majority of 
eligible employees in a federal agency designate a particular 
organization as their representative, the organization is granted 
exclusive recognition, and the agency head is required to meet 
and confer with it with respect to personnel policies and working 
conditions. Executive Order 10988 contemplates the negotiation 
of collective agreements with the exclusive representative of 
the federal employees, with such agreements being incorporated 
into written documents.2
It was Executive Order 10988 for federal employees that provided 
the stimulus for the development of collective bargaining laws at the
2Myron Lieberman, Michael H. Moskow, Collective negotiations For 
Teachers (Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1966}, p. 83.
state level for local and state employees. This is not to say that 
there had been no collective bargaining with public employees prior to 
1962. As Moskow and Lieberman noted, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as 
early as 1937 had bilateral agreements with public employee organi- 
zations. Robert L. Walter commented on the efforts of the teachers 
of Norwalk, Connecticut, to engage in collective bargaining with their 
board of education from 1946 through 1951. Finally the Connecticut 
Supreme Court of Errors in the June term of 1951 ruled that a board of 
education does have the authority to engage in collective bargaining 
with its employees if it so desires. In short this Connecticut case 
established the precedent of permissive collective bargaining with 
public school employees as Connecticut law did not forbid it.^
In 1961 Wisconsin passed a law authorizing local governments to 
negotiate with employee organizations elected to represent them. 
According to Moskow and Lieberman, by 1964 fifteen states had authori­
zation legislation and four other states had legislation requiring 
negotiation rights for public employees. In states such as Wisconsin 
and Michigan teachers were covered in the legislation for all public 
employees. In other states such as Connecticut and Washington teachers 
were covered under a separate law.
While Norwalk, Connecticut, established the legal precedent, Walter 
described the winning of bargaining rights by the United Federation of
^Lieberman, Moskow, pp. 84-85.
^Robert L. Walter, The Teacher and Collective Bargaining (Lincoln, 
Nebraska: Professional Educators Publications, Inc., 1975), p. 14.
^Lieberman, Moskow, p. 85.
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Teachers In New York City In 1960 as the most Important single happening
to stimulate the movement.
This event was marked by a strike. The teachers demanded 
that the board accept the principle of collective bargaining 
and provide for a means of determining who should represent 
teachers in such negotiations. The board first agreed in 
principle to negotiations, and then later, after continued 
pressure, established a basis by which an election was held.
The purpose of this election was to enable teachers to 
choose their bargaining agent.®
With this election of the United Federation of Teachers to
represent the more than 30,000 teachers of New York City, interest in
collective bargaining increased throughout the United States beginning
in the metropolitan school systems. Thus 1960 does mark an important
beginning for collective bargaihlng in public education.
Many developments have occurred in collective negotiations for
public school employees since the early days of the movement in the
1960's. Lieberman stated that by 1979 at least thirty-two states
provided teachers with bargaining rights and that at least 60 percent of
teachers nationwide worked under negotiated contracts. By the mid-
1970*s there was an effort to gain passage of a federal collective
bargaining law for public employees. Robert Chanin indicated that
to date, the regulation of public-sector collective bargaining 
has been left to the states, and an appropriate starting point 
is to assess the current situation. From a national per­
spective, the single most overriding observation is the total 
lack of consistency throughout the country.**
^Walter, p. 14.
^Myron Lieberman, "Eggs That I Have Laid," Phi Delta Kappan. 
February, 1979, p. 415.
^Robert H. Chanin, "The Case For a Collective Bargaining Statute 
For Public Employees," Phi Delta Kappan, October, 1975, p. 98.
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The National Education Association's top non-fiscal legislative 
priority for the Ninety-fifth Congress was the enactment of federal 
collective bargaining legislation. The NEA argued that this represented 
the same rights that private sector employees enjoyed under the National 
Labor Relations Act. Thus they sought to amend the National Labor 
Relations Act so as to include public employees and speak to consider­
ations unique to the public sector. Then in June of 1976 the Supreme 
Court ruled in the case of National League of Cities vs. Usery that the 
state held the power to regulate the employer-employee relationship and 
any enforcement of minimum wage and maximum hour standards of the 
Federal Standards Act of 1974 for state and municipal employees was 
therefore unconstitutional. The court thus accepted the viewpoint that 
the Tenth Amendment acts as a limitation on the powers delegated to the 
federal government by the Commerce Clause.^
The NEA thus modified its suggested amendments to the National 
Labor Relations Act so as to leave unimpaired the ultimate power of the 
state to determine wages, hours, and other conditions of employment 
while still mandating that the state engage in good faith bargaining. 
Terry Herndon, Executive Director of the NEA, stated in an editorial 
that "The recent U. S. Supreme Court decision in the National League 
of Cities vs. Usery dimmed our immediate prospects for a federal 
bargaining law." Herndon then noted that while the federal statute 
would remain a long-range goal, the NEA would continue to work for a
^National Education Association, Proposed Public Employment 
Relations Amendments For the 95th Congress (Washington, D. C,: NEA 
Government Relations, 1976), pp. 1-7.
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"nationwide pattern of strong, effective state laws." He also stated 
that "the 1976-77 budget Includes a half million dollars earmarked 
specifically 'to assist In legislation and negotiation of Instructional 
issues' and related efforts."!® Thus the long-range goal of a federal 
collective bargaining law remained intact. While these events occurred 
at the national level or in other states, Tennessee was still without 
a negotiations law for certificated school employees.
Professional Negotiations 
Legislation in Tennessee
Prior to the passage of any state legislation relative to negoti­
ations between organized public school employees and local school boards, 
five professional school employee organizations in Tennessee were 
already engaged in negotiations with their boards of education. Each of 
these organizations reached agreement with its school board to negotiate 
a contract and to establish procedures governing the process. These 
five professional school employee organizations included the Metro- 
Nashville Education Association, the Memphis Education Association, the 
Unicoi County Education Association, the Cheatham County Education 
Association, and the Carter County Federation of Teachers. Section 
49-5517 of the Education Professional Negotiations Act passed in 1978 
provided for these five organizations to be grandfathered in with the 
option to come under the act upon the termination of each of their then 
current contracts.^
lOierry Herndon, "Editorial: Collective Bargaining," Today's 
Education. December, 1976, p. 6.
^Education Professional Negotiations Act, Tennessee Code Annotated
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The attempts to gain passage of a professional negotiations law 
for teachers in Tennessee had a history beginning with the 1971-72 
session of the Tennessee General Assembly when Senate Bill 541 was 
introduced by Senators Bruce, Hamilton, and Harvill. This initial bill 
sponsored by Tennessee Education Association would have established the 
right of professional employees to engage in structured participation 
and/or professional negotiation "over matters relating to educational 
policy formulation, terms and conditions of professional service and 
other matters of mutual concern." The terms professional negotiation 
and structured participation were defined in the following way:
The phrase "structured participation" shall mean an orderly 
predetermined procedure designed to insure that professional 
personnel in a county, city, metropolitan, or special school 
district will have opportunities (whether individually or 
through representation of their own choosing) to be involved 
in educational decision-making in the school system in which 
they are employed in accordance with the provisions of this 
Act. "Structured participation" will Involve the use of, but 
shall not be necessarily limited to, such procedures as group 
participation, committees, faculty representatives or any other 
agreed upon method of involvement and/or activity to obtain 
the thinking of the professional personnel, either individually 
or through representatives, of their own choosing, for the 
purpose of influencing policies and terms and conditions of 
professional service and other matters of mutual concern 
related to education in such school system.
The term "professional negotiation" means meeting, 
conferring, consulting, discussing and negotiating in good 
faith in an effort to reach agreement with respect to the terms 
and conditions of professional service, and matters relating to 
educational policy f o r m u l a t i o n . ^
This particular bill made negotiations possible, but it was the
1980 Cumulative Supplement, Volume 9, Chapter 55, Section 49-5517, 
p. 123,
^ S .  B. 541, 87th General Assembly, First Regular Session, 
published by Tennessee Legislative Council Staff for Members of 
Tennessee General Assembly, (1971),
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Intent as stated In the bill that with any Items being negotiated, a 
reasonable effort shall have been made to reach agreement on the Item 
through "structured participation." This particular bill had numerous
amendments attached which destroyed the original intent of the bill.
13
The bill failed to pass in the legislature.
A similar bill, again written by the Tennessee Education Associ­
ation, was introduced in the 1973-74 session of the Tennessee General 
Assembly. This second bill, like the first named the "School Board- 
Professional Employees' Relations Act," was introduced in the House with 
some fourteen sponsors. House Bill 738 and its shorter version House 
Bill 739 required that a board of education recognize an organization 
representing a majority of the professional employees for the following 
purposes: "to establish procedures governing the relationships between 
them which are designed to meet the special requirements and needs of 
public e d u c a t i o n . T h i s  bill omitted from negotiation matters 
relating to educational policy formulation. The House passed this bill, 
while the Senate added numerous amendments. The bill was thus delayed 
and sent back to committee.1^
Again in 1975-76 a "School Board-Professional Employees' Relations 
Act" was introduced as House Bill 786 by Representative McKinney and 
Senate Bill 671 by Senator White. This version was very similar to the
1 O
Statement by Walter Work, member of the Tennessee General 
Assembly, in personal Interview, Nashville, Tennessee, August 10, 1981.
^ H .  D. 738, 88th General Assembly, First Regular Session, 
published by Tennessee Legislative Council Staff for Members of 
Tennessee General Assembly, (1973).
^Representative Walter Work, interview.
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1973-74 bill and was again sponsored by the Tennessee Education 
Association. The scope o£ negotiations, as in the 1973-74 version, 
was limited to:
a. salaries, wages or compensation;
b. work schedules relating to assigned hours and day of week;
c. grievance procedures;
d. employment rights and transfers;
e. retirement, Insurance, leaves and other similar benefits;
f. the school calendar;
g. payroll deductions of organization dues and other items;
h. health and safety regulations;
1. standards for employment and evaluations; 
j. conditions of rendering professional service.
This bill narrowly missed passage in the House. Some seven amendments 
17
were attached.
Finally in the 1977-78 session of the Tennessee General Assembly, 
efforts to obtain negotiation rights for Tennessee certificated school 
employees met with success. The bill, entitled the "Education-Pro­
fessional Negotiations Act," was introduced as House Bill 2078 by Repre­
sentatives McKinney and Rhinehart and as Senate Bill 2016 by Senators 
White and Boner. After the bill failed to be voted out of the Senate 
Education Committee in 1977, a massive lobbying effort was mounted by 
the teachers of Tennessee through the Tennessee Education Association to 
gain passage of the bill in 1978. The bill passed the legislature and 
was signed by Governor Ray Blanton on March 10, 1978. It Is Public 
Chapter 570 now contained In Tennessee Code Annotated 49-5501 through 
49-5516 which governs professional negotiations by professional school
*-®S. B. 671, 89th General Assembly, First Regular Session, 
published by Tennessee Legislative Council Staff for Members of 
Tennessee General Assembly, (1975), p. 6.
^Representative Walter Work, interview.
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employees In Che State of Tennessee.
Opinion on Scope of Negotiations
from Office of Tennessee’s Attorney General
The Education Professional Negotiations Act of 1978 specifically
limited the scope of mandatory bargaining. The law mandated bargaining
to:
Salaries or wages 
Grievance procedures 
Insurance
Fringe benefits, but not to include pensions or retirement 
programs of the Tennessee Consolidated Retirement System 
Working conditions 
Leave
Student discipline procedures 
Payroll deductions.
Further, the law provides that "nothing shall prohibit the parties from
agreeing to discuss other terms and conditions of employment in service,
but It shall not be bad faith as set forth in this act to refuse to
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negotiate on any other terms and conditions." All other subjects 
other than the eight listed as mandatory subjects for negotiations are 
thus permissive subjects for negotiation under the Tennessee law.
Since the passage of the state legislation numerous opinions of 
interpretation of the law have been requested from the office of the 
Attorney General of Tennessee. Only one such opinion has direct bearing 
on the question of the scope of negotiations. This opinion dated 
June 20, 1978, and written by Assistant Attorney General R. Stephen
18
Education Professional Negotiations Act, Tennessee Code 
Annotated 1980 Cumulative Supplement. Volume 9, Chapter 55, 
Section 49-5511, pp. 120-121.
IQ
Education Professional Negotiations Act, pp. 120-121.
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Doughty was the reply to a question on the Interpretation of the term 
"working conditions" in Section 11(e) of the state law. The Assistant 
Attorney General who had written this opinion noted that Section 11(e) 
of the law must be read in conjunction with Section 12 of the law which 
stated that the scope of the contract was not to include -any items 
contrary to federal or state law or applicable municipal charter, pro­
fessional rights defined in the negotiation law, or board of education 
rights in the negotiation law or Title 49 of Tennessee Code Annotated. 
The Assistant Attorney General then noted court cases in states with 
public labor negotiation statutes relative to an interpretation of work­
ing conditions. He cited the 1973 opinion of the Kansas Supreme Court 
in which an interpretation of its 1970 law which required "a good faith 
effort by both conditions of professional service" to mean that some 
items were mandatory to negotiate and other items, as a matter of public 
policy, would not be negotiable. Then the National Education Associ­
ation of Shawnee Mission. Inc. vs. Board of Education of Shawnee Mission 
Unified School District //512 case (1973) again of Kansas was cited as an 
example of the use of a balancing test. In such cases the directness 
of impact of an issue on the well being of the individual teacher as 
opposed to the effect of the issue on the operation of the whole school 
system was the determining factor. The precedent for such a balancing 
test was its use by the Federal Courts in an analysis of language in the 
National Labor Relations Act in Fibreboard Corporation vs. Labor Board 
(1964). Two other state courts followed this precedent of an item by 
item analysis or balancing test to determine the negotiability of 
specific issues. The cases cited Included the Pennsylvania Labor
26
Relations Board vs. State College Area School District (1975) and the
20
West Hartford Education Association vs. DeCourcy (1972),
Numerous other court cases related to an interpretation of working 
conditions were then listed with the conclusion that generally courts 
have used an item by item or case by case analysis to determine negotia­
bility. Only one case was cited as an example of one in which matters 
were listed which would be considered as working conditions and as such 
negotiable. This case was the School District of Seward Education 
Association vs. School District, etc. (1972). The author noted that 
most courts have used statutory Interpretation analysis and policy 
balancing relative to the specific case under consideration. In 
summary, the Assistant Attorney General noted that with the lack of 
statutory guidance in the law itself, the office of the Attorney General 
would be unable to state accurately specific items to be considered as 
"working conditions" not could they predict how Tennessee courts would
Interpret the term. Each specific item of dispute would then require 
21
analysis.
Negotiation State Legislation 
Outside Tennessee
State laws governing negotiations affect the scope of negotiations
in a given state. Such laws may also Influence future legislation and
judicial decisions in Tennessee. The following discussion of what the
20
Opinions of the Attorney General of Tennessee, Volume B, 
1978-79, pp. 9-14, Opinion No. 6.
21
Opinions of the Attorney General of Tennessee. Volume 8, 
1978-79, pp. 9-14, Opinion No. 6.
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states have done to establish the scope of bargaining gives a background 
for consideration of Tennessee's legislation.
Three ways in which state legislation may affect the scope of 
negotiations are noted by Moskow and Lieberman: first, some state laws 
explicitly define the scope of negotiations. Secondly, each state has a 
large body of constitutional provisions, statutes, and administrative 
rulings that affect the decision-making of local school boards on con­
ditions of employment. Lastly, each state has numerous state agencies 
such as state boards of education, state departments of education, and 
others which issue administrative rulings which affect teacher working 
conditions and as a result affect the scope of negotiations. Moskow and 
Lieberman concluded that to the extent that decisions affecting the
working conditions of teachers are beyond the control of the local board
22
of education, negotiations are limited.
Michael Moskow, Joseph Lowenberg, and Edward Koziara reached a 
similar conclusion on the limitations of legislation on scope of negoti­
ations. They noted that the decentralized education system in the 
United States placed the responsibility for public education in each of 
the fifty states. The states then in turn delegated this power to local 
boards of education. But state legislation, state education department 
rulings, and state constitutions established requirements that must be
adhered to by local school systems. These requirements then by necessi-
23ty affected the scape of negotiations in any given local school system.
22Lieberman, Moskow, pp. 222-225,
2^Michael Moskow, Joseph Lowenberg, Edward Koziara, Collective 
Bargaining in Public Employment (New York: Random House, 1970), p. 148.
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Tom James in a review of the status of scope of bargaining in 
several states noted the lack of similarity among the state laws. He 
found in 1975 when the article was written that the approximately thirty 
states with bargaining laws had generally taken one of three options: 
set broad guidelines and let the negotiators determine what to Include; 
specified only those items that cannot be bargained; or mandated all 
items that must be negotiated.^
Examples representing the options signified the unique legal 
traditions in each state. Kansas, for example, included any mutually 
agreed to matter under bargaining. Oklahoma included items affecting 
the performance of professional services, while Vermont included any­
thing not in conflict with other statutes. Several states, including 
Pennsylvania, used the federal statute model on scope of negotiations 
in the private sector which permitted negotiations on wages, hours, and 
other terms and conditions of employment. Minnesota specifically 
excluded from negotiation matters of education policy; while Washington, 
Maine, and California Included education policy but only allowed 
teachers to "meet and confer" on such matters. The "meet and confer" 
process unlike negotiating does not result in a binding contract. The
Oregon state law permitted negotiations only on matters of direct or
25indirect monetary benefit to employees.
Nevada's 1975 state law specifically limited the scope of 
bargaining to:
^Tora James, "The States Struggle To Define Scope of Teacher 
Bargaining," Phi Delta Kappan, October, 1975, pp. 94-97.
2^James, pp. 94-97.
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- Salary or wage rates or other forms of direct monetary
compensation
- Sick leave, vacation leave, holidays, and other paid or
unpaid leave of absence
- Insurance benefits
- Total hours of work required of an employee on each work
day or work week
- Total number of days' work required of an employee In a
work year
- Discharge and disciplinary procedures
- The recognition clause (for recognizing the employee
bargaining agent)
- The method used to classify employees in a bargaining unit
- Deduction of dues for the recognized employee organization
- Protection of employees from discrimination because of their
participation in recognized employee organizations
- Grievance and arbitration procedures for resolution of
disputes relating to collective bargaining agreements
- General savings clauses
- Duration of collective bargaining agreements
- Safety
- Teacher preparation time
- Procedures for reduction in work force.
The law provided for discussion of matters outside the scope of manda­
tory bargaining, but with no obligation to negotiate these matters.
This option of specifically noting in the state law areas of mandatory 
bargaining with the right to negotiate by mutual agreement on other 
matters of employee concern was similar to the provision of Tennessee’s 
1978 law.
State law has had and continues to have great impact on the scope 
of teacher negotiation in the respective states. Another source of 
influence is the judicial decisions in the state courts regarding scope 
of negotiations.
^ James, p. 95.
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Judicial Decisions In States 
Other Than Tennessee
Most state legislation and regulations on teacher negotiations have 
been enacted since 1970. Thus only in the recent past have courts been 
called upon to interpret these state laws. While scope of bargaining in 
the private sector has always proved a difficult problem for the courts 
and the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB), it has been an even 
greater problem in teacher negotiations,
A study of the factors courts considered and of the judicial 
approaches to defining the scope of negotiations was undertaken by Jim 
Bowles, As previously noted many state laws used the language of 
Section 8(d) of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) to define the 
scope of bargaining as "wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of 
employment." The question for the courts then became, what exactly does 
"terms and conditions of employment" include? As there are no NLRB 
cases on scope of teacher negotiations, the state courts were working in 
a new area. The state courts have cited interpretations of the NLRA by 
the Supreme Court in their interpretation of this statutory language.
The distinction made between mandatory and permissive subjects of 
negotiation originated in the NLRB vs. Wooster Division, Borg-Warner 
Corporation (1958) and the NLRB vs. American National Insurance Company 
cases (1952).^
Bowles noted at least three differences in private and public 
sector bargaining that would serve to limit the scope of negotiations:
27
Jim Bowles, "Defining the Scope of Bargaining for Teacher 
Negotiations: A Study of Judicial Approaches," Labor Law Journal. 
October, 1978, pp. 649-650.
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first costs, as the public employer operates on a fixed budget; 
secondly, duty to public; and thirdly, statutes other than the negoti­
ations statutes that may limit scope. Other differences In private and 
public sector negotiations would favor an expansion of the scope of 
negotiations. • First, public employees do not have the right to strike. 
If the purpose of public sector negotiations were to provide a means to 
settle labor disputes without strikes, then restrictions on the scope of 
negotiations by declaring topics illegal or only permissive are counter­
productive to the purpose of settling disputes. Bowles described the 
"safety valve" theory of public employee bargaining as dictating "that 
any subject that might create friction and the chance for a strike 
should be aired and brought through the impasse procedures of fact 
finding, mediation, and arbitration in order to avoid the possibility 
of a strike." Secondly, teachers' special status as professionals who 
are concerned with the Improvement of education and who have a history 
of participation In self-governance and some management functions would 
dictate a broader scope of bargaining than that in the private sector. 
Any attempt to adapt the private sector model of negotiations to 
teacher negotiations must weigh the expansion factors against the 
limiting factors mentioned above.
Consideration of these factors as well as judicial approaches 
affected any decision on scope of teacher negotiations made by the state 
courts. Bowles found the tendency of most courts was to focus on the 
limiting factors and refuse to expand the scope of negotiations. Even
^®Bowles, pp. 650-653.
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in states such as Nevada (and Tennessee) without the broad statutory 
language of Section 8(d) of the NLRA where mandated subjects for 
negotiations are listed, the terras/language used have to be Interpreted. 
These listings, however, are more inflexible and can only be altered by 
amending the law. In states where mandated lists of negotiating 
subjects are not listed, the courts must interpret what is meant by 
"other terms and conditions of employment." Legislative intent may be 
considered by studying the wording of the law and its legislative 
history. In addition other state educational and civil service statutes 
may be studied. Where there is conflict between laws, the canon of 
statutory construction called pari materia may be applied. This means 
that related statutes are considered equally valid and when possible 
should be harmonized. Connecticut, Hawaii, and Kansas provided for such 
an occurrence by Including in their state laws a provision to make 
negotiated agreements binding on the parties despite conflict with
2Q
other statutes.
Bowles commented on the use of past practice as a means of 
determining the negotiability of certain subjects. Citing the decision 
in the Fibreboard Paper Products vs. NLRB case (1964) by the Supreme 
Court where a decision on the negotiability of "contracting out" was the 
issue, the court considered past industrial bargaining practice to aid 
in making a determination. This Fibreboard case was then cited as 
precedent in the West Hartford Education Association vs. DeCourcy case 
(1972) in determining the negotiability of class size. The court found
^Bowles, pp. 653-654.
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class size to be a mandatory subject of negotiations. A court study of 
the nlnety-slx teacher contracts In Connecticut revealed sixty-one with 
class-slze provisions. Thus the history of negotiating can be a factor 
In the determination of scope. Bowles suggested that since the history 
of negotiability is so short, the courts should consider how the schools 
are administered or what past practice in the school system has been in 
regard to the subject. If the issue Is a matter of past practice, then 
it should be negotiable.^0
In addition to the factors cited above, Bowles Identified four
major current judicial approaches used by the courts in dealing with the
issue of scope of negotiations. These Include illegal delegation,
impact balancing, labeling, and public policy determination. The most
restrictive on the scope of negotiations of the four judicial approaches
was the illegal delegation doctrine. This approach involved the board’s
refusal to negotiate or arbitrate a particular subject based on the
board's duty to represent the public. Thus any decision affecting the
public would have to be made by the public's representatives, the school
board. This approach would not permit any public employee bargaining.
While most state courts have rejected this illegal delegation doctrine,
the few courts allowing this approach generally limit its applicability
to powers granted the school board by statute which may not be 
31negotiated away.J
An example of the successful use of the illegal delegation doctrine 
w sb  in the Illinois Education Association Local Community High School
^Bowles, pp. 654-656. ^^Bowles, pp. 656-657.
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District 218 vs. Board of Education of School District 218 (1975).
The state court of Illinois ruled that a provision on teacher evaluation 
procedures in the contract was unenforceable as It was the board's duty 
to appoint and terminate non-tenured teachers. Thus the court ruled that
teacher evaluation was a discretionary power of the board, and could not
32be delegated.
The Supreme Court of Maine in the City of Blddeford vs. Biddeford 
Teachers Association (1973) did not hold valid the illegal delegation 
arguments relative to the arbitration of impasse-and grievances. The 
court held the lack of standards for guiding the arbitrator sufficient 
to strike down the statute. Later the courts have found the implicit 
reasonableness standards and statutory limitations to be adequate checks 
on the power of the arbitrator. The courts in later decisions have 
seemed to answer the illegal delegation or public duty argument by 
balancing the loss of some management control with the benefits gained 
in the reduction of strikes.33
The second judicial approach identified by Bowles was Impact 
balancing. As the courts have generally held most subjects as mandatory 
or permissive for negotiations, the basic question became a determi­
nation of what is mandatory and what is permissive. A case-by-case 
balancing approach has been used as exemplified in the National 
Education Association of Shawnee Mission. Inc. vs. Board of Education 
of Shawnee Mission Unified School District #512 (1973). The Supreme 
Court of Kansas rejected a labeling test on the scope of negotiations in
32Bowles, p. 657. 33Bowles, pp. 657-658.
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which a dichotomy was established between "educational policies" which 
were permissive, and "terms and conditions of professional service" 
which were mandatory. The court found the terms were not mutually 
exclusive. Instead the court used a balancing approach in which the 
directness of the Impact of the Issue on the teachers determined whether 
the issue was mandatory or permissive. Thus the burden of proof was 
placed on the teachers to show the direct impact of the issue on them. 
Case history has shown that the court generally ruled in favor of the 
school board by determining a subject was permissive rather than 
mandatory. This approach was, in fact, an example of judiciary balanc­
ing of management control by school boards against aversion of teacher 
strikes. Evident directness of impact on the teacher supposedly 
determined how likely the teacher was to strike over the issue. Bowles 
argued that the success of this approach depended on the court's 
consideration on a case-by-case basis rather than just looking at the 
specific subject for negotiations. Student discipline should perhaps 
be a mandatory subject In some school systems and a permissive subject 
in others, ^
The third judicial approach to scope of bargaining was, like 
illegal delegation, an Inflexible one. Labeling was an approach 
involving the establishment of a dichotomy between terms and conditions 
of employment and educational policies, and then making a determination 
on the classification of each subject. The problems with such an 
approach were discussed above in the Supreme Court of Kansas case of
■^Bowles, pp. 658-659.
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NEA of Shawnee Mission. Fast precedent and categorization based on 
superficial analysis were characteristics of this approach when the 
court did not state a rationale for its decision. When rationale was 
stated, the judicial approach resembled impact balancing. An example of 
failure by the court to state rationale was in the Oak Creek Education 
Association vs. WERC (1975) in which the court ruled that preparation 
periods were not mandatory subjects of negotiations, despite their 
relation to the allocation of a teacher's work-day and impact on a 
teacher's workload. Preparation periods were matters relating to the 
allocation of a teacher's time and s b  such were a matter of educational 
policy. Had the impact balancing approach been used, the reasons for 
the categorization would have been stated thus providing some protection 
against arbitrary decisions and better records for court review or for 
precedence in future cases.^5
The fourth judicial approach, explained by Bowles as the public 
policy approach, is one in which explicit or implicit public policy in 
a statute or court decision or in neither may restrict the right to 
arbitration. The New York courts have used this approach to reverse an 
arbitrator's ruling. In the case of Cohoes School District vs.
Teachers' Association (1976) the court ruled the granting of tenure to 
be beyond the power of the arbitrator. Only the school board could 
exercise this power as the interest of the pupils and school district 
were Involved. Bowles argued that the public policy approach placed the 
courts in the position of determining the public good in the absence of
^Bowles, pp. 659-660.
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legislative standards.
In summary Bowles noted that a new trend by state courts is to give
consideration to the dual nature of most negotiable subjects. Thus the
negotiable aspects of the subject, those affecting the employee most,
would be separated from the non-negotlable aspects, those affecting
educational policy most. One example was the West Irondequoit Teachers
Association vs. Helsby case (1974) in the New York courts in which class
size was itself determined to be non-negotlable, but its impact on
teachers was ruled a mandatory negotiating subject. Thus the number of
students in a classroom was not negotiable, but the compensation and
consideration teachers were to be given depending on the class size were
negotiable as a condition of employment. In all cases relating to scope
of teacher negotiations, the state courts have been asked to step in and
interpret state negotiation laws. Bowles believed these questions could
best be resolved by state legislatures, as the voice teachers and their
organizations were to have in the educational system, he asserted, was a
political question. Another alternative the author offered was allowing
negotiations on almost every issue. The process itself would then
eliminate issues of least impact on teachers. Bargaining was not
mandated agreement but discussion in good faith until agreement or
37impasse was reached.
In addition to state statutes on negotiation for teachers and/or 
public employees and judicial decisions, other sources of influence on 
the scope of negotiations have been identified in the literature.
3**Bowles, pp. 660-661. ^Bowles, pp( 662-665.
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Other Sources o£ Limitations 
On Scope of Negotiations
William F. Kay examined limitations on the scope of negotiations in
public education and has written that these limitations fall primarily
in the following categories:
statutory limitations which exist in the express language 
of the various collective bargaining statutes; legal and 
practical limitations on the fiscal and managerial authority 
of public employers; pre-existing employment laws, rules, 
and regulations; management rights directed by pre-existing 
laws, rules and regulations; limitations upon the obligation 
to bargain any changes in working conditions; and, finally, 
the limitation upon public employees' right to strike.
While statutory limitations and judicial decisions relative to scope of 
negotiations have been discussed, the remaining five categories of 
limitations deserved consideration. First, there were limitations on 
the authority vested in the public employer. A major limitation was the 
lack of authority to raise revenue. This was true of school boards, for 
example, in Tennessee. This lack of fiscal Independence limited the 
bargaining power of both teachers and school boards. Teacher organi­
zations have often, had to confront the local fiscal authority and often
qQ
the employer has joined the teachers in this confrontation.
Secondly, the rules and regulations set forth in state and local 
law pertaining to public employees and specifically teachers were in 
existence prior to the advent of collective negotiations. Conflicts 
between the pre-existing rules and regulations and the negotiated
^®Williara F. Kay, "The Need for Limitation Upon the Scope of 
Negotiations in Public Education, 11." Journal of Law and Education. 
Volume 2, 1973, p. 155.
^Kay, pp. 158-160.
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contracts Hollowed Immediately. In the case of Associated Teachers of 
Huntington vs. Board of Education Union Free School District 03 (1970), 
the school board questioned the legality of an agreement providing for 
arbitration of cases of dismissal of tenured teachers, reimbursement 
for graduate courses, and reimbursement pay on the last year of service. 
The appeals court of the State of New York summarized the issue In this 
question: Is there fundamental conflict between the provisions of New
York's Taylor Law and the provisions of any other statute dealing with 
the powers and duties of school boards? The court ruled all the Items 
as mandatory subjects of bargaining as It found no conflict between 
statutes. This case established In New York a broad and unqualified 
obligation of the employer to bargain except where some other applicable 
statutory provision explicitly and definitively prohibited the public 
employer from making such an agreement. Even with such precedent 
setting court cases the system of rules and regulations governing public 
school employees served as a limitation on the scope of negotiation, 
particularly In states without a decision-making body to which employee 
organizations could appeal for resolution. The lack of such a public 
employee labor relations board left only the courts for resolution of 
such conflict, and the process was both time-consuming and expensive.
In regard to management rights, the third area of limitation, the 
public employer retained the right to determine the mission of the 
enterprise, to define goals and functions of the school system. A 
narrow or broad interpretation of such rights could determine the scope
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of negotiations relative to specific Issues.
A fourth area In question was whether the employer has the duty to 
bargain any proposed changes in working conditions— whether or not the 
current contract spoke to the Issue involved In the change. If the 
employer did not have the obligation to bargain the Issue, then the 
scope of bargaining was thus limited. One New York case Involving this 
Issue was Board of Education, Union Free School District if3, Town of 
Hempstead. Nassau County (1971). The teachers' group claimed the board 
had unilaterally imposed conditions requiring employees on sabbatical 
leave to be employed in the system for two years after their return.
The sabbatical leave provision had been agreed to In the contract with 
no mention of a post-leave employment obligation. The board had then 
added this requirement. The association could have filed a grievance, 
but this could only have led to a limitation on scope of bargaining as 
only items in the contract itself can be arbitrated. The association 
registered a refusal to bargain claim with the Public Employee Relations 
Board (PERB), The PERB chose not to exercise jurisdiction over the 
violation of the contract as the Improper practices amendment to the 
Taylor Law did not mention breach of contract as an unfair labor 
practice. The PERB did, however, rule that(breach of contract may 
constitute an improper practice. When a Board of Education changed 
existing practices, policies, and procedures without negotiating such 
changes with the representative employee organization, such a change 
represented a violation of the Board's obligation to bargain in good
^Kay, pp. 161-170.
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faith. Thus the Mew York Labor Board ruled that just because the issue 
in dispute was not in the contract, did not give the employer the right 
to change working conditions unilaterally. The author maintained this 
was healthy in that it forced the employer and the employee into a 
continuous relationship and prevented the employee from attempting to 
"cover the waterfront" in a contract to maintain Involvement in 
subsequent changes in working conditions
The fifth limitation on the scope of bargaining for school 
employees was the prohibition against public employee strikes. In the 
private sector this was the most effective bargaining leverage. In 
New York's Taylor Law the PERB included the concept of a "higher duty 
to bargain" on the part of public employers to compensate for the lack 
of public employees' right to strike. This "higher duty to bargain" was 
cited by a lower court in the New Rochelle Federation of Teachers, Local 
280, American Federation of Teachers. AFL-CIO case of 1970. Since that 
time the New York PERB, however, has narrowed the scope of mandatory 
bargaining for public employees by broadly defining the "mission of the 
employer" (management rights). Thus the "higher duty to bargain" has 
proved to be no compensation for the prohibition against public employee 
strikes. Thus the scope of bargaining in the last analysis, according 
to Kay, was as broad or narrow as the relative strength or weakness of
/ *5
the negotiating parties.
In addition to state negotiation statutes, judicial decisions, and 
other limitations such as limitations on public employer authority,
^Kay, pp. 170-172. ^Kay, pp< 172-175.
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pre-existing laws/regulations for public employees or on management 
rights, many individuals and professional organizations have influenced 
and continue to Influence the scope of negotiations in public education. 
Particularly in states such as Tennessee where the mandatory subjects 
of bargaining are listed in the state law with other subjects of 
negotiation being designated permissive, there exists a variety of 
factors which determine negotiability.
Scope of Negotiations
There has developed in the last decade an extensive body of 
literature on the scope of teacher negotiations. The literature 
included periodical articles and books by individuals knowledgeable 
about negotiations, curriculum, or both; position statements of 
organizations representing various groups in public education; and 
reports of research in doctoral dissertations. The views presented 
on the scope of teacher negotiations often reflect the authorTs 
bias or that of the organization or group he/she represents. This 
body of literature deserved consideration as a source of Influence 
on the inclusion or exclusion of curriculum and instruction provisions 
in the negotiated contract. The review of literature on scope of 
negotiations is divided into sections. First were considered the 
positions of those who advocate an expanded scope of negotiations. 
Secondly, consideration was given to the positions of those who 
advocate a limited or narrow scope of bargaining.
Advocates of an Expanded 
Scope of Negotiations
The primary advocates of an expanded scope of negotiations are the
National Education Association and the American Federation of Teachers.
At the representative assembly of the NEA in 1981, the delegates adopted
a resolution which is representative of the organization's view of
teacher participation In decision-making. The resolution stated in
part: "The primary authority to make educational changes should lie with
the teachers through their influence and involvement in democratic
decision-making in and out of the s c h o o l . I t  was a resolution of
almost two decades ago at the 1962 NEA representative assembly in Denver
which called for school boards and professional associations to enter
into agreements involving the participation of representatives of the
professional organization and boards of education in the determination
of policies of common concern. This advocacy of collective bargaining
was restated in a resolution adopted at the NEA representative assembly
in Minneapolis in 1981. The resolution read:
The National Education Association believes that the 
attainment and exercise of bargaining rights are essential 
to the promotion of teacher and student needs in society.
The Association demands that these rights be advocated 
where they are now abridged and strengthened where they 
are now secured.
Ronald Daly, writing In the NEA Journal, iterated the NEA position 
on scope of negotiations:
All educational matters are negotiable. Questions of
^ N E A  Resolutions 1981, NEA Reporter. September, 1981,
(Washington, D. C.: National Education Association), p. 10.
^ N E A  Resolutions 1981, p. 13.
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salary and welfare are important, since about 75 percent of 
the school budget goes for these Items. Local associations 
are justly criticized, however, when these are the only 
subjects brought up for negotiation. Professionals should 
be equally interested In all manner of educational problems.
The method of Instituting curriculum changes, the 
method of textbook selection, the length of the school year 
for both students and teachers, dismissals, transfers, in- 
service training, public relations, intra-school communi­
cation— all these are items for negotiation. Instead of 
enumerating items in writing, most agreements use a broad 
statement, such as “all other matters of educational concern," 
or "all matters affecting the quality of the educational 
program."
In 1972 Girard Hottleraan writing in Today*s Education, an official
NEA publication, submitted that
through bargaining, we have seen class loads reduced, 
specialists added, the curriculum enriched, and 
additional funds appropriated for research, evaluation, 
and Improved accountability.
Further he stated,
with or without collective bargaining, the teacher still 
measures himself according to the degree to which he is 
able to improve the lives of children. . . . School boards 
and teachers who adopt an open position vis-a-vis the 
bargaining agenda find that it leads to resolution of 
problems rather than to the escalation of differences.
And in answer to what makes curriculum negotiable, he argued that
it is Important to keep in mind that curriculum is what 
we do and instruction is how we do it. Hence, curriculum 
and instruction for teachers are not only the conditions 
of employment, they are the essence of employment. Matters 
concerning what the curriculum is or how it is arrived at, 
modified, and transmitted are legitimate areas of discussion 
in the bargaining process.
^Ronald Daly, "Professional Negotiation," NEA Journal,
May, 1965, p. 31,
^Girard Hottleman, "Collective Bargaining and the Emerging 
Profession," Today*8 Education. December, 1972, p. A9.
^Hottleman, p. 50. ^Hottleraan, p. 50.
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Thus the NEA has supported and continues to support and promote 
actively an expanded scope of negotiations.
The history of the support for an expanded scope of negotiations 
is similar for the American Federation of Teachers (AFT-AFL-CIO). In 
July. 1965, Charles Cogen, then AFT president, stated in a speech given 
at the National Institute on Collective Negotiations in Public Education 
in Providence, Rhode Island, the organizational position on scope of 
negotiations.
We would place no limit on the scope of negotiatlons— the 
items which are subject to the bargaining process. Anything 
on which the two parties can agree should become a part of 
the agreement. . . . Obviously, class sizes, number of 
classes taught, curriculum, hiring standards, textbooks and 
supplies, extra-curricular activities— in fact anything 
having to do with the operation of the school 1b a matter 
for professional concern and should thus be subject to 
collective bargaining. *
Albert Shanker, the current, president of the AFT, noted that
teachers want an equal voice wherever their working conditions or their
professionalism was at stake. Shanker described an Instance in which
policy and working conditions coincide.
When we sit down with our superintendent of schools to 
negotiate a contract, we represent 68,000 professionals 
who say, "We want reduced class size, with a maximum of 
X." To us this represents a working condition. Don't 
tell me you don't have to work harder if there are 40 
children in a class than you do if there are 30 or 25 
or eight. We are not interested in determining 
educational policy. We want good professional working 
conditions under which we are able to s u c c e e d .^0
^ % y r o n  Lieberman and Hichael Hoskow, Collective Negotiations 
for Teachers (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1966), p. 226.
Albert J. Shanker, "Teacher Participation in Decision-Making: 
Rights and Obligations," Compact, August, 1968, p. 17.
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A more current AFT pamphlet on how collective bargaining works
indicated the position of the AFT on scope of negotiation remained
Intact. The pamphlet lists such provisions as teaching conditions,
extra-curricular duties, pupil discipline, transfer policy, class size,
and class load as appropriate subjects for negotiating proposals.^
The state affiliate of the NEA, the Tennessee Education Association
(TEA), took a parallel position on the scope of negotiations. The TEA
position was expressed by Cavit C. Cheshier, Executive Secretary of the
association, in an editorial in the Tennessee Teacher, the official TEA
magazine. In citing arguments used by critics against professional
negotiations (PN), Cheshier noted:
Another Interesting argument frequently heard is that PN is bad 
because somebody must speak for the children and teachers won't do 
this. Let's look at the record: who has been speaking for the 
children during the past two decades to secure such things as 
Increased instructional supply allotments? Increased operation and 
maintenance funds? Additional teachers so the class size in grades 
1-6 can be reduced from the forty, forty-five, or fifty pupils per 
teacher so frequently found a few years ago? Librarian and 
counselor positions not charged against the pupil-teacher ratio?
A statewide Kindergarten program? Teacher evaluation? Higher 
certification standards? and the many, many other Improvements 
that are essential parts of today's state school system?*’
In reply to the argument against including working conditions as a
negotiable item, Cheshier summarized the position on scope of
bargaining: "We should never forget that working conditions of
teachers are the learning conditions of students."
^ H o w  Collective Bargaining Works (Washington: American Federation 
of Teachers, AFL-CIO), #157.
^^Cavit C. Cheshier, "Professional Negotiations— An Idea Whose 
Time Has Come," Tennessee Teacher, December, 1976, p. 3.
S^cheshier, P* 3*
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In a brochure published by the Tennessee Education Association a
question relative to the non-salary items Included in master contracts
in effect in Tennessee prior to the passage of the state negotiation law
was asked. The answer indicated the following items:
Discipline policies, evaluation procedures, grievance 
procedures, promotion policies, fair dismissal procedures, 
substitute teacher policies, maternity leave policies, and 
a voice in curriculum, to name a few.5**
Other individuals have promoted an expanded scope of bargaining in
public education. The following were intended as evidence of such
statements rather than all Inclusive. T. M. Stinnett, Jack Kleinmann,
and Martha Ware maintained that the scape of negotiations should be
as broadly defined as the educational program Itself. As the rationale
for this position these authors stated that
the philosophy inherent in professional negotiation is that 
teachers, in common with other professional practitioners, 
have a deep and transcendent interest in all matters which 
may bear upon the standards of their practice. Any other 
position is in direct conflict with the spirit and purpose 
of the process.5-*
In addition they argued that teachers through their associations were 
in a unique position to assist in the assignment of educational 
priorities in the budget allocation process.
William Cornell writing in the Pennsylvania School Journal stated 
that negotiations should remove every excuse for not doing a good job 
of teaching. He claimed the duty of the profession was to decide how
^Professional negotiations (Nashville: Tennessee Education 
Association), 76-186.
55T. M. Stinnett, Jack Kleinmann, Martha Ware, Professional 
Negotiation in Public Education (New York: The Macmillan Company, 
1966), p. 154.
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schools should be conducted In order to carry out the Instructional 
program. "The role of the association and negotiations as It relates 
to curriculum is then the determination of how curriculum is decided 
upon and how it affects the teacher. Thus teachers are not negotiating 
curriculum but are negotiating working conditions."^
David Seldenf a Fellow at the National Institute of Education in 
1975, argued for the inclusion of teachers in the process of curriculum 
development and revision. He wrote:
Certainly the process by which curriculum is determined 
must be bargainable to make sure that teachers are represented.
As for curriculum content, this should also be bargainable 
as to the correction of egregious omissions or the elimination 
of irrelevant or inappropriate course content. . . . Making 
curriculum bargainable within limits can serve as a check on 
the normal bureaucratic process.”
Donald A. Myers in an explanation of the need for collective 
bargaining wrote that "there are literally hundreds of issues that are 
of concern to teachers and that can be negotiated."^® The vice 
president of the Chicago Teacher Union in 1976, Jacqueline Vaughn, 
commented concerning the negotiated provisions relative to curriculum:
These persons responsible for the effective 
implementation of curriculum goals— the teachers—  
have often been denied an opportunity to participate 
in curriculum development.
With the growing trend toward accountability, it 
is only reasonable for teachers’ unions to demand a
5®Williara Cornell, "Target: PN in Curriculum and Instruction," 
Pennsylvania School Journal, Volume 119, 1970, pp. 124, 126.
•^David Selden, "How Fares Curriculum in Collective Bargaining," 
Educational Leadership, October, 1975, p. 28.
^®Donald Myers, Teacher Power-Professionalization and Collective 
Bargaining (Lexington, Massachusetts: D. C. Heath and Company, 1973), 
p. 90.
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greater role in developing the goals and objectives that
teachers are being held responsible lor implementing."
Thus the advocates of the expanded scope of bargaining came 
primarily from the ranks of teachers, teacher organizational leaders, 
or instructional supervisors who worked closely with teachers.. The 
comments of these advocates of an expanded scope of bargaining suggested 
that the quality of education for all students has been enhanced by 
extending the scope of bargaining beyond wages, hours, and other 
conditions of employment. The advocates of a limited scope of bargain­
ing, however, argued that the interests of the student in the classroom 
became lost in the negotiating process as teachers sought to improve 
their salaries and working conditions. Boards of education maintained 
that such matters of educational policy are management decisions 
intended to be made by representatives of the public.
Advocates of a Limited Scope 
of Negotiations
The primary organization advocating a more limited scope of 
bargaining is the National School Boards Association (NSBA). Statements 
from the leadership of the NSBA and its state affiliate, the Tennessee 
School Boards Association (TSBA), were included in this literature 
review. Other organizations and individual authors advocating a 
limited scope of bargaining were also cited.
The National School Boards Association has maintained a consistent 
policy of limitation on the scope of bargaining to retain the policy
Jacqueline Vaughn, "The Expanding Role of Teachers in 
Negotiating Curriculum," Educational Leadership, October, 1976, p. 21.
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making role of the school board. From policy statements In the early
sixties to more recent statements In journal articles, the NSBA has
advocated maintaining the authority of boards of education established
by lav and refusing to delegate this authority through the negotiation
process. Harold V. Webb, executive director of NSBA In 1972, expressed
the policy of the organization in the following remarks:
At the very least, education policy must remain free 
from the vested Interests of unreachable professionals— - 
unreachable, because teachers not only are free from 
public accountability but In many instances they also 
are sheltered from management accountability through 
tenure laws. Certainly, teachers and other employees 
should be consulted on matters pertaining to their work, 
but it is difficult to understand how the educational 
process can be served by trading off curriculum decisions 
at a heated bargaining session. Furthermore, if matters 
of education policy become contract items, the result 
could have several effects on the innovation, experi­
mentation, and desirable variations in the teaching- 
learning process, all of which are so vital to the 
fulfilling school experience.
In opposition to the arguments of teacher groups for an expanded scope
of bargaining, Webb alleged that
when the teacher unions argue that their sense of 
"professionalism" demands that they make public policy 
decisions in education, they misconstrue their role. 
Professionalism is not any more at issue here than it 
is in the case of the members of a congressional staff 
demanding the right to make policy decisions for the 
congressmen and senators who employ them.^
In the spring of 1975 the President of NSBA commented that the 
passage of federal legislation on collective bargaining for public
^Harold V. Webb, "The Case for Keeping the Federal Government 
Out of Board-Teacher Negotiations," The American School Board Journal, 
July, 1972, p. 19.
^Webb, p. 19.
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employees would be a "catastrophe." His reference was not to higher
teacher salaries, but to the shift in control of public education at
62
the local level to the teacher organizations and federal agencies.
Jonathan T. Howe in a paper presented at the thirty-fifth NSBA 
annual convention in Miami in April of 1975 addressed the issue of what 
is negotiable. He advocated state laws which specifically limited the 
subjects for negotiations and which did not require boards of education 
to negotiate on matters of "inherent managerial policy." He also 
recommended a strong management prerogative or rights section in 
contracts which states items which are not negotiable. Howe argued for 
the limitation on negotiations to only salaries, fringe benefits, and 
negotiation procedures until the parties were familiar with the 
negotiation process. He warned against the inclusion of terms and 
phrases such as "working conditions," "other matters of mutual concern" 
or "terms and conditions of employment" as these are often construed to 
include curriculum and instruction issues and/or matters of policy.
The position of the Tennessee School Boards Association (TSBA) 
reflected that of the parent organization. Dan Tollett, Executive 
Secretary of the TSBA, writing in a parent-teacher publication in 
January of 1979, stated:
Tennessee law charges local boards of education with 
the responsibility of determining and adopting policies 
deemed necessary for the efficient operation and general
^ T o m  James, "The States Struggle to Define Scope of Teacher 
Bargaining," Phi Delta Kappan, October, 1975, p. 94.
^Jonathan T. Howe, "Collective Bargaining: What's Negotiable?" 
(paper presented at the Annual Convention of the National School Boards 
Association, Miami Beach, Florida, April, 1975).
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Improvement of the Bchool system. Uncontrolled collective 
bargaining by teachers threatens the decision-making 
management prerogatives of school boards and school 
administrators. . . .
For example, under the label of "working conditions," 
teacher unions are negotiating on such issues as school 
calendar, class size, and how many teachers will be hired, 
and methods of selecting administrators.
Such items have policy consequences which will 
likely require an Increased budget and additional taxes.
The bill will be handed on to the taxpayer who had no 
effective voice In the negotiations.
Other groups and individuals have argued for limitations on the
scope of negotiations. Carol Klmmel, president of the National
Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) In 1976, wrote concerning the parent
view on negotiations:
Before superimposing the industrial model of 
professional negotiations on the field of education, 
it may be necessary to make some alterations. In 
industrial negotiations, only management and labor 
are involved; if negotiations break down and'a strike 
occurs, the consumer can obtain a comparable product 
from another company. This option is closed to those 
who believe in the public school system, and who look 
with concern at the increasing number of strikes 
between management and teachers— ultimately affecting 
children and parents who have had no "say" in 
negotiations.
While the FTA position as stated by Klmmel is not as limiting as
that of the school boards association, it does Indicate a concern
about parental participation.
Relative to curriculum negotiations, Klmmel stated:
There is real concern among parents that clearer definitions 
of what is subject to bargaining between "the establishment"
®^Dan Toilett, "TEA-TSBA," The Tennessee Parent-Teacher Bulletin, 
January-February, 1979, p. 1.
®**Carol Klmmel, "Parent Power: A Plus for Education," Educational 
Leadership. October, 1976, p. 24.
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and teachers are needed. Matters that Involve curriculum,
Including the choice of texts and teaching materials, 
cannot be decided without a carefully considered plan of 
participation by parents.
David Smith writing in the National Elementary Principal noted that
the question of negotiability of a given issue is one on which vigorous
arguments may be expected at the bargaining table. He stated:
Even though the question of what is negotiable generates 
some fancy verbal footwork, the question of what should 
not be negotiable is markedly more p r o f o u n d . * ^
Smith then went on to identify several issues that "might well be
considered non-negotlable by a team representing a board of education."
These included such items as curriculum content, curriculum revision,
and textbook selection. Smith argued for broader representation
including parents and students to determine such issues. In addition,
the instructional program Smith maintained deserves more thoughtful and
deliberate consideration than it would receive at a bargaining table.
Other non-negotlable items cited were discipline, suspension and
expulsion, teacher determination of supervisor qualifications, faculty
meetings, duty assignment, procedures during emergency weather
conditions, and textbook usage.
John H. Metzler, Professor of Industrial Relations at Newark
College of Engineering in 1973, warned management against an unlimited
scope of bargaining. He remarked:
^Klmmel, p. 25.
t^ D a v id  c .  Smith, "Professional Negotiations: What's Negotiable?" 
National Elementary Principal, March-April, 1974, p. 74.
68Smith, pp. 74-75.
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The educational process will be better served If the 
scope of bargaining among boards of education and 
teachers' organizations Is limited. Even if this 
contention Is Incorrect, far less damage will occur 
as a result of limitations than the damage that will 
occur If the contention proves correct and there are
no limitations.^
One warning for management read:
With an unlimited scope for bargaining, effective 
management of the school is diluted, often with 
catastrophic consequences. If the primary consideration 
of the law is the education of youth, the scope should 
be limited to an area in which the board member can 
effectively function in carrying out the statutory 
mandate of a board of education.'0
Metzler identified two basic guidelines to determine the scope of
negotiations:
(1) Management must be unfettered in making decisions, 
even if it is required to have many of its decisions 
subject to the grievance procedure; and (2) decision­
making in education can be analyzed to determine which 
decisions must be retained to the unilateral action by 
the board or by the administrators and which can be 
either shared or turned over to the teachers for their 
unilateral action.
These guidelines make one assumption: local lay 
control of education will, and should continue. Thus, 
in reverse, they obviously assume that control of 
education should not be turned over to the education 
profession.
Resolution of the issue of scope of bargaining in education seems 
remote. Neither state legislatures nor state courts have found adequate 
solutions. Organizational positions remain at opposite ends of the 
expansion— limitation continuum with little indication of compromise.
^ J o h n  H. Metzler, "The Need for Limitation Upon the Scope of 
Negotiations in Public Education, I," Journal of Law and Education, 
Volume 2, 1973, pp. 139-140.
^°Metzler, p. 148. ^Metzler, p. 153.
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Neither teacher organizations nor school board associations have managed 
to accomplish their objectives In this area. This "elusive concept of 
scope of bargaining," as It was labeled by Hugh D. Jascourt, promises 
to remain an area of debate and controversy In public education 
negotiations for the future.
Curriculum and Instruction as Negotiable Issues
As negotiations In public education spread to more states in the
1960's, the issue of the negotiability of curriculum and instruction
emerged. Wendell M. Hough editorializing in Educational Leadership, the
professional journal of the Association of Supervision and Curriculum
Development (ASCD), in 1969 noted that few contracts had specific
curriculum and instructional items as of that date but predicted that as
teacher salaries became more respectable, teacher negotiators would turn
their attention to curriculum and instruction items. He maintained
that the determination of curriculum policy and instructional 
procedures has been dominated by local boards of education 
and administrators in far too many American school districts. 
Teachers have not been involved in decision making to the 
degree that many of us feel is necessary. Mandatory negoti­
ation will assure teachers a stronger voice; and new teacher 
power could move the profession into a stronger position of 
collaboration in the improvement of schools.73
Hough's prediction proved to be correct. Research by the National 
Education Association published in December of 1970 revealed that of the 
nine hundred and seventy-eight master contracts in force during the
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Hugh D. Jascourt, "The Scope of Negotiations In Public Education: 
Overview," Journal of Law and Education. Volume 2, 1973, p. 137.
73Wendell M. Hough, Jr., "A Better Curriculum Through Negotiation?" 
Educational Leadership, March, 1969, pp. 531-532.
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1968-69 school year In school systems with a pupil enrollment of one 
thousand or more, 46 percent had one or more Items directly or 
Indirectly related to curriculum decIsion-making. Some 28 percent of 
these contracts had at least one general or professional joint 
curriculum committee. Seventeen percent had negotiated provisions for 
curriculum review.^ Another study done in 1972 by Russell Zlemer and 
Gray Thompson of fourteen large city or county affiliates of the 
National Education Association and four large city affiliates of the 
American Federation of Teachers revealed that the leadership of both 
organizations rated ninety-five and ninety-three respectively of ninety- 
six Identifiable curriculum and Instruction components as being of some 
importance in negotiations.^ Obviously the areas of curriculum and 
instruction were important in teacher-school board negotiations.
In identifying what was in store for teachers in the 1980's,
Judith Brody Saks cited the expansion of collective bargaining as one 
of three major trends within the teaching profession. Citing the 1979 
Rand Corporation study, Organized Teachers in American Schools, Saks 
suggested the possibility by the late 1980's of a two-tier system of 
bargaining. If the states continued to assume more of the cost of 
public education, local bargaining agents would attempt to expand the 
scope of bargaining to the non-economic issues such as teacher per­
formance, evaluation, classroom safety, class size, and curriculum
74"curriculum Review in Negotiation Agreements," NEA Research 
Bulletin, December, 1970, p. 106.
7^Russell H. Ziemer and A. Gray Thompson, "Negotiations and 
Curriculum: NEA vs, AFT," Educational Leadership. November, 1973, 
p. 104.
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natters. Saks noted these traditional "management prerogatives" were 
appearing more and more in teacher contracts.^ Obviously the issue of 
the negotiability of curriculum and instruction items has been discussed 
since teacher negotiations expanded in the late 1960's, and the debate 
on this issue continued into the decade of the 1980's.
The Rand Corporation's Policy Research Center in Educational 
Finance and Governance undertook a two-year research project on the non­
economic effects of teacher collective bargaining. This report entitled 
Organized Teachers in American Schools consisted of a quantitative 
analysis of data from teacher contracts from a national sample of school 
districts for 1970 and 1975 and was followed by field work in fifteen of 
the districts. Some one hundred and fifty-one contracts were analyzed 
to determine the types of non-economlc provisions In the contracts, how 
they differed from 1970 to 1975, and how they differed from district to 
district. Lorraine McDonnell and Anthony Pascal summarized the findings 
from this first phase of the study:
Collective bargaining gains by teachers follow a distinct 
pattern. Teacher organizations first bargain over and 
obtain increases in salary and fringe benefits; they then 
move on to working conditions and job security and only 
lastly to issues of educational policy. Although non­
compensation gains have not been universal, teachers have 
significantly improved their working conditions and __
Increased their influence over school and classroom operations.
McDonnell and Pascal identified the gains in such areas as regulation
7^Judith Brody SakB, "What's in Store For Teachers in the 1980's," 
Learning, July-August, 1980, pp. 34-37.
77
Lorraine McDonnell and Anthony Pascal, Organized Teachers in 
American Schools (Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California, and 
National Institute of Education, Washington, D. C.), February,
1979, p. 8.
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of class size, assignment and transfer policy, length and composition
of the school day, teacher evaluation, and use of supplementary
personnel. They also noted that these gains were often made in tandem
with gains in salary. While demographic factors did not seem to
significantly affect contract results, the organizational factors did
produce significant results. The state statute governing negotiations
was the most significant predictor of the attainment of such provisions.
The authors wrote:
Teacher organizations in states with a law permitting 
or mandating bargaining on a specific provision were 
more likely to win that provision than organizations 
in states without such a law. On the other hand, in 
states where strike penalties could be Imposed, fewer 
provisions appeared in contracts.78
The second phase of the research, the field work analysis, revealed that 
with the maturation of the collective bargaining process has come 
professionalization. Professional negotiators often sit at the bargain­
ing table with little if any participation by the community or the 
school board. The researchers noted that
local political and organizational factors such as public 
attitudes toward collective bargaining and the quality of 
the relationship between the district and the teacher 
organization tend to predominate in determining the tenor 
of the negotiations and the substance of the final settle­
ment. In fact, these variables are often more significant 
in explaining contractual outcomes than are statutes 
regulating scope and Impasse resolutions. 9
In observation of large districts with mature bargaining relations, the
researchers found more cooperative relations with management where
there were strong and broad contracts. For teachers the primary
^McDonnell and Pascal, p. P. 79McDonnell and Pascal, p. 10.
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advantage of the non-economlc provisions in the contract were "In
systematizing in-school processes and constraining administrative 
80
capriciousness." While the public seemed to exhibit little interest
in teacher bargaining unless a crisis occurred, the research revealed
that students experienced bargaining effects Indirectly and occasionally.
They may attend somewhat smaller classes, but for fewer 
hours per day and fewer days per year. Rising personnel 
costs may result in less supplementary learning resources 
for students, but at the same time teachers may be 
happier and aides and specialists more plentiful. An 
older and more highly credentialed teacher force may mean 
more expertise in instruction, but perhaps less flexibility 
and energy. How any of these consequences of collective 
bargaining influence the rate of learning or other student 
interests remain largely unknown.
The issue of "what is bargainable" was also examined by Anthony 
Cresswell and Fay Spargo in a study for the Education Commission of the 
States and the National Institute of Education. Describing scope as 
the area where bargaining lapsed over into school operations and policy 
structure, the authors noted that scope existed in a political/social/ 
economic matrix and thus was difficult to isolate. They described the 
purpose of labor laws as being the establishment of a balance of power 
among the legitimate interests— labor, management, and the public. As 
the number of interest groups increased the possibility of conflict
09
Increased and so also the difficulty in obtaining a power balance.
®®McDonnell and Pascal, p. 13. ^McDonnell and Pascal, pp. 13-14.
®2Anthony M. Cresswell and Fay Spargo, Impacts of Collective 
Bargaining Policy In Elementary and Secondary Education; A Review of 
Research and Methodology: Recommendation for New Research (Education 
Commission of the States, Denver, Colorado, and National Institute 
of Education, Washington, D. C.), August, 1980, p. 39.
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In the absence of federal legislation governing scope In public 
education bargaining, the state laws defining scope and the local school 
district Interpretation and practice relative to these laws became 
significant. The following diagram represents the levels of decision­
making for scope of bargaining:
Constitution
t
Statutes
J  J
Court Cases
t i t
Local Board, Agency Decisions( r t f !
Local Labor Management Relations
* t , t  * *83Practices OJ
The variability In state statutes governing bargaining discussed 
earlier in this chapter has made the social and political context of 
public education a factor in the determination of what is negotiable, 
Cresswell and Spargo described six specific aspects of the context of 
public education. First the education Interest groups to be balanced 
Include: 1) teachers, 2) management groups, 3) school clients, and 
4) public electorate. A second factor Is the lack of market competition 
in education which leaves the public with little alternative choice. 
Thirdly education as a public good leads to the philosophy that public 
services should not be disrupted. Thus we have the prohibition of the 
right to strike. A fourth factor is resource availability particularly 
with declining enrollments and inflation. This certainly affects 
bargaining decisions as there is less flexibility in fund distribution.
S^Cresswell and Spargo, p. 40,
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Still another factor is the teacher’s sense of professionalism stemming 
from expertise and specialization which Influences the teacher approach 
to bargaining. Finally, change itself becomes a factor as new teaching 
tools may affect student-teacher ratioB or the rate of information 
growth may create the need for retraining and also affect tenure and
OA
job security.
Cresswell and Spargo have identified three major areas where
conflict continued to surface as attempts are made to balance the power
among the parties. The first area they described as the tension over
professional versus management control.
Management feels that education policy decisions are 
within the realm of management prerogatives. Teachers 
feel that these decisions directly affect day-to-day 
classroom operations; and therefore, are terms and 
conditions of employment.
A second area which was identified as a source of conflict was
regulation of strikes. The strike generally was illegal in the public
sector. Yet in negotiations over the expansion or limitation on scope
of bargaining the crucial question, as referred to earlier in this
chapter, was "Would teachers feel strongly enough over an issue to 
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strike anyway?"
The third area of conflict noted in the Cresswell and Spargo study 
was categorization. The four basic models or philosophical approaches 
used by the courts in their interpretation of state statutes on scope
®^Cresswell and Spargo, pp. 41-42. ^Cresswell and Spargo, p. 43.
®®Jim Bowles, "Defining the Scope of Bargaining for Teacher 
Negotiations: A Study of Judicial Approaches," Labor Law Journal, 
October, 1978, p. 659.
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of bargaining were cited earlier In this chapter. Bowles had labeled 
these four models as Illegal delegation, labeling, Impact balancing, and 
public policy determination (public service). Cresswell and Spargo 
suggested the need In policy determination for a model of theoretical 
approaches to use In analyzing alternatives. In the model four per­
spectives Identified above would be represented. Following Is a diagram 
of their model representing these four philosophical approaches used by 
the courts:
Logic Outcome
Determinative Determinative
General Illegal Delegation Public
Definition Doctrine Service
Specific Labeling Impact
Definition Balancing
Analysis of Teacher Contracts for 
Curriculum/Instruction Items
The fact that curriculum and Instruction provisions are found in 
teacher contracts has been verified in several doctoral research 
projects. In one of the earliest such studies Marilyn Steele analyzed 
fifty-six sets of randomly chosen contracts in Michigan for thirty 
instructional provisions. The 1966-67 contracts were compared with the 
1967-68 contracts for the trend toward inclusion of Instructional items, 
the relationship to the per pupil expenditure, the relationship to the
fi7Cresswell and Spargo, p. 47.
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percentage of the budget for Instructional supplies, and the relation 
to the size of the school district. The findings of her research 
revealed:
1) An increase in Instructional provisions in Michigan 
contracts from 1966-67 to 1967-68, 2) larger districts 
including a greater number of Instructional items than 
smaller districts, though the difference was not statisti­
cally significant, 3) school districts with higher per 
pupil expenditures in 1966-67 having statistically 
significant more Instructional items in the 1966-67 
contracts while lower per pupil expenditure school districts 
had fewer instructional provisions in their contracts,
4) the instructional supply budget for all school districts 
declined significantly the second year of bargaining while 
smaller school districts spent a greater percentage of their 
budget for instructional supplies in 1966-67 than did 
larger districts.®®
In a similar study, Arthur Frock examined contracts in twenty-five 
school districts in and around Detroit, Michigan, for the years 1967, 
1971, and 1976 for language related to six curriculur variables. These 
areas included: 1) determinant decision-making authority over curriculum 
policy, 2) textbook and instructional materials selection, 3) inservice 
education activities, 4) course content determination, 5) academic 
freedom, 6) teacher assignments, transfers, and "bumping." His findings 
revealed a trend both in frequency and intensity of contract language 
in the six curriculum areas. He found the wording of the items to deal 
more with determinant powers than with substance of the curriculum.
The larger school districts of twenty thousand or more pupils had 
stronger contractual language relative to curricular issues than the
Marilyn Steele, "Has Collective Bargaining Contributed to 
Instructional Improvement in Michigan Schools?" (Ph.D. dissertation, 
Michigan State University, 1969), Abstract,
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smaller school districts of one thousand to four thousand pupils.®^
Finally Donald Kenney In a later study of thirty-one sets of Michigan
teacher contracts studied the trend toward bargaining curriculum and
Instruction by an examination of contracts for some twenty curriculum-
instructional provisions. The set of contracts Included those for the
base year 1970-71 and the terminal year 1977-78. Kenney also rated the
Items on a four-point scale representing the item being absent from the
contract to teacher control of the item. He found no major changes In
the contracts In relation to curriculum and Instruction from the 1970-71
base year to the 1977-78 terminal year. Also he discovered no relation
90
between urban or rural location and contract language.
In a more general research study, Grace Noda investigated how 
collective bargaining was being used to Influence curriculum and in­
struction. She attempted to develop a conceptual framework to promote 
more effective means of promoting teachers' professional objectives.
Noda identified four stages in the development of collective bargaining 
including: a) pre-recognition, b) voluntary recognition, c) statutory 
recognition, and d) professionalism. These developmental stages Noda 
found to be related to the teacher's hierarchy of needs. The state of 
professionalism, or extensive bargaining for curriculum and instruction,
Arthur Frock, "The Hidden Determiners: A Trend Study Descriptive 
of the Extent to Which Language Directly Affecting Curriculum Exists 
in Teacher Collective Bargaining Agreements in Selected School Districts 
in Southeastern Michigan," (Ed.D. dissertation, Wayne State University, 
1977), Abstract.
^Donald Kenny, "Collective Bargaining of Curriculum and 
Instruction: A Trend," (Ed.D. dissertation, Wayne State University, 
1980), Abstract.
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was one this researcher found had not been attained at the time of the 
study (1972). She noted that both the structure and culture of the 
school system acted as a deterrent to the teacher attempting to In­
crease the degree of professionalism by Increasing power and autonomy 
over professional matters such as curriculum and instruction. She 
found collective negotiations dealt more with Instruction than curricu­
lum while lnservice failed to deal effectively with teacher perceptions, 
values, and beliefs.^
Raymond Bablneau investigated teacher master contracts in Pennsyl­
vania relative to curriculum and instruction. Bablneau did a content 
analysis of some two hundred and fifty-two randomly selected contracts 
using his own Instrument entitled, "A Taxonomy for the Examination of 
Collective Bargaining Agreements with Regard to Implications for 
Curriculum and Instruction." The relationship of the inclusion of 
curriculum and instruction Items to the size of the school district and 
to the maximum teacher salary were also investigated. Of the contracts 
examined Bablneau found 99.2 percent contained Items with Implications 
for curriculum and/or instruction. In agreement with Noda's findings, 
Bablneau found 31.34 percent of the contracts with provisions for 
curriculum while 99,2 percent had provisions for Instruction. Some 
49.2 percent of the contracts had provisions for evaluation. The areas 
of curriculum provisions most often found included general provisions 
for academic freedom and provisions for the payment of teachers for
^Grace T. U. Noda, "Collective Negotiations For Curriculum and 
Instructional Change," (Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State University, 
1972), Abstract.
curriculum planning activities. The two areas in instruction most often
found in the contracts were length of school day and length of school
year. Of the total number of possible items for inclusion related to
curriculum, instruction, and evaluation identified in the taxonomy by
Bablneau, only slightly over 10 percent of these were found in the
contracts analyzed. The researcher found a low positive correlation
between maximum teacher salary and the Inclusion of curriculum and
instruction items in the contract, A low negative correlation was
found between maximum teacher salary and the inclusion of evaluation
items in the contract. A low positive correlation was found between
the size of the school district and the inclusion of curriculum,
Instruction, and evaluation procedures in the contract. This latter
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finding is in agreement with previous research cited.
LeRoy Rieck attempted to analyze the effect of collectively 
bargained agreements and the practices resulting from collective 
bargaining on the mandated allotment of time, organization, and economic 
support for curriculum development. From a stratified sample of forty- 
eight Pennsylvania school districts based on enrollment size Curriculum 
Development questionnaires were completed by superintendents and follow- 
up interviews with five superintendents and five teacher leaders were 
conducted. Using 1969-70 as a base year and 1976-77 as a terminal year, 
the amount of change relative to time for curriculum development, 
availability of inservice time, planning period length, and provision
^Raymond E. Bablneau, "An Examination of Collective Bargaining 
Agreements in Pennsylvania With Regard to Implications for Curriculum 
and Instruction," (Ed.D. dissertation, Temple University, 1977), 
pp. 172-173,
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o£ released time for curriculum development were investigated. The 
organizational factor was determined by a study of the number of cur­
riculum councils functioning in the base year compared to the terminal 
year. The degree of economic support was determined by compensation 
for curriculum development, ratios*for instructional salaries, and 
expenditures for basic and supplemental instructional supplies and 
equipment. Rleck's findings Included:
1) no significant change among systems in the number of 
lnservlce days for curriculum development and the per pupil 
expenditure for equipment from 1969-70 to 1976-77, 2) in 
the larger districts there was significant difference in 
provision for released time from 1969-70 to 1976-77, 3) the 
group of next to the largest school districts experienced 
significant growth in the number of curriculum councils and 
in per pupil expenditure for supplemental Instructional 
materials from 1969-70 to 1976-77, and 4) all groups of 
school districts had significant growth in per pupil 
expenditures for instructional salaries and for basic 
instructional materials from 1969-70 to 1976-77. Thus 
collective bargaining was found to have a moderate impact • 
on time available for curriculum development, but was a 
dominant factor in economic support in compensation for 
curriculum development and instructional salaries.
In a study of sixty-five randomly selected teacher contracts from 
all geographic regions of the United States, the late Fred Bieber 
attempted to determine contract provisions used to improve the edu­
cational programs. After determining from the literature some two 
hundred and five items which were characteristics, conditions, or 
factors, which Improve educational programs, thirteen categories of 
these were established. Contracts were selected based on school
^ LeRoy Elwin Rleck, "The Impact of Collective Bargaining on Time, 
Organization, and Economic Support for Curriculum Development in 
Randomly Selected School Districts in Pennsylvania," (Ph.D. disser­
tation, Pennsylvania State University, 1978), Abstract,
district size, geographic location, and NEA or AFT affiliation. Bieber 
found one thousand, three hundred eighty-two citations in the sixty-five 
contracts for the Improvement of educational programs for an average of 
twenty-one citations per contract. Little relation was found between 
the size of the professional staff and the number of provisions. The 
items far improving educational programs mentioned most frequently 
regardless of size, national affiliation, or geographic location in 
order of priority were: teacher salaries, grievance procedures, leave 
policies, negotiations, teacher transfer and promotion, and teacher 
evaluation. ' Provisions affecting personnel policies and teacher working 
conditions were the highest priority in contract talks. Finally,
Bieber concluded that negotiated contracts could be used as vehicles
QA
for the Improvement of educational programs.
Curriculum/Ins true tion NegotiatIons 
and Their Effect on the Supervision 
of Instruction
In an Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD)
position paper written in 1969, Bernard Klnsella stated that supervisors
had been disenfranchised organizationally by their absence from the
negotiation table. He noted the many contract provisions that affected
the daily functions of the supervisor.
The exclusive right of teachers to select instructional 
materials; a defined length of the school day that 
prohibits after-school meetings; the exclusive right of 
teacher organizations to select curriculum committee
^ F r e d  Bieber, "Provisions for Improving Educational Progress in 
Selected Negotiated Contracts," as summarized by Mervin Deever and 
James Jurs in Research Reports on Educational Administration. Volume V, 
No. 2, Arizona State University, January, 1975, pp. 5-8,
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members; the adoption of new units of study or new 
courses In the curriculum at the "table" through 
negotiation; provisions that prohibit changes in the 
curriculum without prior approval of the teacher 
organization; restrictions on classroom visitations; 
teaching assignments based upon teacher choice and 
seniority; summer school teaching positions based 
upon seniority; transfer regulations that are based 
upon seniority rather than qualifications; 
restrictions on evaluation activities; rigid class 
size restrictions; and limitations on experimental 
and innovative programs.
Klnsella described supervisors as caught in the middle of the 
power struggle between teachers and top level administration and school 
boards. As supervisors of instruction must work with both groups, they 
could not choose sides if they were to be effective in working toward 
instructional improvement and change.
Robert Kreyt Lanore Netzer, and Glen Eye researched the specific 
items in contracts that interfere or prevent supervisors from function­
ing. Relationships between the effect of contracts on supervisors, and 
supervisory levels of employment and size of school districts were also 
studied. Questionnaires were sent to one hundred thirty-seven persons 
in public school positions identified as supervisory. The instrument, 
divided in three parts, obtained reaction to twenty-five negotiated 
items relative to the degree of interference in supervision. Another 
list of fourteen items not usually negotiated were also responded to as 
to the degree of interference. Lastly personal data were obtained on 
the respondent. From the ninety-nine participants, the mean responses
qc
Bernard Klnsella, et al,, "The Supervisor's Role in Negoti­
ations," Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 
Washington, D. C., 1969, p. 1A.
^Klnsella, p. 1A.
indicated some Interference with supervisory activities in regard to
"dismissal of teachers, non-instructional duties, length of school day
transfer of teachers, staff reduction, teacher evaluation, personnel
files, management rights, non-renewals, school calendar, grievance
procedures, teaching assignments and duties, inservlce education, and
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negotiation procedures.' Among the fourteen non-negotiable items, 
the mean response indicated the contract created some Interference in 
committee work. The single area supervisors, followed by elementary 
supervisors, indicated the roost supervisory concerns affected by the 
contract. The school systems with three hundred one to five hundred 
teachers or more than one thousand teachers reported more Interference 
in supervision from master contracts. In conclusion the authors noted 
that
Master contracts of teachers generally do not 
prohibit supervisors from nor create much Interference 
for supervisors in fulfilling their responsibilities.
Master contracts of teachers affect supervisors 
differently at different levels of employment and in 
different size school systems.
Supervisors in the smallest school systems tend 
to have least interference from the roaster contract 
of teachers.
Supervision is perceived to be a phase of management 
by those negotiating master contracts.
Interpretation of the master contract of teachers 
is as important as is the content of the contract.
Current roaster contracts are not a great threat to 
supervisors.
System-wide curriculum guides, plan, or documents 
still prevail as an approach to curriculum development.®®
^Robert Krey, Lanore Netzer, and Glen Eye, "Research Reports: 
Master Contracts of Teachers and the Supervision of Instruction," 
Educational Leadership, March, 1977, p. 468.
®®Krey, Netzer, and Eye, p. 470,
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In January of 1979 another ASCD sponsored study assessed current 
supervisory practice and the Impact of several factors Including 
collective bargaining on supervision. Data were collected in sixteen 
districts from questionnaires and on-site interviews with teachers, 
teacher organization officers, supervisors, principals, and assistant 
superintendents/superintendents as respondents. The groups favored 
meet and confer agreements followed secondly by no formal agreements.
In school systems with master contract agreements the ratings of 
supervisory services were primarily unfavorable. Principals as a group 
reported more influence (negative) by collective bargaining on super-
QQ
visory services than the other groups responding.
Curriculum/Instruction Negotiations
and Their Effect on Parents and Students
Ronald Doll wrote of the "drive for power" as one of four forces
affecting curriculum change. Relative to this "drive for power" he
identified teachers, community groups, and students among some eight
groups attempting to Influence curriculum. Concerning teacher
organization influence he stated:
Militancy by teachers organizations, which have learned 
that when one begins to talk about teacher welfare, he 
must soon discuss organization of schools and children's 
curricula, both of which matters have previously been in 
the preserve of boards of education and their adminis­
trative staffs.
^ O r g a n i z i n g  Schools for Supervision/Instructional Improvement. 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, Alexandria, 
Virginia, 1980, pp. 2-3.
m O g o n a W  C. Doll, "The Multiple Forces Affecting Curriculum 
Change," Phi Delta Kappan, March, 1970, p. 382.
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Lawrence Fierce addressed needed reforms in collective bargaining 
Co insure more involvement by the public. While not opposed to teacher 
collective bargaining, he stated a new balance of power which permitted 
greater public participation in school governance would serve education 
well. As a result he made several recommendations for needed reform in 
the ground rules of collective bargaining. These Included the need for 
every state to enact a law permitting bargaining on matters of teacher 
welfare. Secondly, the rules for bargaining should provide incentives 
for each side to reach agreement. Thirdly, tenure should be locally 
bargained and more freedom given local districts in hiring by loosening 
certification requirements. Fourth, state laws on length of school 
year should be eliminated or made less inflexible. Fifth, each state 
should have open meeting laws so the public could be Informed on 
bargaining. Sixth, school boards need an Independent staff to handle 
bargaining so as to assume more responsibility for the process.
Seventh, the board should involve the public in the preparation of the 
board's bargaining demands. Finally, school site lay councils should 
bargain over some Issues beyond the economic Issues handled 
centrally.
Pierce wrote that the question at issue was who should control the 
public school. He maintained that the private sector bargaining model 
suggested that educational policy be determined by teachers and school 
administrators. The public he asserted was the major loser for private
^ L a w r e n c e  C. Pierce, "Collective Bargaining and the Control of 
Education: Needed Reforms," paper presented at annual meeting of 
American Educational Research Association, April, 1976, pp. 12-13.
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citizens did not participate In or gain information about negotiations
which might affect the quality of education. Pierce's proposals were
based on the assumption that in a democracy the people should control
their institutions. Thus his proposals were intended to increase the
public Influence in public education by opening up .the legislative
processes at the state and local level and also creating direct public
102participation in collective bargaining.
Bernard Klnsella in writing concerning the effect of negotiations 
on supervisors also noted the impact of negotiations on children and 
young people through its Impact on the instructional program.
Who negotiates for the pupils? When limited resources 
are available, the accomplishment of personal gains for 
teachers is achieved at the expense of the instructional 
program and of other.human beings. Among these persons 
would be other professional staff members, members of the 
community, and the young people for whom schools are 
responsible.
Some negotiation demands that are commonly considered in 
the welfare category have implications for or direct effects 
upon curriculum and instruction. Should pupils not have 
some voice in matters that affect them? Should the community 
not have some voice? Do not all segments of our school 
communities have a moral right to be r e p r e s e n t e d ? ^ ^
Rather than a two-sided table for negotiation seating teachers and
board-administration, this author advocated a five-sided table so all
segments of the school community could be properly represented. Then
young people, parents, supervisors, teachers, and board-adminlstrators
could all participate in the negotiating process.
^^Pierce, pp. 15-16.
103Bernard Klnsella, et al,, "The Supervisor’s Role in Negoti­
ations," Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 
Washington, D. C . t 1969, p. 15.
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Curriculum Planning and Che 
Negotiation Process
The controversy over negotiations as the appropriate process for
the determination of curriculum problems and solutions continues.
Several authors in the field of collective negotiations have registered
their opinions on the issue. The following examples were intended as
representative of the statements of opinion rather than all inclusive.
Michael Moskow saw a problem in an all-inclusive approach to the
scope of negotiations when there was no distinction made between "bread
and butter" items and "professional" items. He questioned whether
collective bargaining was, in fact, the best process to use in giving
teachers more say in professional decisions. He described the
bargaining process and its use in arriving at professional decisions:
Apparently, there are certain dangers in using the 
same mechanism to solve such problems as the starting 
salary for teachers with a M.A. plus 30 credit hours and 
the new American literature textbook for 11th grade students.
Under collective bargaining, proposals and counter­
proposals will be made by the parties. Compromise and 
accomodation are essential parts of the process, with the 
final decisions being made in part by the relative powers 
of the parties. Instead of using this type of mechanism 
to settle "professional questions," it would be more 
desirable to remove them from the crisis bargaining 
atmosphere of the negotiating table and permit them to 
be examined on a year-round basis.1®^
While admitting that in far too many school districts curriculum 
policy and Instructional procedures have been determined and dominated 
by local boards of education and administrators, Wendell Hough identi­
fied three divisive consequences of curriculum negotiation:
■^Michael H. Moskow, Teachers and Unions (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1966), p. 224,
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First, collective bargaining and/or negotiation of 
curriculum and instruction is anathema to cooperative 
curriculum development. . . .
Another consequence of the cohesiveness of teachers' 
organizations and accompanying militancy is an extension 
of organization by other professionals. . . .
Interpersonal problems and frustrations are created 
for both teachers and administrators who find themselves 
inhibited by terms of a contract which Includes articles 
on curriculum and instruction.
In a doctoral study of opinions and perceptions toward bargaining
in their domain of two hundred seven Wisconsin curriculum-instructlon
administrators were investigated. David Kampschroer concluded that
responses to eight statements concerning the negotiation 
of the curriculum clearly presented the case of curriculum- 
instruetion administrators that curriculum Is not, and 
should not be, a matter of negotiation,
Despite this finding, of the eighteen curriculum-instructlon items the
researcher identified four were found in nearly 90 percent of the
master contracts In Wisconsin.
In a similar descriptive study in New York, Charles Magee studied
the effect of collective negotiations on the instructional program and
curriculum planning. His conclusions can be summarized as follows.
Magee found that adequate financial support for instructional programs
was maintained even with rising teacher salaries and fringe benefits.
He also found collective negotiations had only a minimal effect on the
addition of new educational programs. Likewise negotiations had not
brought an increase In the number of administrative personnel. In the
^^Wendell M. Hough, Jr. (Editorial) "A Better Curriculum Through 
Negotiation?", Educational Leadership, March, 1969, pp. 532-533.
*°^David Kampschroer, "The Status of Collective Bargaining and 
the Curriculum-instructlon Administrator in the State of Wisconsin" 
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1978), Abstract.
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school districts Magee studied, teacher strikes had not interrupted the
educational program to a significant degree. Both school officers and
teacher organization leaders believed shared decision making as it
affected instruction Improved the quality of instruction. Both parties
also agreed that teachers should have a major voice in the selection of
instructional materials. On the other hand, both parties agreed that
neither instructional supervision or the educational program had
improved or benefited from collective negotiations. The chief school
officer's time and the teachers organization leader's time was consumed
to a large degree by collective negotiations. This researcher found
the categories in the current contracts to relate more to teacher
working conditions than educational concerns. Collective negotiations
did result in a significantly high number of Board-Administration-
Teacher Committees meeting relative to the educational program.
Finally it was noted that collective negotiations resulted in a decrease
in power for the administrative-supervisory personnel. This was
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particularly true for the building principal.
William F. Young maintained that the long-range effects of the
negotiation development would be positive, but he objected to the
negotiation of curriculum and instruction:
Optimum conditions for productive curriculum development 
work require a high degree of mutual faith, trust, and respect 
among professional staff members. Collective bargaining 
behavior has not promoted these conditions.
It would be helpful if agreement were reached on the 
point that it is unwise to negotiate specific curriculum
lO^Robert Magee, "The Effect of Collective Negotiations on School 
Districts’ Curriculum Planning and Improvement of Instruction" (Ed.D. 
dissertation, State University of New York, 1978), Abstract.
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development activities and curriculum content. Activities 
and content should evolve as teachers and administrators 
work together on a co-professional basis in an effort to 
Improve the instructional program.10®
Robert Alfonso in a speech at the 1969 annual meeting of the
American Association of School Administrators addressed the issue
of curriculum negotiation. He noted sane amazement that teachers
had taken so long to assert themselves. He stated:
I think if we could make a careful, objective analysis of 
the ways in which and the extent to which we have Involved 
teachers in making decisions about curriculum and in­
struction that we would find that, in the main they have 
systematically been excluded from involvement in the 
critical process of decision-making, and that where they 
have been involved they have been so effectively managed 
that they have operated from a very weak power b a s e . 1^9
Alfonso stated that the two parallel developments of teacher power and
curriculum reform contributed to bring about curriculum negotiations.
He submitted his rationale for opposition to this process:
The present model for negotiations, based on the 
labor model of collective* bargaining is antithetical to 
all accepted principles of curriculum development. . . .
In fact, when properly conceived of, curriculum 
issues defy negotiations. The nature of curriculum and 
Instruction makes it axiomatic that they be treated openly, 
intellectually, experimentally, honestly, with all available 
wisdom and evidence brought to bear In the decisions. . . ,
I question whether such careful consideration can be made in 
a confrontation, in a situation in which sides are drawn and 
In which a desire to win a victory supplants rational 
decision making. , . ,
I am concerned that when we decide curriculum and 
Instruction questions on the basis of negotiation, bargaining, 
and compromise that we end up with a decision which is 
defensible as a compromise but completely indefensible in the
p. Young, "Curriculum Negotiations: Present Status- 
Future Trends," Educational Leadership. January, 1969, p. 343.
l^Robert J. Alfonso, "Collective Negotiation In Curriculum and 
Instruction," Negotiation Research Digest. May, 1969, pp. E-l, E-2,
light of the best we know about teaching and learning.
In collective negotiations, who negotiates for kids?
For good learning?HO
John Sperling, at the request of the American Federation of
Teachers, prepared a reply to Dr. Alfonso's address. Sperling noted
that curriculum negotiations seen in its simplest terms was evidence
that teacher unions had matured. The author separated the curriculum
development activity from the Instructional activity for discussion.
Concerning change in curriculum development, he maintained:
Curriculum development, as it is carried on today, is 
unlikely to be greatly affected by collective bargaining 
and any changes in classroom behavior which result from 
teacher control over curriculum development will be 
minor. . . .  1 am convinced that it will require a much 
more profound change than collective bargaining to 
produce major changes in the classroom.HI
In a description of curriculum development, Sperling stated:
Modern curriculum development, with its emphasis on 
such sophisticated elements as the conceptual structure of 
the disciplines, the sequencing of learning, diagnostics 
and the choice of teaching strategies, the explicit 
statement of behavioral objectives and their criterion 
testing, and the careful differentiation between cognitive 
and affective behaviors, has become the preserve of the 
expert. Few professors of education, school administrators 
or teachers any longer are competent in curriculum 
development. In effect, except for the professional 
curriculum developers, there is almost no one in the 
enterprise, from superintendent to teacher who even 
understands what curriculum developers do. . . .
The only sort of curriculum development which will be 
Influenced by collective bargaining is that which is 
carried on by faculty curriculum committees, headed by 
supervisors. This latter sort of curriculum development 
has little or no influence on the curriculum. Such
n^Alfonso, pp. e -2, E-3.
H^-John G. Sperling, "Collective Bargaining and the Teaching- 
Learning Process," Quest Paper #11, American Federation of Teachers, 
Washington, D. C., August, 1970, p. 3.
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development Is characterized by:
1. Insufficient funds
2. Inadequately trained supervisory personnel
3. A low level of commitment on the part of the 
faculty members on the committees. Usually, 
the faculty member la given no time off for 
such assignments and he rightly considers such 
work to be unpaid overtime,
4. A low level of sophistication In the work done.
Thus Sperling concluded his statements on curriculum development with
the observation that "the union invasion of the last bastion of
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teaching professionalism" (curriculum development) Is a dishonest
and Irrelevant worry of administrators. The lack of professional
competence at the school or district level in curriculum development
makes the fight over power pointless.
In contrast to this position on curriculum development, Sperling
believed instruction would be profoundly Influenced by collective
bargaining for the good of both students and teachers. Sperling argued:
Faculty curriculum committees which actually function 
as Improvement of instruction committees badly need the 
strength which collective bargaining can offer. This 
follows from the very simple idea that desired changes In 
the classroom behavior of teachers are most likely to 
occur under the stimulus of positive motivation. Collective 
bargaining can both prevent the use of negative motivation 
and promote the use of positive motivation In this area. . . .
Union strength has brought a dignity and stability to 
the teaching profession that the cant of professionalism never 
achieved. Good salaries and sound grievance procedures have 
already created greater willingness of teachers to change 
their classroom behavior than all of the in- and out- service 
institutes ever held.
Sperling advocated the establishment through the contract of 
instruction committees which should be provided such positive
H 2Sperllng, p. 5. ^Sperling, p. 5. 
•^Sperling, p. 6.
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motivations as the following:
1. Funds to purchase materials and to hire consultants
2. Released time for teachers who participate
3. Permanent quarters for the committee
4. Teacher control over the coranittee
5. A reward system to encourage teacher participation 
in such committees
6. Provisions for administrator, student., and community 
membership on the committees.
While Alfonso suggested that unions restrict bargaining to wages and
hours, Sperling declared
such a view is sociologically absurd. A teacher's work 
life cannot be schizophrenically divided between his 
wages and his work. If he is to be a whole and rational 
man, he is going to make certain his union is going to 
view school as a total environment and that he will share 
in the decision making, as an equal in everything that 
affects his environment.11®
Girard Hottleman, Director of Educational Services for the 
Massachusetts Education Association in 1970, described three areas as 
legitimate ones for negotiation in the Improvement of curriculum and 
Instruction:
(a) conditions which affect the quality of the teacher,
(b) conditions which affect the quality of the learning 
environment, and (c) conditions which affect the 
structuring of school-community relationships which can 
assist in the education of the child.
Hottleman viewed each of these areas as necessary to continually 
Improving school systems, and noted that from a negotiation viewpoint 
the question was "not whether they are negotiable, but to what extent 
the cost is assumed by either party and to what extent responsibility
11^Sperling, p. 6. ^^Sperling, p. 8.
11^Girard Hottleman, "Negotiation in Curriculum and Instruction: 
Another Step Up the Professional Ladder" in Negotiating for Profession­
alization. TEPS Conference, Washington, D. C., June, 1970, p. 56.
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la assumed by either party."*^® The negotiations process, he 
maintained, would be the arena In which to resolve these questions. 
This author did note some subtle and difficult problems confronting 
the negotiators of curriculum and Instruction which did not face those 
negotiating salary and welfare Items.
The outcome of all agreements must reflect sound 
philosophical concordance with known effective 
educational theory.
It Is especially hazardous to try to resolve all 
special Issues through the power-based maneuvering 
tactics which characterize the bargaining process.
For example, Introduction or deletion of specific courses 
should be arrived at, not through negotiation, but 
through research. What should be negotiated, however, 
is a provision which guarantees that there will be ample 
funding and time for the performance of research and 
guarantees that results will be Implemented once 
research is completed.
Another dangerous pitfall Is the temptation to 
request standardization of procedures for educational 
personnel. For example, the value of some of the newer 
technological discoveries is well understood, but to 
require any mechanical or automatic use of such materials 
would be to remove the freedom of choice from individual 
teachers. . . . What is important in such a case is that 
assurances are obtained that the full range of techno­
logical assistance will be available to teachers to be 
used at their discretion,
In summarizing his rationale for curriculum and instruction negoti­
ations, Hottleman argued that
curriculum and instruction can be Improved only if teachers 
have ample access to self Improvement opportunities and if 
a proper learning environment can be structured in order to 
permit the efficient practice of the professional teacher's 
expertise. . . . Agreements within the areas of curriculum 
and instruction must not conflict with known conclusions of 
sound educational research and should be supportive of the 
philosophy which governs the school system. In general, the 
principles which should govern the activity of teacher 
negotiators should be (a) that of providing the professional
^®Hottleman, p. 56. H^Hottleman, p. 58.
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staff, Individually and collectively, with greater access to 
self-improvement resources, and (b) that of achieving an Im­
proved position for the professionals In the decision-making 
process.
Jack Kleinmann, Director of Planning and Organizational Development
for the National Education Association In 1972, described the bargaining
process cycle in relation to curriculum and instruction:
A decade ago, when teachers were just beginning to seek 
bargaining rights, school boards charged that it was "unpro­
fessional" to bargain for wages and fringe benefits and that 
teachers, rather, should concern themselves with Instructional 
and curriculum matters. Teachers, for their part, were 
preoccupied at that point In history with securing the basic 
bargaining rights that employees in the private sector had 
come to take for granted.
Having begun to secure those basic rights, teachers then 
turned to matters of professional significance. By this time, 
however, boards of education and administrators were generally 
taking a hard line on curriculum and instruction, referring to 
them as "management prerogatives."^^-
Kleinmann argued that collective negotiation of curriculum does
not stifle innovation and flexibility.
Collective negotiation can be an excellent technique to Improve 
the quality of education, so long as the emotionalism and aura 
of mystery surrounding curriculum and Instruction are removed.
It need not prevent teachers from being innovative, nor curricula 
from being responsive to changing needs. Indeed, contractual 
provisions can facilitate Innovation and adaptability,^^2
William Young, Deputy Superintendent of Dearborn, Michigan Public
Schools took the opposite position in regard to negotiation of
curriculum.
The experts claim that the criterion for determining a good master
^^Hottleraan, p. 59,
^1-Jack h . Kleinmann, "Curriculum Negotiation: How? To What 
End?", Educational Leadership, April, 1972, p. 573.
^^Kleinmann, p. 574.
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contract is whether or not the contract is mutually unsatis­
factory to both sides. Should this be the fate of curriculum?
Is this what we want for young people? Does curriculum lend 
Itself to adversary relationships, confrontation, two-sided 
table bargaining, compromise, and mutual dissatisfaction? The 
answer to all these questions should be a resounding NO.123
Young advocated the use of a professional approach to curriculum
planning by the formation of a second negotiation group with
representation from the total professional staff to work with the
curriculum and instruction issues.
The curriculum negotiation group should restrict its agreements 
to the process and design for seeking solutions. The agreements 
should clearly specify who is to be involved, the decision­
making procedures, realistic timetables for completion of 
tasks, time for staff members to work on the tasks, the controls 
necessary to insure continued progress, provisions for 
evaluation, and provisions for accountability.*-
Kleinmann, too, wrote of teacher accountability as a pervasive
concept in most teacher handbooks. He further noted:
Teachers realize that responsibility is a concomitant to 
authority. They will be more willing to accept responsibility 
for results if they have a part in determining the environment 
in which they practice. Collective negotiations provide the 
means for the assumption of responsibility by all parties to 
the educational process,*-23
Thus the debate on negotiations as the process for resolution of 
curriculum and Instruction problems is a continuing one. The literature 
revealed little consensus regarding their negotiability. While 
controversy still surrounds the issue, the fact remains that curriculum 
and instruction Issues have and continue to be negotiated in contracts 
between teacher organizations and boards of education.
*-23wiiiiara p, Young, "Curriculum Negotiation: How? To What 
Extent?", Educational leadership. April, 1972, p. 576.
*-2^Young, p. 577, *-25Kleinmann, p. 575.
Chapter 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND INSTRUMENTS
Content analysis, sometimes called documentary research, was the 
method of investigation used in this study. Content analysis is a type 
of descriptive research. This was described in the literature as 
analysis based on documents and records already in existence.^* Bernard 
Berelson has defined content analysis as "a research technique for the 
objective, systematic, and quantitative description of the manifest 
content of c o m m u n i c a t i o n , i n  the present study the communications 
subjected to analysis were the negotiated agreements in the form of 
teacher contracts with boards of education which were in effect for any 
portion of the 1980-81 school year. The present status of the phenomena 
studied is the primary focus of content analysis; but the data resulting 
from the classification, generalization, and interpretation should 
provide guidance for future practice.
The development of content analysis as a research method has 
progressed from frequency counts of any number of phenomena to a more 
sophisticated level. As currently used content analysis is "concerned 
with the identification of the more subtle and more significant 
dimensions into which a given phenomenon can be analyzed from the
^George J. Mouly, The Science of Educational Research (New York: 
Van Nostrand Relnhold Company, 1970), pp. 228 and 279.
^Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis in Communication Research 
(Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1932), p. 18.
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standpoint of a clear-cut research problem."^ An example of this new
orientation in content analysis is Benjamin Bloom's The Taxonomy of
Education Objectives. Frederick Kerllnger has stated that
content analysis, while certainly a method of analysis, Is 
more than that. It is a method of observation. Instead 
of observing people's behavior directly or asking them to 
respond to scales or interviewing them, the investigator 
takes communications that people have produced and asks 
questions of the communications.^
The purpose of this study was to ask questions of the communi­
cations (negotiated teacher contracts) to determine the nature and 
extent of curriculum and instruction items Included in those contracts. 
To accomplish this, it was necessary to follow certain procedures.
Identification of Population
A listing of negotiating local organizations in the State of 
Tennessee as well as the recognition date for each local organization 
was obtained from the Tennessee Education Association. (See Appendix B) 
The Tennessee Federation of Teachers' representative, Mr. Charles 
Hazelwood, verified the accuracy of the list of AFT locals negotiating 
and the recognition dates.® This list revealed a total of sixty-three 
negotiating locals in Tennessee affiliated with the Tennessee Education 
Association-National Education Association that had contracts in effect 
for some portion of the 1980-81 school year. Two negotiating locals in
^Mouly, p. 280.
^Fred N. Kerllnger, Foundations of Behavioral Research (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1973), p. 525.
^Telephone interview with Charles Hazelwood, Tennessee Federation 
of Teachers, Carter County, Tennessee, September A, 1981.
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Tennessee affiliated with the Tennessee Federation of Teachers- 
American Federation of Teachers had contracts in effect for some portion 
of the 1980-81 school year. The State of Tennessee had a total of 
sixty-five negotiated teacher contracts in effect in 1980-81.
The 1981-82 president of each local teachers' organization which 
had a 1980-81 contract was contacted by letter (See Appendix C) and 
asked Co provide a copy of the negotiated teacher contract which was in 
effect for some portion of the 1980-81 school year. The initial mailing 
resulted in obtaining twenty-three of the teacher contracts. A second 
letter (See Appendix C) was mailed to the forty-two presidents of 
local teachers' organizations who had not responded to the initial 
letter. The second mailing resulted in obtaining eleven additional 
contract copies. Copies of thirty-one contracts were secured from 
those available in the files of the Tennessee Education Association 
in Nashville.
Instrument
"A Taxonomy for the Examination of Collective Bargaining Agreements 
With Regard to Implications for Curriculum and Instruction," as 
developed by Raymond Bablneau, was used for the analysis of the 
negotiated teacher contracts.® (See Appendix A)
The taxonomy was developed by a survey of the literature in the 
areas of curriculum, instruction, and evaluation for the purpose of
^Raymond E. Bablneau, "An Examination of Collective Bargaining 
Agreements in Pennsylvania With Regard to Implications for Curriculum 
and Instruction" (Ed.D. dissertation, Temple University, 1977), 
pp. 86-90.
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establishing the categories. Other studies using such category systems 
in curriculum, instruction, and evaluation were noted by Bablneau,
These included a study by Mauritz Johnson in which a set of writings 
was analyzed for the use of the term curriculum. The National 
Education Association did reviews of contracts in 1968 and again in 
1970, using categories for the analysis process, to determine the extent 
to which curriculum and Instruction had been negotiated into contracts.
In addition to these studies using such categories, Babineau examined 
several related dissertations in which the authors had devised systems 
for contract analysis. The work of Grace Noda, using descriptive 
techniques and a philosophical-logical mode of inquiry, suggested a 
rational framework for building a system for contract analysis. From 
the work of Benjamin Bloom on the means to evaluate curriculum and 
instruction came the categories for evaluation. These Included: 
formative evaluation, diagnostic and placement evaluation, and summative 
evaluation. George Beauchamp's writing in Curriculum Theory (Third 
Edition) provided interpretations relative to the use of "curriculum" 
and the system necessary to produce a curriculum. The broad domains in 
Noda's work were expanded and then modified with items from other 
sources. Thus the work of Johnson, Noda, Bloom, and Beauchamp provided 
the bases for the categories in Babineau1s taxonomy. The validity of 
his taxonomy was then established by review of a panel of experts 
consisting of Dr, John Mlckelson, Dr. LeRoy Olson, Dr. Uayne Smith, and 
Dr. Robert Walter, all of Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.^
^Babineau, pp. 84-86.
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Dr. Mickelson, a specialist in middle school organization and 
curriculum, co-authored the book The Teacher and School Organization 
published in 1966. He teaches in the Department of Curriculum Theory 
and Development. Dr. Olson teaches classes in collective negotiations 
in the Department of Administration and Supervision at Temple University. 
Dr. Walter, an authority on collective bargaining, wrote the book The 
Teacher and Collective Bargaining published in 1975. Dr. Smith, a 
specialist in elementary school curriculum, teaches in the Department
Q
of Curriculum Theory and Development at Temple University,
Inservice education in Tennessee has assumed particular importance 
in relation to both curriculum and Instruction. Inservice education was 
defined by a 1977 Task Force as a "program of planned activities 
designed to increase the competencies of personnel in the performance 
of their professional responsibilities."^ A brief historical review of 
how inservice education has become such a significant factor in relation 
to curriculum and instruction seemed appropriate.
The study of the Tennessee Program of Public Education authorized 
by the Seventy-fourth General Assembly in 1945 recommended an increased 
emphasis on participation in curriculum improvement by lay and 
professional groups, local school systems, colleges and universities, 
and the State Department of Education. Then in 1947, Chapter 8, Public 
Acts provided for implementation of the recommendations of the study.
O
Telephone interview with Raymond Babineau, Sloomsburg,
Pennsylvania, November 15, 1981.
^Report of Task Force on Guidelines for Organization and Evaluation 
of In-service Education, prepared for Supervising Teacher Study Council 
and Tennessee State Department of Education, October, 1977, p. 1.
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In 1951 Che State Curriculum Committee, with representatives from the 
groups with interests in curriculum Improvement, was formed. On 
May 9, 1952, the State Board of Education adopted a curriculum frame­
work citing the minimum requirements for the instructional program and 
its Improvement. The General Education Law of 1957 passed by the 
Tennessee General Assembly provided for ten days of paid inservice 
education. Thus both the Tennessee State Department of Education and 
the Tennessee General Assembly have mandated programs of inservice 
e d u c a t i o n . T h e  Rules, Regulations, and Minimum Standards of the State 
Board of Education read:
Each school shall develop and carry out a program of 
inservice education designed to improve the school 
curriculum and promote the continuous professional 
growth of all personnel. The program shall be in 
accord with the system-wide plan of which it is a part.
The 1980 Guidelines for Planning Approvable Inservice Education
Activities listed the following as approvable activities:
1. Instruction assessment and improvement studies.
2. Planned workshops and/or other activities based 
on the assessed needs of a school or school syBtem.
3. Development and coordination of school and school- 
wide curriculum.
4. Studies of: teaching methods and strategies, 
classroom management, child development, curriculum and 
instruction, motivation, community involvement, etc.
5. Selection, design, and/or development of 
instructional materials including textbook selection.
6. Analysis of student records, test scores, and other 
data for the purpose of program planning.
7. Visitations to observe specific programs Including
^Report of Task Force on Guidelines for Organization and 
Evaluation of Inservice Education, pp. 1-3.
^Rules, Regulations, and Minimum Standards, 1979-80, Tennessee 
State Board of Education, Nashville, Tennessee, Section 0520-1-3-02, 
Requirement A (4)(c), p. 35,
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organizational patterns and teaching strategies.
8. Optional planned workshops, seminars, institutes, etc. 
related to a teacher's assignment if optional days are 
part of the system’s planned lnservlce program. A 
school system's guidelines for acceptable optional 
credits must be submitted for approval to the State 
Department of Education.12
Because of this relation in Tennessee between the InBervice 
education program and curriculum planning and instructional improvement, 
this writer included for the analysis of negotiated teacher contracts in 
Tennessee the following as an addition to Babineau*s taxonomy under IV. 
43. teacher participation in the planning of the school 
system's lnservlce program.
Following is the taxonomy with the addition of lnservlce education.
1 Memorandum to Public School Superintendents and State Approved 
Private and Special Schools, from E. A. Cox, Commissioner of Education, 
Guidelines for Planning Approvable lnservlce Education Activities, 
April 17, 1980, p. 2.
A TAXONOMY FOR THE EXAMINATION OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
AGREEMENTS WITH REGARD TO IMPLICATIONS 
FOR CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
I. LANGUAGE USAGE OF THE WORD "CURRICULUM"13
A. "Curriculum" As The 
Subject of A Verb
(List Verbs)
B. "Curriculum" As The 
Object of A Verb
(List Verbs)
C. "Curriculum" As The 
Modifier of A Noun
(List Nouns)
D. Adjectives Used to 
Modify "Curriculum"
(List Adjectives)
II. LANGUAGE USAGE OF THE WORD "INSTRUCTION"14
A. "Instruction" As The 
Subject of A Verb
B. "Instruction" As The 
Object of A Verb
(List Verbs) (List Verbs)
C. "Instruction As The 
Modifier of A Noun
(List Nouns)
D. Adjectives Used To 
Modify "Instruction"
(List Adjectives)
III. THE CURRICULUM SYSTEM
A. Bargaining for Substance 
Contract provides:
1. general provision of academic freedom.
2. specific provision(s) providing teacher autonomy in 
selection and/or organization of:
13The word "curriculum" is intended to include all grammatical 
forms of the word.
l4The word "instruction" is intended to include all grammatical 
forms of the word.
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a) educational goals and/or Instructional objectives.
b) content or subject matter.
c) means to evaluate the curriculum.
3. specific provlsion(s) providing teacher participation 
in the selection and/or organization of:
a) educational goals and/or instructional objectives.
b) content or subject matter.
c) means to evaluate the curriculum.
B. Bargaining for Process 
Contract provides:
1. establishing a Curriculum Council or Committee(s).
a) membership of a group.
b) criteria for selecting membership.
c) power for teachers to appoint representatives.
d) rules for governing operation of group.
2. Curriculum Council or Committee(s) decision-making 
power for curriculum implementation and/or 
revision procedures.
Decisions subject to approval by:
a) faculty.
b) school administration.
c) board of education.
C. Bargaining for Funds
Contract provides that the Board of Education supply 
funding for:
1. payment of teachers engaging in curriculum planning 
activities.
2. procurement of materials and supplies necessary to 
the curriculum planning process.
3. reimbursement to teachers for expenses incidental 
to the curriculum planning activities.
D. Miscellaneous Curriculum Provisions
. THE INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM
Contract provides for:
1. class size.
2. numbers of classes per day.
3. length of classes.
4. number of preparations.
5. length of school day.
6. organization of classes within school day,
7. teacher preparation time.
8. length of school year.
9. teaching or instructional assignment based on 
certification and/or preparation.
10. planning for instruction,
11. instructional council.
12. organizational structure of the faculty.
13. faculty and departmental meetings.
14. educational facilities - Instructional areas.
15. educational facilities - ancillary areas.
16. tutoring.
17.^ homebound instruction.
18. substitute teachers,
19. use of teacher aides and other paraprofesslonals.
20. use of specialists (music, art, guidance, etc.),
21. use of student teachers or other pre-service teachers.
22. Individualized instruction.
23. independent study.
24. use of performance contracting.
25. selection and/or use of instructional materials (print),
26. selection and/or use of instructional materials (non-print)
27. selection and/or use of technology (hardware).
28. library services,
29. selection and/or use of school supplies.
30. use of duplicating facilities.
31. ownership and/or control of teacher-produced instructional 
materials.
32. college or university liaison.
33. field trips.
34. student behavior problems and discipline.
35. parent-teacher conferences.
36. teacher-student conferences.
37. selection and/or use of standardized tests.
38. code of ethics.
39. teacher participation in selecting school administration.
40. teacher participation in selecting school supervisors.
41. notification of teaching assignment.
42. attendance at conventions, conferences, seminars and school 
visitations.
43. teacher participation in the planning of the school system*
inservice program.
V. THE EVALUATION SYSTEM
Contract provides for:
A. formative evaluation
1. criterion-referenced formative testing of students.
2. interest reactionaires from students.
3. attitudinal reactionaires from students.
4. data collection on curriculum implementation,
(e.g., instructional procedures utilized, etc.).
5. anecdotal records and comments of teachers.
6. anecdotal comments and criticisms of subject specialists.
7. anecdotal comments and criticisms of curriculum and/or
instructional specialists.
8. evaluation of teacher proficiency.
B. diagnostic and placement evaluation
1. norm-referenced diagnostic testing of students.
2. criterion-referenced diagnostic testing of students.
3. Intelligence testing of students.
4. psychological testing and evaluation of students.
3. physical and medical testing and evaluation of students.
C. Bummative evaluation
1. assigning of grades to students.
2. certification of student skills or abilities.
3. prediction of student success in subsequent courses.
4. specification of the initiation point for student 
Instruction in subsequent course.
5. feedback to students other than grades.
6. comparison of student learning outcomes of different 
groups via:
a) norm-referenced tests.
b) criterion-referenced tests.
7. evaluation of teacher proficiency.
Description. Analysis, and Interpretation of the Data
The techniques of content analysis were applied to each contract in 
the study. The results were then tabulated on large summary charts for 
each major category. Each summary chart also had listed the sub­
categories of the major heading. After all contracts were examined, the 
data in each category and sub-category were derived. The number and
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percentage of uses of the terns curriculum and Instruction were 
reported. In addition, the percentages were determined of the 
negotiated teacher contracts containing articles relating to curriculum, 
instruction, and/or evaluation. Finally correlations between school 
system characteristics and the number of curriculum, instruction, and/or 
evaluation items In the negotiated teacher contracts were calculated by 
computer through the application of the Pearson Product Moment 
Correlation formula. While it is acceptable practice in educational 
research to establish a .01 or .05 level of significance as the basis 
for testing the research hypothesis, findings of previous research in 
this area have not been of that magnitude. Consequently, in this study 
correlations in which there was at least an 80 percent probability 
( p < . 20) of a significant relationship were reported. The determination 
of significance of correlation coefficients found was made by converting 
the correlation coefficients to F ratios and then comparing these ratios 
with appropriate tables.^
Chapter A was devoted to reporting the results of categorizing 
the contract items and the analysis of the resulting data.
Wilfrid J, Dixon, Frank J. Massey, Jr., Introduction to 
Statistical Analysis (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969), 
p. A82.
Chapter A
THE DATA AND FINDINGS 
Introduction
The baalc purpose of this study was to examine negotiated teacher 
contracts In Tennessee to determine the extent and nature of articles 
relating to curriculum and Instruction. This study does not represent 
all curriculum and Instruction articles which were discussed at the 
bargaining table, but only those articles actually agreed to by both 
parties and Included In the ratified teacher contract. For the 
purpose of the examination of the negotiated teacher contracts, an 
Instrument entitled "A Taxonomy for the Examination of Collective 
Bargaining Agreements With Regard to Implications for Curriculum and 
Instruction'1 devised by Raymond Babineau was used. The Instrument was 
applied to the sixty-five negotiated teacher contracts which were In 
effect for some portion of the 1980-81 school year in Tennessee. 
Ninety-two percent of the contracts analyzed were negotiated under the 
auspices of the Education Professional Negotiations Act of 1978. This 
chapter Includes the quantification of the data and a statement of 
the findings.
Use of Terms; Curriculum and Instruction
Each of the sixty-five contracts was examined In accordance with 
the taxonomy for the grammatical uses of the terms curriculum and in­
struction. The examination did reveal patterns in the usage of each
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term. Both words were used with the most frequency as the modifiers 
of nouns. The terms were used by the negotiating parties most 
frequently as modifiers of people or things rather than used as a 
separate entity such as the subject or object of a verb or as modified 
by an adjective. The term curriculum occurred a total of 58 times in 
sixty-five contracts with 43 or 76 percent of those occurrences as the 
modifier of a noun. The term instruction occurred a total of 52 times 
in sixty-five contracts with 39 or 75 percent of these occurrences as 
the modifier of a noun. A complete tabulation of the content analysis 
of the grammatical use of the terms curriculum and instruction follows. 
Tables representing the uses of the term curriculum as modified by an 
adjective and as the subject of a verb are omitted b b there were zero 
and one occurrence respectively. A table representing the uses of the 
term instruction as the subject of a verb is omitted as there was only 
one occurrence.
It should be noted that the word curriculum was most frequently 
used to modify the word improvement(s) with the second most frequent use 
as modifier of the word council. The area of curriculum improvement(s) 
would seem to be an area of concern as expressed in the negotiated 
contract. The creation of a curriculum council was a means of dealing 
with the area of curriculum in the contract.
The word Instruction was most frequently used as a modifier of the 
word program, with its use as the modifier of the word pattem(s) as 
second in frequency. An examination of the uses of both the terms 
curriculum and instruction indicated that in some occurrences the use 
of the one term would suggest the meaning of the other term. In the
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majority of the occurrences, however, curriculum was a plan to be 
developed while Instruction was a methodology. This suggested some 
differentiation in the teraiB by the negotiating parties.
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Table 1
Use of the Term Curriculum as 
the Object of a Verb
N - 14
Verb
Number of 
Usages
Percent of Uses of the 
Term Curriculum as the 
Object of a Verb
decide 1 7.1
identify 1 7.1
improve 1 7.1
modify 7 50.0
provide 2 14.3
study 2 14.3
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Table 2
Use of the Term Curriculum as 
the Modifier of a Noun
N - 43
Percent of Uses of the 
Number of Term Curriculum as the
Noun Usages Modifier of a Noun
activities 3 7.0
changes 1 2.3
council 6 14.0
development 5 11.6
divisions/departments 1 2.3
education 1 2.3
enrichment 1 2.3
Implementation 1 2.3
Improvement(s) 14 32.6
meetings 1 2.3
needs 3 7.0
patterns 1 2.3
program(s) 2 4.7
staffs 1 2.3
study 1 2.3
supervisor 1 2.3
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Table 3
Use of the Terra Instruction 
as the Object of a Verb
N « 8
Verb
Number of 
Usages
Percent of Uses of the 
Term Instruction as the 
Object of a Verb
decide 1 12.5
disrupts 1 12.5
establish 1 12.5
Improve 1 12.5
Improving 2 25.0
maintain 1 12.5
provide 1 12.5
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Table 4
Use of the Term Instruction 
as the Modifier of a No tin
N - 39
Noun
Number of 
Usages
Percent of Uses of the 
Term Instruction as the 
Modifier of a Noun
departments 1 2.6
divisions 1 2.6
material(s) 5 12.8
needs 1 2.6
patterns 10 25.6
policy 1 2.6
program 12 30.8
requirements 1 2.6
space 1 2.6
supplies 1 2.6
systems 1 2.6
techniques 2 5.1
time 2 5.1
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Table 5
Use of Che Term Instruction 
as Modified by an Adjective
N " 4
Adjective
Number of 
Usages
Percent of Uses of the Term 
Instruction as Modified 
by an Adjective
classroom ' 1 25.0
good 2 50.0
individualized 1 25.0
Curriculum, Instruction, and Evaluation Items
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It was found that all 65 or 100 percent of the negotiated contracts 
examined contained items in at least one of the three categories of 
curriculum, instruction, or evaluation. These results by category are 
Included in Table 6. The taxonomy matrix for all Items in these three 
categories contained the possibility of recording 5,135 items in the 65 
contracts. This percentage of taxonomy matrix possibilities represents 
the number of negotiated items in relation to the number of potential 
items as reflected in the taxonomy that might have been negotiated.
Items recorded totaled 803 for a percentage of 15.61. The breakdown 
of total matrix possibilities, the number of items recorded, and the 
percentages of the taxonomy matrix possibilities recorded by category 
are included in Table 6. An explanation of these breakdowns by 
category was included in the discussion of each category.
Table 6
Curriculum, Instruction, and Evaluation Items
N - 65
Category
Number of 
Agreements 
Containing 
the Item
Percentage 
of the 
Agreements 
Containing 
the Item
Number of 
Items 
Contained 
in
Agreements
Number 
of Matrix 
Possi­
bilities
Percentage 
of the 
Taxonomy 
Matrix 
Possibilities
Curriculum 32 49.23 137 1040 13,17
Instruction 65 100.00 582 2795 20.82
Evaluation 53 81,53 84 1300 6.46
Curriculum Items
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As shown in Table 6, 32 or 49.23 percent of the 65 negotiated 
teacher contracts examined contained items relating to curriculum. The 
taxonomy matrix contained the possibility of 1,040 curriculum items in 
the 65 contracts examined. A total of 137 curriculum items were found 
in the tabulation for a percentage of 13.17 of the matrix possibilities. 
Indicated in Table 7 are results of the tabulation and the percentage 
of contracts containing the item by category and subcategory.
It is significant that the most frequent tallies among the curricu­
lum categories were in the area of the establishment of a curriculum 
council with the subcategories of membership and criteria for selection 
of the membership of this council second and third in frequency. Some 
33.84 percent and 32.20 percent respectively of the 65 contracts 
included these provisions. The frequency of this item was indicative 
of the use of the creation of a curriculum council as a means to deal 
with curriculum matters in the contractual context. Other subcategories 
high in frequency also related to the curriculum council. Among these 
were the power of teachers to appoint representatives to the curriculum 
council (30.76 percent); the rules governing the operation of the 
curriculum council (29.23 percent); and the decision-making power for 
curriculum implementation and/or revision procedures of the council 
subject to approval by the board of education (27.69 percent). The 
main category next highest in frequency among the curriculum items was 
the general provision of academic freedom. A total of 20 contracts or 
30.76 percent Included a provision on academic freedom.
Table 7
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The Curriculum System
N - 65
Humber of Percentage of
Agreements Agreements
Containing Containing
Taxonomy Category the Item the Item
A. Bargaining for Substance
Contract provides:
1. general provisions of 20 30.76
academic freedom
2, specific provision(s)
providing teacher autonomy
in selection and/or
organization of:
a) educational goals and/or - -
instructional objectives
b) content or subject matter - -
c) means to evaluate the - -
curriculum
3. specific provislon(s) providing
teacher participation in the
selection and/or organization
of:
a) educational goals and/or 1 1.53
Instructional objectives
b) content or subject matter 1 1.53
c) means to evaluate the 1 1.53
curriculum
B. Bargaining for Process
Contract provides:
1, establishing a Curriculum 
Council or Committee(s)
a) membership of a group 22 33.8A
b) criteria for selecting 21 32.30
membership
Table 7 (continued)
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Taxonomy Category
Number of 
Agreements 
Containing 
the Item
Percentage of 
Agreements 
Containing 
the Item
B. Bargaining for Process (continued)
c) power for teachers to 20 30.76
appoint representatives
d) rules for governing 19 29.23
operation of group
2. Curriculum Council or
Committee(a) declaion-making 
power for curriculum 
implementation and/or 
revision procedures. Decisions 
subject to approval by:
a) faculty
b) school administration
c) board of education
C. Bargaining for Funds
Contract provides that the Board 
of Education supply funding for:
1. payment of teachers engaging in 
curriculum planning activities
2. procurement of materials and 1 1.53
supplies necessary to the
curriculum planning process
3. reimbursement to teachers for 1 1.53
expenses incidental to
curriculum planning activities
D. Miscellaneous Curriculum Provisions 4 6.15
6
18
12.30
27.69
Instruction Items
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Indicated In Table 6 Is the Inclusion of provisions relating to 
instruction in all 65 or 100 percent of the negotiated teacher contracts 
examined. The taxonomy matrix contained 2,795 possibilities of 
Instruction Items In the 65 contracts. Of those total possibilities,
582 were recorded for a 20.82 percentage. Table 8 contains the 
frequency of the items and percentage of agreements with such Items 
by specific categories.
The highest recorded frequencies and percentages were In the area 
of student behavior problems and discipline (90.76 percent). This 
specific area is one of eight mandated areas of negotiation stated in 
the Education Professional Negotiations Act in Tennessee. The second 
highest recorded frequencies and percentages were in the areas of length 
of the school year (76.92 percent) and length of the school day (72,30 
percent). While the number of days in a school year is mandated In 
Tennessee, the organization of the school calendar may be negotiated.
The school calendar as well as the length of the school day Is clearly 
a working condition which is also a mandated area of negotiations under 
Tennessee law. The fourth through the sixth highest areas were notifi­
cation of teaching assignment (69.23 percent), teacher participation in 
lnservlce planning (66.15 percent), and teacher preparation time (60.00 
percent). These are also provisions relating to working conditions. 
Items relating to faculty and departmental meetings and provisions for 
attendance at conventions, conferences, seminars, and school visitations 
were present in more than half of the 65 contracts examined (56.92 per­
cent and 50.76 percent respectively).
Many of the articles providing for attendance at conventions, 
conferences, seminars, and school visitations were restatements of the 
provisions by the State of Tennessee of two days a year of personal 
and/or professional leave for each teacher.*1 The highest percentages 
were in areas which are clearly working, conditions. The percentages 
are much lower in areas most often interpreted by boards of education 
as managerial rights.
^Personal and Professional Leave-Sick Leave-Accumulatlon- 
Substitute teacher. Tennessee Code Annotated 1977 Replacement. 
Volume 9, Chapter 13, Section 49-1314, p. 143.
Table 8
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The Instructional System
N ■ 65
Taxonomy Category
Number of 
Agreements 
Containing 
the Item
Percentage of 
Agreements 
Containing 
the Item
1. Class size 26 40.00
2. Number of classes per day 9 13.84.
3. Length of classes 2 3.07
4. Number of preparations 14 21.53
5. Length of school day 47 72.30
6. Organization of classes 
within school day
2 3.07
7. Teacher preparation time 39 60.00
8. Length of school year 50 76.92
9. Teaching or instructional 
assignment based on certification
22 33.84
10. Planning for instruction 1 1.53
11. Instructional council 10 15.38
12. Organizational structure of 
the faculty
3 4.61
13. Faculty and departmental meetings 37 56.92
14. Educational Facilities - 
instructional areas
18 27.69
15. Educational Facilities - 
ancillary areas
22 33.84
16, Tutoring - -
Table 8 (continued)
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Taxonomy Category
Number of 
Agreements 
Containing 
the Item
Percentage of 
Agreements 
Containing 
the Item
17. Homebound instruction 4 6.15
18. Substitute teachers 5 7.69
19. Use of teacher aides and 
other paraprofesslonals
1 1.53
20. Use of specialists 
(music, art, guidance, etc.)
6 9.23
21. Use of student teachers or 
other pre-service teachers
2 3.07
22. Individualized instruction - -
23. Independent study - -
24. Use of performance contracting - -
25. Selection and/or use of 
instructional materials (print)
23 35.38
26. Selection and/or use of 
instructional materials (non-print)
18 27.69
27. Selection and/or use of technology 5 7.69
28. Library services 1 1.53
29. Selection and/or use of 
school supplies
11 16.92
30. Use of duplicating facilities 15 23.07
31. Ownership and/or control of teacher 
produced instructional materials
* • -
32. College or university llasion 1 1.53
33. Field trips 1 1.53
Table 8 (continued)
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Taxonomy Category
Number of 
Agreements 
Containing 
the Item
Percentage of 
Agreements 
Containing 
the Item
34. Student behavior problems and 
discipline
35. Parent-teacher conferences
36. Teacher-student conferences
37. Selection and/or use of 
standardized tests
38. Code of ethics
39. Teacher participation In 
selecting school administration
40. Teacher participation in 
selecting school supervisors
41. Notification of teaching 
assignment
42. Attendance at conventions, 
conferences, seminars, and 
school visitations
43. Teacher participation In the 
planning of the school system's 
inservice program
59
45
33
43
90.76
7.69
1.53
1.53
69.23
50.76
66.15
Evaluation Items
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The examination of contracts revealed that 53 or 81.53 percent of 
the 65 contracts contained evaluation items. The taxonomy matrix for 
evaluations contained 1300 possibilities of evaluation items in 65 
contracts. Of these possibilities 84 were tabulated for a percentage 
of 6.46, These data are recorded in Table 6. Table 9 includes the 
breakdown in frequency and percentage by category and subcategory. Of 
the three areas recorded, summative evaluation of teacher proficiency 
was the most frequently tallied category with 76.92 percent. The second 
highest area recorded was the area of formative evaluation of teacher 
proficiency with 43.07 percent. The frequency of these two areas may be 
in part accounted for by the reference to evaluation of teachers in the 
Rules, Regulations, and Minimum Standards as adopted by the Tennessee 
State Board of Education. This requirement reads:
(a) Local boards of education shall develop evaluative 
procedures for all professional school personnel. The 
evaluative procedure shall be designed for the purpose of 
improving the instructional program. The Evaluative 
Criteria shall be on file with the Commissioner of Education,
(b) Annual evaluation shall be made of probationary teachers 
with tenure teachers being evaluated once every three years. 
Tenure teachers may be evaluated on a staggered basis.2
Several evaluation provisions in contracts repeated or elaborated on
this requirement. The final evaluation item tabulated was the assigning
of grades to students under the summative evaluation category with 9.23
percent of the contracts containing this item.
^Rules. Regulations, and Minimum Standards 1979-1980, Tennessee 
State Board of Education, Nashville, Tennessee, July, 1979, Chapter 
9520-1-3-.05, Requirement D, p. 49.
Table 9
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The Evaluation System
N - 65
Humber of Percentage of
Agreements Agreements
Containing Containing
Taxonomy Category the Item the Item
Contract provides for:
A. Formative Evaluation
1. criterion-referenced formative
testing of students
2, interest reactlonalres from - -
students
3. attltudinal reactlonalres -
from students
4. data collection on curriculum - -
Implementation, (e.g.,
Instructional procedures
utilized, etc.)
5. anecdotal records and comments - -
of teachers
6. anecdotal comments and criticisms - -
of subject specialists
7. anecdotal comments and criticisms - -
of curriculum and/or
instructional specialists
8. evaluation of teacher proficiency 28 43.(
Diagnostic and Placement Evaluation
1. norm-referenced diagnostic _
testing of students
2. criterion-referenced diagnostic - -
testing of students
3. intelligence testing of students - -
4. psychological testing and - —
evaluation of students
5. physical and medical testing - -
and evaluation of students
Table 9 (continued)
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Humber of Percentage of
Agreements Agreements
Containing Containing
Taxonomy Category the Item the Item
C. Summative Evaluation
1. assigning of grades to students 6 9,23
2. certification of student skills - -
or abilities
3. prediction of student success in -
subsequent courses
A. specification of the initiation - -
point for Btudent instruction 
in subsequent courses
5. feedback to students other than 
grades
6. comparison of student learning 
outcomes of different groups via:
a) norm-referenced teBts - -
b) criterion-referenced tests -
7. evaluation of teacher proficiency 50 76.92
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Correlation Between the Size of the School System
and the Number of Curriculum, Instruction,
and Evaluation Items
To determine whether or not a correlation existed between the size 
of the school system and the number of curriculum, Instruction, and 
evaluation Items, the Pearson Product Moment Correlation formula was 
used. The size of the school systems was determined by the average 
daily attendance in the school systems as reported in the Annual 
Statistical Report for the year ending June 30, 1981. (See Appendix D) 
The results of applying that formula are shown in Table 10. None of 
these correlations were significant at the .20 level or above.
Table 10
Correlation Between the Size of the School System 
and the Number of Curriculum, Instruction, 
and Evaluation Items
Item Correlation level of Significance
Curriculum -0.0269 NS
Instruction 0.0377 NS
Evaluation -0.1125 NS
Curriculum, -0.0002 NS
Instruction,
and Evaluation
1X7
Correlation Between the Humber of Years of 
Negotiation In a School System and the 
Number of Curriculum. Instruction. 
and Evaluation Items
A determination of the correlation between the number of years of 
negotiation in a school system and the number of curriculum, 
instruction, and evaluation items was made. The range in the number of 
years of negotiation in Tennessee school systems was one year to 
seventeen years. (See Appendix B) The results are shown in Table 11. 
None of these correlations were significant at the .20 level or above.
Table 11
Correlation Between the Number of Years of 
Negotiation in a School System and the 
Number of Curriculum, Instruction, 
and Evaluation Items
Item Correlation Level of Significance
Curriculum 0.0767 NS
Instruction 0.0907 NS
Evaluation -0.0187 NS
Curriculum, 0.0935 NS
Instruction, 
and Evaluation
Correlation Between the Maximum Annual Teacher
Salary and the Number of Curriculum.
Instruction, and Evaluation Items
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The correlation between the maximum annual teacher salary and the 
number of curriculum, instruction, and evaluation items was computed. 
(See Appendix D) The results are reported in Table 12. There was a 
significant correlation at the .20 level between the maximum teacher 
salary and the number of instruction items. In addition, a significant 
relationship at the .20 level was found between the maximum teacher 
salary and the total number of curriculum, instruction, and evaluation 
items.
Table 12
Correlation Between the Maximum Annual Teacher 
Salary and the Number of Curriculum, 
Instruction, and Evaluation Items
Item Correlation Level of Significance
Curriculum 0.0389 NS
Instruction 0.1676 p < . 2 0
Evaluation 0.0789 NS
Curriculum,
Instruction,
and Evaluation
0.1445 P< *  20
Correlation Between the Average Annual Teacher
Salary and the Number of Curriculum.
Instruction, and Evaluation Items
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A determination of the correlation between the average annual 
teacher salary and the number of curriculum, instruction, and evaluation 
items in the negotiated teacher contracts examined was made. (See 
Appendix D) The results are shown in Table 13. A significant 
correlation at the .10 level was found between the average annual 
teacher salary and the number of instruction items. In addition, a 
significant relationship at the .20 level was found between the average 
annual teacher salary and the total number of curriculum, instruction, 
and evaluation items.
Table 13
Correlation Between the Average Annual Teacher 
Salary and the Number of Curriculum, 
Instruction, and Evaluation Items
Item Correlation Level of Significance
Curriculum 0.0800 NS
Instruction 0.2152 P < - 1 0
Evaluation 0.0475 NS
Curriculum,
Instruction,
and Evaluation
0.1558 p<.20
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Correlation Between the Expenditure Per
Pupil and the Humber of Curriculum.
Instruction, and Evaluation Items
A determination of the correlation between the expenditure per 
pupil In average daily attendance and the number of curriculum, 
Instruction, and evaluation items was made. (See Appendix D) The 
results are shown in Table 14. A significant correlation at the .10 
level was found between the expenditure per pupil In average dally 
attendance and the number of instruction items. A significant 
correlation at the .20 level was found between the expenditure per 
pupil in average dally attendance and the total number of curriculum, 
instruction, and evaluation items.
Table 14
Correlation Between the Expenditure Per 
Pupil and the Number of Curriculum, 
Instruction, and Evaluation Items
Item Correlation Level of Significance
Curriculum -0.0004 NS
Instruction 0.2027 p < . 1 0
Evaluation 0.0245 NS
Curriculum,
Instruction,
and Evaluation
0.1686 p<. 20
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Correlation Between the Expenditure Per Pupil 
for Instructional Supplies and Materials and 
the Humber of Curriculum, Instruction, 
and Evaluation Items
The correlation between the expenditure per pupil In average dally 
attendance for Instructional supplies and materials and the number of 
curriculum, instruction, and evaluation items was computed. (See 
Appendix D) The results are shown In Table 15. None of these 
correlations were significant at the .20 level or above.
Table 15
Correlation Between the Expenditure Per Pupil 
for Instructional Supplies and Materials and 
the Number of Curriculum, Instruction, 
and Evaluation Items
Item Correlation Level of Significance
Curriculum 0.0456 NS
Instruction 0.1373 NS
Evaluation -0.0865 NS
Curriculum, 0.1059 NS
Instruction, *
and Evaluation
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Correlation Between the Total Expenditures for
Instruction and the Humber of Curriculum,
Instruction, and Evaluation Items
A determination of the correlation betveen the total expenditures 
for Instruction and the number of curriculum, Instruction, and 
evaluation items was made. (See Appendix D) The results are shown In 
Table 16. There were no significant correlations at the .20 level or 
above.
Table 16
Correlation Between the Total Expenditures for 
Instruction and the Number of Curriculum,
Instruction, and Evaluation Items
Item Correlation Level of Significance
Curriculum -0.0004 NS
Instruction 0.0724 NS
Evaluation -0.1089 NS
Curriculum, 
Instruction, 
and Evaluation
0.0383 NS
Chapter 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The passage of the Education Professional Negotiations Act of 1978 
has affected public education in Tennessee. Negotiating local education 
groups In Tennessee represent almost 80 percent of the teaching 
positions in the state.^ While the content of the negotiated agreements 
vary, 92 percent of the 1980-81 contracts shared the commonality of 
being bargained under the Education Professional Negotiations Act of 
1978 and the resulting opinions of the Attorney General. This study 
was an examination of sixty-five negotiated agreements in force for 
some portion of the 1980-81 academic year for items with implications 
for curriculum and instruction. While some school boards and 
administrations maintain these are not negotiable items, the fact is 
that curriculum and instruction items are being negotiated into 
teacher contracts in Tennessee.
Language Usage
One area examined in the sixty-five negotiated contracts was the 
usage made of the terms curriculum and instruction. Both terms were 
used most frequently as the modifier of a noun rather than as a 
separate entity. In both instances the terms were used to suggest 
a function or modify another term. Examples would be curriculum
*"Six More Locals Seek to Negotiate in 1982," TEA News, Volume 13, 
No. 5, November 13, 1981, p. 71.
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Improvements and curriculum council, the two most frequent uses of the 
term In the negotiated teacher contracts. The term instruction was used 
with the most frequency to modify the term program, with the term 
patterns second In frequency. While there was some variability in Che 
definitions of the terms curriculum and instruction. in the majority of 
occurrences curriculum suggested a plan of study while instruction 
suggested a methodology.
Curriculum Items
The inclusion of items relating to curriculum was the second area 
under examination. Some 49.23 percent of contracts analyzed contained 
items related to curriculum. This represented 13.17 percent of the 
potential curriculum Items represented in the matrix. The area of 
highest frequency was the establishment of a curriculum council with 
the membership and criteria for selection of membership in the council 
as second and third in frequency. The second three highest tallies 
also related to the operation of the curriculum council.
Instruction Items
Items relating to Instruction Included in the negotiated teacher 
contracts were likewise an area of concern. It was found that 100 per­
cent of the sixty-five contracts analyzed included instruction items. 
These items when tabulated represented 20.82 percent of the total 
instructional possibilities in the matrix. The areas of highest 
frequencies Included student discipline (90.76 percent), length of the 
school year (76,92 percent), and length of the school day (72.30
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percent). The second three highest areas In frequency were notification 
of teaching assignment (69,23 percent), teacher participation In In- 
service planning (66.15 percent), and teacher preparation time (60.00 
percent). Student discipline Is a mandated area of negotiations under 
Tennessee law, and the other five highest areas in frequency are clearly 
related to working conditions, likewise a mandated area of negotiation.
Evaluation Items
Items related to the evaluation category were found in 81.53 per­
cent of the contracts examined. This Included, however, only 6.46 per­
cent of the total matrix possibilities in the evaluation category. The 
two specific categories representing the highest tabulations were 
summative evaluation of teachers (76.92 percent) and formative evalu­
ation of teachers (43.07 percent). The only other evaluation area in 
the matrix with tabulations was the assigning of student grades with 
9.23 percent. Some 86 percent of the twenty-one areas in the evaluation 
category of the taxonomy had no corresponding items in the negotiated 
contracts examined.
Curriculum, Instruction, and Evaluation Items
Overall, 100 percent of the negotiated contracts examined contained 
items related to curriculum, instruction, and evaluation. When all 
possibilities from the matrix for Inclusion of items in the three areas 
were considered, the total included in the negotiated contracts 
represented 15.61 percent of the possibilities in the matrix.
Correlations
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The Pearson Product Moment Correlation formula was used to 
determine If relationships existed between specific school system 
characteristics and the number of curriculum, instruction, and/or 
evaluation items as well as the three item types taken together.
These findings are shown in Table 17.
Significant relationships were found to exist in six cases. The 
highest correlations were found between the number of instruction items 
included in the negotiated contracts and the average teacher salary and 
between the number of Instruction items and the expenditure per pupil. 
These were significant at the .10 level. In addition, there were 
significant relationships at the .20 level between the total number of 
curriculum, instruction, and evaluation items and the average teacher 
salary and the expenditure per pupil respectively. The third area of 
a significant correlation was between the number of instruction items
and the maximum teacher salary. This was significant at the .20 level.
In addition, there was a significant relationship at the .20 level 
between the total number of curriculum, instruction, and evaluation 
items and the maximum teacher salary.
These low positive correlations at the significance levels cited 
would seem to suggest a positive relationship between the amount of 
monies expended for Instructional salaries and the amount of monies 
expended per pupil and the number of instructional items Included in 
negotiated teacher contracts. While positive correlation coefficients 
were found in twenty of the twenty-eight pairings of school system 
characteristics and frequencies of curriculum, instruction, and/or
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evaluation Items Indicating clearly a positive relationship, most 
were not statistically significant.
Table 17
Correlation Matrix Summarizing Relationships 
Between Negotiated Items and School 
System Characteristics
Characteris tics Curriculum Instruction Evaluation
Total Curriculum, 
Instruction, and 
Evaluation
Size of School System -0.0269 0.0377 -0.1125 -0.0002
Years of Negotiations 
in School System
0.0767 0.0907 -0.0187 0.0935
Maximum Teacher Salary 0.0389 0.1676** 0.0789 0.1445**
Average Teacher Salary 0.0800 0,2152* 0.0475 0.1558**
Expenditure Per Pupil -0.0004 0.2027* 0.0245 0.1686**
Expenditure for 
Instructional 
Supplies/Materials
0.0456 0.1373 -0.0865 0.1059
Total Expenditures 
for Instruction
-0.0004 0.0724 -0.1089 0.0383
*p<.10
**p<.20
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Conclusions
The following conclusions can be .supported by the findings of 
this study:
1. While there was not complete agreement in the usage of the terms 
curriculum and instruction among the negotiated contracts examinedt 
there existed a tendency to use both terms as modifiers of persons or 
things.
2. There was a tendency to distinguish between the meanings of the 
terms curriculum and instruction with the former being a plan or course 
of studies and the latter a methodology.
3. Items with implications for curriculum were predominantly those 
related to the curriculum council and its membership. The curriculum 
council represents a means of influencing the curriculum determination 
process as opposed to items mandating specific curriculum content or 
change.
4. Instruction items found in the 1980-81 negotiated teacher 
contracts in Tennessee with the most frequency tended to fall under two 
mandated areas of negotiations in Tennessee law: student discipline and 
working conditions.
3. School systems having a higher maximum teacher salary in 1980-81 
tended to have a significantly greater number of Instructional items 
Included in their 1980-81 negotiated teacher contracts.
6, School systems having a higher average teacher salary in 1980-81 
tended to have a significantly greater number of instructional items 
included in their 1980-81 negotiated teacher contracts.
7. School systems having a higher per pupil expenditure in 1980-81
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had significantly more Instructional Items In their 1980-81 negotiated 
teacher contracts.
8. School systems having a higher per pupil expenditure In 1980-81 
for instructional supplies and materials had a greater number of 
instructional items in their 1980-81 negotiated teacher contracts, but 
the relationship was not statistically significant.
9. In relation to the number of curriculum, Instruction, and 
evaluation items as represented in the taxonomy that were potential 
inclusions in the negotiated teacher contracts, the number of actual 
Inclusions was 15.61 percent of the total possibilities.
Recommendations
Based on the findings and conclusions of this study, the following 
recommendations are made:
1. A yearly analysis and comparative study of curriculum, 
instruction, and evaluation items included in Tennessee's negotiated 
teacher contracts should be done.
2. Further studies should be made to determine what specific 
school system characteristics, if any, relate to the inclusion of 
curriculum, instruction, and evaluation items in negotiated teacher 
contracts.
3. A comparative study of school board policies and/or adminis­
trative documents which relate to curriculum, instruction, and 
evaluation and negotiated items in teacher contracts related to 
curriculum, instruction, and evaluation should be done.
4. A comparative study between school systems with negotiated
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contracts and school systems without negotiated contracts of school 
board policies and/or administrative documents which relate to 
curriculum, instruction, and evaluation and negotiated items in 
teacher contracts related to curriculum, instruction, and-evaluation 
should be done.
5. A study should be made of those school systems in Tennessee 
which have the greatest number of curriculum and instruction items in 
their negotiated teacher contracts to determine the effects on the 
curriculum and instructional program.
6. Studies using the technique of content analysis should be made 
of the negotiating process itself to examine discussion at the table 
of items relating to curriculum and instruction.
7. A study should be made of the emphasis placed on summative 
evaluation of teacher proficiency rather than formative evaluation 
in Tennessee school systems.
8. A study should be made of the relationship between Increased 
teacher control and autonomy in matters relating to curriculum and 
instruction and the achievement of a professional status for the 
teaching profession.
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School of Professional Studies 
Department of Secondary Education
BLOOMSBURG STATE COLLEGE 
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania 17815
J u ly  1 7 , 1981
Ms. M a r ily n  Hankins  
306 C o lle g e  S t r e e t  
Jonesboro , Tennessee 37659
D ear Ms. H ankins:
I  am happy to  g ra n t you p erm iss io n  to  use rry "Taxonomy f o r  th e  
E xam ination  o f  C o l le c t iv e  B a rg a in in g  Agreements w ith  Regard to  
Im p lic a t io n s  f o r  C u rric u lu m  and In s t r u c t io n "  f o r  purposes o f  y o u r  
d is s e r t a t io n .  I  w ould a p p re c ia te  an a b s t r a c t  o f  y o u r  com pleted  
stuejy.
B est w ishes f o r  y o u r  re s e a rc h  and w r i t in g .
R EB /jh
Bab1nea«, 
o f  E ducation
APPENDIX B
NEGOTIATING LOCALS
District Name Year af Election
Anderson County 1979
Bedford County 1979
Benton County 1979
Bledsoe County 1979
Blount County 1979
Bradley County 1979
Cannon County 1980
Cheatham County 1976
Chester County 1979
Claiborne County 1979
Clay County 1979
Cocke County 1979
Manchester 1979
Cumberland County 1979
Metro Nashville 1964
Fayette County 1979
Fentress County 1979
Franklin County 1980
Humboldt 1979
Trenton 1979
Grainger County 1979
Greene County 1979
Grundy County 1980
Hamblen County 1979
Morristown 1979
Hamilton County 1979
Chattanooga 1979
Hawkins County 1979
Haywood County 1980
Houston County 1979
Jackson County 1979
Jefferson County 1979
Johnson County 1979
Knox County 1979
Knoxville 1979
Lawrence County 1979
Fayetteville 1979
Lenoir City 1979
McMinn County 1979
McNairy County 1979
Macon County 1979
Marion County 1979
Meigs County 1980
Monroe County 1979
Sweetwater 1979
Clarksville-Montgomery County 1979
District Name Year of Election
Morgan County 1980
Obion County 1979
Folk County 1979
Putnam County 1979
Rhea County 1979
Roane County 1979
Harrlman 1979
Robertson County 1979
Rutherford County 1979
Murfreesboro 1979
Scott County 1979
Sevier County 1979
Memphis 1971
Sumner County 1979
Tipton County 1980
Unicoi County 1974
Warren County 1979
Washington County 1979
Johnson City 1979
Weakley County 1979
White County 1979
Williamson County 1979
Wilson County 1979
Campbell County 
Carter County
AFT Locals
1979
1973
Decertified Locale
Elizabethton (1981) 
Sequatchie County (1979)
1979
1979
APPENDIX C
East Tennessee State University
D cp jitm en t o f Supervision dnrt Administration •  Bo* 19000A •  Johnson C ily .Tennence  37614 •  (615) 929*4415,4430
Dear Fellow TEA Member:
I am a classroom teacher at Science Hill High School in the 
Johnson City School System. I am currently on sabbatical leave 
working on a doctoral degree at East Tennessee State University.
1 need your help as I endeavor to complete a dissertation research 
project Involving a content analysis of teacher contracts in Tennessee 
for items with implications for curriculum and instruction.
To accomplish this research I need a copy of your written 
1980-81 teacher contract. I am requesting such a copy from each 
of the sixty-two local associations with contracts in our state.
Dr. Cheshier has offered advice and encouragement to me in this 
project and has indicated the state association's interest in the 
findings.
I appreciate your help and that of your association in this 
research project. I will look forward to hearing from you at your 
earliest convenience.
July 15, 1981
Sincerely,
Marilyn Hankins 
Doctoral Student
iJ'. feuluHvdhy
Floyd'H. Edwards, Chairman 
Ed.DL Committee
Mailing address:
Mrs. Marilyn Hankins 
306 College Street 
Jonesboro, TN 37659
East Tennessee Stale University
Departm ent of Supi-ivliion and Administration •  Bun 19000A •  Johnson City, Tennessee 37614 •  (615) 929-4415,4430
Dear Fellow TEA Member:.
In my letter of July 15 I requested a written copy of the 
1980-81 teacher contract for your local association. As Indicated 
1 need a copy of your local contract to complete a dissertation 
research project involving a content analysis of the teacher 
contracts In Tennessee for Items with implications for curriculum . 
and Instruction.
The findings of the research should be beneficial to your local 
association and all professional educators Involved In negotiations 
in Tennessee. But the project will be impossible without the cooper­
ation of the approximately sixty local associations in our state 
involved in negotiations. Having served as a local association 
president and as a member of the negotiating team, I realize how busy 
you are, but I trust your local will consider cooperating in this 
research project by contributing a copy of your 1980-81 contract.
If another officer or a member of the'negotiations team would be 
better able to supply a copy of the contract, I hope you will pass 
my request on to this person.
I will appreciate the cooperation of your local association in 
this research project, and I appreciate your efforts in obtaining for 
me a copy of your 1980-81 contract. I look forward to hearing from 
you at your earliest convenience.
August 10, 1981
Sincerely
Floyd }l • Edwards, Chairman 
Ed.D. Committee
Marilyn Hankins 
Doctoral Student
Mailing Address:
Mrs. Marilyn Hankins 
306 College Street 
Jonesboro, TN 37659
APPENDIX D
Data for Expenditure* 19BO-1981 for Instructional
Suppllea and Materials
S y s tc a
I n s t r u c t i o n a l
S u p p lie s T e x tb o o k s
L i b r a r y  6  AV 
M a t e r i a l s
V o c . S u p p lie s  
and H s t e r l s l s
H a n d ic a p p e d  S u p p lie s  
and M a t e r i a l s
T o t a l
E x p e n d itu r e s A M
A a n u n t p e t  
ADA
C i t i e s
C h a tta n o o g a $ 2 3 4 ,1 1 6 .3 6 $ 2 3 1 ,0 4 6 .6 2 $ 1 9 6 ,4 0 6 .9 1 $ 5 5 ,2 1 2 .5 9 $ 2 3 ,7 6 2 .0 8 $ 7 4 0 ,5 4 6 .5 4 2 4 ,4 6 3 $ 3 0 2 .7 2
F a y e t t e v i l l e 9 ,1 2 2 .1 7 7 ,4 0 2 . 3 2 7 ,0 5 6 .8 8 5 3 5 .7 2 2 4 ,1 1 7 .0 9 8 6 9 2 7 7 .5 3
l l a r r  b u n 3 8 ,6 5 5 .2 9 2 6 ,0 4 7 .4 4 1 3 ,3 8 0 .5 4 7 ,0 0 4 . 8 4 1 ,8 7 1 .6 8 8 6 ,9 5 9 .7 9 2 ,1 3 5 4 0 7 .3 1
I tu a b o ld t 2 0 ,6 3 4 .7 6 2 9 ,2 1 1 .7 9 1 1 ,4 8 0 .3 9 2 4 ,7 9 4 .6 7 7 ,4 7 0 . 8 9 9 3 ,5 9 2 .5 0 2 ,6 0 5 ‘ 3 5 9 .2B
J o h n so n  C i t y 4 2 ,2 0 7 .3 3 8 2 , 2 0 3 .9 0 9 3 ,4 9 9 .1 4 3 9 ,2 8 2 .3 1 1 2 ,7 4 2 .3 7 2 6 9 ,9 3 5 .0 5 5 ,6 3 2 4 7 9 .2 9
K n o x v i l l e 4 1 8 ,2 9 7 .8 0 3 5 4 ,2 3 1 .5 1 1 6 5 ,2 9 2 .4 4 2 1 5 ,1 6 2 .3 3 B l . 9 1 8 .3 3 1 ,2 3 4 , 9 0 2 .4 7 2 5 ,2 2 6 4 8 9 .5 4
L e n n lr  C i t y 1 7 .8 1 9 .8 1 2 1 .5 7 6 .1 0 1 5 ,5 1 4 .3 5 1 4 ,1 3 9 .4 9 1 ,2 1 2 .6 7 7 0 ,2 6 2 .4 2 1 ,7 7 6 3 9 5 .6 2
M a n c h e s te r 7 ,2 2 2 .3 1 1 7 ,0 0 8 .5 8 2 1 ,7 8 0 .4 0 — 5 ,3 6 9 . 0 0 5 1 ,3 8 0 .2 9 1 ,1 4 3 4 4 9 .5 2
M e a p h ls 1 ,3 3 9 , 1 4 6 .5 6 1 ,4 8 8 ,2 3 1 .7 2 7 4 7 ,5 4 5 .0 2 6 9 1 ,2 5 4 .5 9 1 2 5 ,9 2 8 .8 3 4 ,3 9 2 , 1 0 6 .7 2 1 0 2 ,5 5 3 4 2 8 .2 8
H e t r o -
N s s h v l l l e 8 1 1 ,4 0 3 .7 1 1 ,0 5 2 , 5 0 7 .9 2 6 1 6 ,4 4 4 .9 4 4 3 0 ,4 6 8 .7 7 1 1 1 ,2 6 5 .7 8 3 ,0 2 2 , 0 9 1 .1 2 6 3 ,1 0 4 4 7 8 .9 1
M o r r ls t o v n 9 6 ,3 6 0 .9 6 5 2 ,3 7 8 .7 6 4 9 ,9 3 2 .8 8 7 2 ,6 3 0 .5 7 1 9 ,4 4 7 .4 1 2 9 0 ,7 7 0 .0B 5 .3 9 9 538  .  56
H u r lr e e s b o r o 1 6 ,7 8 7 .3 9 2 4 ,1 1 8 .7 5 1 4 ,2 7 9 .2 4 — 9 ,0 7 4 . 4 3 6 4 ,2 5 9 .8 1 2 ,7 9 6 2 2 9 .8 3
S w e e tw a te r 4 ,4 4 3 .3 9 1 0 ,8 7 4 .0 6 1 7 ,1 1 7 .9 4 — 3 ,5 8 1 . 3 0 3 6 ,0 1 6 .6 9 1 ,1 9 6 3 0 1 .1 4
T r e n to n 2 1 ,2 7 1 .6 2 1 9 .3 6 3 .6 8 1 5 ,7 8 8 .0 2 6 ,5 8 9 . 0 6 4 ,6 4 7 . 4 0 6 7 ,6 5 9 .7 8 1 ,5 8 2 4 2 7 .6 9
Data (or Expenditures 1980-1931 (or Instructional
Supplies and Materials - Continued
S ystem
I n s t r u c t i o n a l
S u p p lie s T e x tb o o k s
L i b r a r y  6  AV 
M a t e r i a l s
V o c . S u p p lie s  
and M a t e r i a l s
H a n d ic a p p e d  S u p p lie s  
a n d  M a t e r i a l s
T o t a l
E x p e n d itu r e s ADA
Am ount p e r  
ADA
C o u n t ie s
A n d e rso n 7 8 ,4 5 4 .0 4 1 5 1 ,3 3 2 .0 1 6 9 ,7 7 0 .4 0 1 1 0 ,2 7 4 .2 9 2 7 .1 7 5 .6 5 4 3 7 ,0 0 7 .1 9 7 ,4 5 9 5 8 5 .8 8
B e d fo rd 2 5 ,8 1 4 .7 4 4 8 ,9 3 1 .7 7 3 2 ,0 8 9 .2 0 3 S ,S 3 B .9 1 4 2 ,6 0 2 ,7 6 1 S 7 .9 7 7 .3 8 5 ,2 7 1 3 5 6 .6 3
B e n to n 1 1 ,8 9 9 ,2 9 4 3 ,2 8 0 .0 0 2 7 ,0 6 2 .8 6 2 9 ,4 8 6 .7 6 9 ,7 7 9 . 2 6 1 2 1 ,5 0 8 .1 7 2 ,6 5 6 4 5 7 .4 9
B le d s o e 2 1 ,6 3 6 .9 2 1 8 ,4 9 B .2 2 4 ,0 7 2 . 0 7 1 2 ,4 8 0 .4 8 9 ,5 3 4 . 5 6 6 6 ,2 2 2 .2 5 1 ,6 5 5 4 0 0 .1 3
B lo u n t 4 6 ,2 6 0 .8 6 1 1 0 ,3 1 1 .1 0 4 9 ,9 2 2 .5 4 2 2 4 ,2 4 7 .1 5 1 5 ,7 2 4 .0 7 4 4 6 ,4 6 5 .7 2 1 0 ,1 9 4 4 3 7 .9 7
B r a d le y 1 0 ,2 9 5 .9 6 1 2 0 ,1 0 8 .7 3 9 0 ,2 6 9 .4 1 4 3 ,5 1 8 .1 9 2 7 ,5 8 1 .8 2 2 9 1 ,7 7 4 .1 1 8 ,8 7 0 3 2 8 .9 5
C a a p b e l l 1 9 ,6 4 9 .4 1 8 1 ,3 5 0 .9 6 9 4 ,6 2 0 .3 0 9 5 ,6 2 6 .8 3 7 7 ,0 9 1 .4 8 3 6 8 ,3 3 8 .9 6 7 ,6 5 0 4 8 1 .4 9
C a r t e r 5 2 ,5 5 2 .6 6 7 1 ,2 7 5 .7 3 2 7 ,7 1 5 .2 0 8 8 ,5 9 6 .9 6 1 0 ,1 0 3 .5 6 2 5 0 .2 4 4 .1 1 6 ,7 5 0 3 7 0 .7 3
d ie a t h a a 2 0 ,2 6 1 .8 7 3 9 ,7 0 2 .7 5 6 5 ,0 8 1 .3 4 2 6 ,6 7 0 .0 7 1 0 ,3 8 2 .1 4 1 6 2 ,1 1 8 .1 9 4 ,3 5 3 3 7 2 .4 3
d i  e a t e r 1 6 ,1 1 5 .0 5 2 3 ,6 4 1 .5 3 1 0 ,3 0 6 .4 1 1 6 ,1 3 9 .2 5 '5 , 8 4 5 .6 0 7 2 ,0 4 8 .0 4 2 ,1 4 8 3 3 5 .4 2
C la ib o r n e 2 7 ,2 3 6 .7 5 5 3 ,8 2 6 .3 7 S I , 3 8 3 .7 4 4 6 ,1 3 8 .8 9 1 5 ,7 2 9 .7 8 1 9 4 ,3 1 5 .5 3 5 ,5 2 1 3 5 1 .9 6
C l a r k s v l l l e -
K o n tg o a e ry 1 5 3 ,8 1 0 .0 8 1 7 2 ,3 6 B .8 1 1 1 1 ,5 5 2 .1 5 1 3 7 ,7 2 6 .7 6 3 1 ,9 5 7 .8 7 6 0 7 ,4 1 5 .6 7 1 3 ,3 6 9 4 5 4 .3 5
C la y 4 3 ,2 5 4 .6 9 1 2 ,7 3 4 .9 7 1 9 ,7 2 7 .1 6 1 7 ,1 4 1 .3 8 3 ,5 6 0 . 5 8 9 4 ,4 1 8 .7 8 1 ,4 4 3 6 6 8 .1 8
C ocke 2 4 ,1 4 7 .9 6 6 1 ,7 5 2 .0 3 3 8 ,0 5 1 .6 5 3 4 ,5 1 9 .3 5 , 1 3 ,2 6 2 .7 3 1 7 1 ,7 3 3 .7 2 4 ,8 0 2 3 5 7 .6 3
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Data for Expend Iturea 1980-1981 for Instructional
Supplies and Materials - Continued
S ystem
I n s t r u c t i o n a l
S u p p lie s T e x tb o o k s
L i b r a r y  6  AV 
M a t e r i a l s
V o c . S u p p l ie s  
a n d  M a t e r i a l s
H a n d ic a p p e d  S u p p lie s  
and M a t e r i a l s
T o t a l
E x p e n d itu r e s A M
Am ount p e r  
ADA
G d u n t le s -
C o n t ln u e d
C um berlan d 4 6 ,5 5 5 ,5 2 6 3 ,1 1 7 .6 0 2 9 ,4 7 8 .1 2 1 8 ,2 1 0 .1 0 2 5 ,5 0 0 .0 2 1 8 2 ,8 6 1 .3 6 5 ,7 0 1 3 2 0 .7 5
F a y e t t e 4 4 ,6 8 4 .9 8 5 3 ,6 1 3 .9 6 8 2 ,0 6 2 .6 7 4 8 ,2 1 2 .3 0 1 2 ,3 1 5 .2 3 2 4 0 ,8 8 9 .1 4 4 ,8 3 0 4 9 8 .7 4
F e n t r e s s 2 2 ,7 6 6 .8 9 2 4 ,6 0 3 .9 2 2 6 ,8 8 9 .9 4 1 ,2 0 6 .9 1 6 ,0 3 8 . 7 3 8 1 ,5 0 6 .3 9 2 ,5 7 5 3 1 6 .5 3
G r a in g e r 4 ,4 7 6 . 0 0 2 9 ,0 8 7 .5 9 2 2 ,1 7 6 .0 0 3 3 ,5 7 4 .3 0 9 ,8 2 7 . 2 0 9 9 ,1 4 1 .0 9 3 ,1 8 2 3 1 1 .5 7
C re e n e 5 9 .6 9 3 .8 7 8 0 ,0 2 5 .4 8 3 4 ,2 8 2 .3 2 1 7 ,2 1 6 .9 5 2 4 ,5 9 6 .0 3 2 1 5 ,8 1 4 .6 5 7 ,4 3 4 2 9 0 .3 1
G run dy 7 ,6 8 3 . 3 9 3 2 ,6 3 7 .2 3 2 9 ,5 8 9 .2 1 2 2 ,2 5 7 .8 2 1 4 ,4 4 3 .9 4 1 0 6 ,6 1 1 .5 9 2 ,6 9 4 3 9 5 .7 4
H am blen 4 3 ,1 5 7 .1 4 4 2 ,2 1 9 .2 3 2 6 ,0 7 7 .0 0 2 ,5 9 6 . 0 0 5 ,5 0 0 . 0 0 1 1 9 ,5 4 9 .3 7 4 ,3 1 2 2 7 7 ,2 5
H a m il to n 2 7 2 ,8 7 3 .0 1 2 4 1 ,1 0 9 .2 4 6 5 ,9 0 4 .1 2 1 1 2 ,4 9 1 .4 5 3 0 ,6 6 3 .4 5 7 2 3 ,0 4 1 .3 4 1 9 ,6 0 1 3 6 8 .8 8
H aw kIn s 3 2 .5 5 8 .3 5 8 5 ,6 9 1 .0 9 4 2 ,2 7 6 .2 5 6 4 ,8 0 4 .1 7 7 ,5 5 3 . 2 1 2 3 2 ,8 8 3 .0 7 7 ,6 6 1 3 0 3 .9 9
H o u s to n 4 ,1 6 4 . 2 0 3 0 ,1 9 0 .0 5 2 3 ,3 6 3 .5 7 7 ,5 1 1 .3 7 6 ,6 1 4 . 9 9 7 1 ,8 4 4 .1 8 1 ,3 6 3 5 2 7 .1 0
J e f f e r s o n 3 0 ,7 3 4 .9 6 5 4 ,2 9 1 .6 7 4 0 ,2 4 2 .3 1 3 4 ,2 8 2 .3 9 2 2 ,7 3 2 .9 9 1 8 2 ,2 8 4 .3 2 5 ,8 6 3 3 1 0 .9 1
Johnson 2 3 ,2 6 2 .7 4 2 8 ,0 6 3 .4 2 4 3 ,7 0 2 .0 9 3 3 ,3 4 7 .4 5 4 ,6 4 6 . 2 5 1 3 3 ,0 2 1 .9 5 2 ,4 9 6 5 3 2 .9 4
Knox 5 0 5 ,7 8 0 .0 0 2 6 2 ,3 6 4 .0 0 1 9 5 ,7 6 3 .0 0 1 6 1 ,1 5 5 .0 0 1 9 ,5 9 1 .0 0 1 ,1 4 4 ,6 5 3 .0 0 2 6 .B 8 4 4 2 5 .7 8
Law re n c e 2 4 ,8 8 7 .1 4 5 6 ,2 7 7 .1 7 4 0 ,2 5 7 .9 9 6 4 ,0 4 3 .2 4 1 3 ,3 1 4 .1 6 1 9 8 ,7 7 9 .7 0 6 ,4 2 7 3 0 9 .2 9
S ys te m
I n s t r u c t i o n a l
S u n n ite s T e x tb o o k s
D a ta  f o r  E x p e n d i tu r e s  1 9 8 0 -1 9 6 1  
S u p p l ie s  a n d  H a t e r l a l s  -
L i b r a r y  & AV V o c . S u p p lie s  
H a t e r l a l s  a nd  M a t e r i a l s
f o r  I n s t r u c t i o n a l  
C o n t in u e d
H a n d ic a p p e d  S u p p l ie s  
and H a t e r l a l s
T o t a l
E x p e n d itu r e s ADA
Am ount p e t  
ADA
C o u n t le s -  
C o n tln u e d
M cH lnn 2 8 ,4 3 1 .7 6 5 7 ,5 8 3 .7 3 4 0 ,8 2 7 .8 5 8 1 ,4 6 5 .5 4 3 1 ,1 6 9 .7 0 2 3 9 ,4 7 8 .5 8 5 ,8 2 0 4 1 1 .4 8
M c H a lry 2 0 ,4 0 4 .2 4 3 7 ,0 5 7 .8 2 4 2 ,4 1 3 .8 3 3 4 ,8 5 1 .8 4 4 .2 B 8 .S 9 1 3 9 ,0 1 6 .3 2 4 ,1 1 0 3 3 8 .2 4
Macon 1 8 ,8 4 1 .4 5 2 7 ,2 0 9 .3 3 1 5 ,1 9 1 .4 1 1 3 ,4 1 9 .6 0 2 0 ,7 1 8 .8 6 9 5 ,3 8 0 .6 5 2 ,9 0 5 3 2 8 .3 3
H a r lo n 2 6 ,6 3 8 .3 3 4 8 ,8 0 7 .4 3 3 7 ,4 7 9 .5 0 4 2 ,1 4 1 .0 1 7 .7 3 5 . 8 7 1 6 2 ,8 0 2 .1 4 4 ,8 2 1 3 3 7 .6 9
M on ro e 3 3 ,3 4 4 .1 3 4 0 ,4 5 3 .4 1 1 3 ,7 0 4 .0 9 4 1 ,2 0 6 .0 9 7 ,5 6 3 . 8 2 1 3 6 ,2 7 1 .5 4 4 ,5 2 3 3 0 1 .2 9
H o rg a n 5 0 ,8 8 8 .9 1 5 8 ,2 0 3 .9 6 2 0 ,5 9 7 .9 9 1 8 ,0 9 9 .6 6 4 ,5 3 7 .6 2 1 5 2 .3 2 B .1 4 3 ,3 5 0 4 5 4 .7 1
( f t  Io n 1 9 ,0 5 1 .2 8 4 2 ,5 7 8 .3 1 3 7 ,0 0 0 .5 1 2 4 ,7 7 0 .7 3 8 ,1 3 7 . 0 5 1 3 1 ,5 3 7 .8 8 4 .2 7 9 3 0 7 .4 0
P o lk 1 6 ,1 1 2 .9 3 1 1 ,7 3 0 .6 2 8 ,3 5 2 .0 8 2 1 ,9 0 0 .5 1 9 ,2 2 0 . 7 5 6 7 ,3 1 6 .8 9 2 ,8 3 1 2 3 7 .7 9
Putnam 7 2 ,7 0 6 .4 S 7 9 ,0 1 9 .6 6 3 6 ,0 1 3 .3 6 5 1 .1 3 1 .6 6 2 0 ,8 8 6 .8 2 2 5 9 ,7 5 7 .9 5 7 ,8 2 6 3 3 1 .9 2
Rhea 3 5 ,1 2 7 .0 1 5 S .2 3 3 .7 B 3 6 .9 0 2 .3 9 5 3 .7 0 9 .2 0 1 5 ,0 7 7 .5 6 1 9 6 ,0 4 9 .9 4 3 .9 7 3 4 9 3 .4 6
Roane 3 9 ,9 0 2 .8 4 6 0 ,0 0 1 .1 3 1 7 ,5 6 0 .9 0 8 4 .S 8 B .2 2 1 0 ,4 5 0 .7 9 2 1 2 .5 0 3 .8 8 6 ,3 6 8 3 3 3 .7 1
R o b e r ts o n 3 0 ,5 4 2 .9 1 7 1 ,8 4 9 .9 7 8 4 , 7 9 7 .9 6 4 2 ,7 0 2 .5 4 4 8 ,0 3 9 ,5 2 2 7 7 ,9 3 2 .9 0 6 ,7 1 2 4 1 4 .0 8
R u th e r fo r d 2 3 ,8 5 2 .2 3 1 5 0 ,4 2 7 .2 0 6 1 ,3 5 0 .3 7 1 2 4 ,8 5 2 .4 7 1 5 ,1 4 9 .6 3 3 7 5 ,6 3 1 .9 0 1 2 ,9 3 8 2 9 0 .3 3
S c o t t 3 0 ,3 3 4 .7 7 3 0 ,9 4 6 .3 1 5 6 .8 9 3 .9 5 2 2 ,8 2 2 .0 6 2 B .7 6 S .9 9 1 6 9 ,7 6 3 .0 9 2 ,6 7 4 6 3 4 .8 7 VS
T
Data for Expenditures 1980-19B1 for Instructional
Supplies and Haterlals - Continued
S ystem
I n s t r u c t i o n a l
S u p p lie s T e x tb o o k s
L i b r a r y  6  AV 
H a t e r l a l s
V o e . S u p p l ie s  
and H a t e r l a l s
H a n d ic a p p e d  S u p p lie s  
and H a t e r l a l s
T o t a l
E x p e n d itu r e s ADA
Am ount p e r  
ADA
C o u n t le s -  
C o n tln u e d
S e v ie r 5 4 ,4 1 5 .1 9 8 5 ,3 4 9 .3 9 4 1 ,3 8 5 .0 1 5 0 ,8 0 1 .6 7 1 0 ,8 6 5 .6 6 2 4 2 ,8 1 6 .9 2 7 ,5 3 0 3 2 2 .4 7
Sum ner 1 1 2 ,2 5 9 .2 3 1 6 0 ,0 7 3 .0 7 1 3 5 ,1 2 8 .4 3 2 0 3 ,6 6 3 .4 0 1 4 ,1 3 7 .6 0 6 2 5 ,2 6 1 .7 3 1 7 ,2 8 9 3 6 1 .6 5
U n ic o i 2 0 ,4 5 3 .6 8 3 4 ,6 7 4 .6 7 2 1 ,1 3 3 .0 0 4 0 ,7 7 5 .6 7 6 ,5 7 0 .1 1 1 2 3 ,6 0 7 .1 3 3 ,0 4 8 4 0 5 .5 4
W a rre n 4 9 ,7 1 3 .9 2 8 2 ,4 0 9 .9 6 3 3 ,4 2 1 .1 8 3 8 ,3 0 1 .1 5 1 0 ,3 1 2 .2 0 2 1 4 ,1 5 6 .4 1 5 ,9 7 1 3 5 B .6 6
W a s h in g to n 6 6 ,0 4 4 .2 5 1 0 1 ,2 9 7 .5 5 5 6 ,2 6 4 .2 3 7 3 ,0 5 7 .4 4 9 ,1 2 5 . 1 9 3 0 5 ,7 8 6 .6 6 9 ,9 2 2 3 0 8 .1 9
W e a k ly 1 2 ,1 3 1 .7 8 4 7 ,0 9 0 .0 0 8 4 ,9 5 7 .7 6 4 2 ,6 6 5 .0 0 1 7 ,7 7 4 .7 5 2 0 4 ,6 1 9 .2 9 5 ,1 8 4 3 9 4 .7 1
W h ite 4 0 ,4 9 6 .8 9 3 1 ,7 2 3 .0 7 3 5 ,9 9 0 .8 6 3 2 ,8 9 6 .4 2 1 2 ,0 7 5 .8 8 1 5 3 ,1 8 3 .1 2 3 ,6 6 9 4 1 7 .5 1
W il l ia m s o n 6 2 ,3 1 2 .0 7 7 8 ,8 8 5 .6 3 8 9 ,8 0 2 .7 4 6 8 , 0 1 3 . 7B 1 8 ,3 0 9 .1 9 3 1 7 ,3 2 3 .4 1 8 ,5 9 7 3 6 9 .1 1
W ils o n 3 2 ,9 0 4 .5 0 8 2 ,6 0 1 .9 4 8 1 ,7 3 4 .2 3 6 3 ,3 9 1 .6 1 9 ,1 5 0 . 8 9 2 6 9 ,7 8 3 .1 7 8 ,2 3 7 3 2 7 .5 3
AV -  A u d io - v is u a l  
V o e . -  V o c a t io n a l  
ADA -  A v e ra g e  d a i l y  a t te n d a n c e
Correlational Data
S y s te n
N o . o f  
C I  te n s
N o . o f  
I  I  te n s
N o . o f  
E I  te n s
T o t a l  N o . o f  
C . I . 6 E  I t e n s ADA
N o .
N ee .
o f  Y r s .  
C o n t .
M a x . T e a c h e r  
S a la r y
A v . A n n u a l 
T e a c h e r  S a la r y
E x p . p e r  
P u p i l
E x p . p e r  
P u p l l / IS H
T o t a l
E x p . / I n s t .
C i t i e s
C h a tta n o o g a 0 18 2 2 0 2 4 ,4 6 3 2 5 1 9 ,5 7 4 . $ 1 7 ,7 0 8 .3 0 $ 2 ,0 0 2 .9 8 $ 3 0 2 .7 2 $ 2 6 ,6 7 8 ,8 5 8 .6 6
F a y e t t e v i l l e 0 7 0 7 8 6 9 2 1 5 ,6 9 9 . 1 5 ,4 2 6 .7 9 1 ,5 2 6 . 5 1 2 7 7 .5 3 8 7 6 ,4 4 7 .9 6
U a r r la a n 6 14 2 2 2 2 ,1 3 5 2 1 6 ,9 6 1 . 1 4 ,8 1 8 .0 4 1 ,5 1 4 .8 9 4 0 7 .3 1 1 ,7 6 4 , 8 6 9 .2 3
H u s h o It 0 7 1 8 2 ,6 0 5 2 1 5 ,7 2 5 . 1 3 ,5 9 2 .1 3 1 ,2 4 2 .7 7 3 5 9 .2 8 2 ,0 2 3 , 8 9 0 .8 8
J o h n so n  C i t y 0 18 2 2 0 5 ,6 3 2 2 1 7 ,6 0 5 . 1 5 ,7 3 7 .7 7 1 ,8 3 1 .4 7 4 7 9 .2 9 6 ,1 4 3 , 8 5 0 .9 1
K n o x v i l l e 0 5 1 6 2 5 ,2 2 6 2 1 7 ,7 8 2 . 1 5 ,9 7 9 .0 9 1 ,8 5 3 . 3 0 4 8 9 .5 4 2 4 ,9 0 6 ,4 2 2 .7 6
L e n o ir  C i t y 0 1 7 1 ,7 7 6 2 1 7 ,2 3 8 . 1 5 ,3 5 1 .7 6 1 ,3 4 2 .5 9 3 9 5 .6 2 1 ,4 6 5 ,3 5 2 .9 4
M a n c h e s te r 1 4 D 5 1 ,1 4 3 2 1 7 ,0 1 5 . 1 6 ,0 1 2 .6 1 1 ,6 0 1 .5 4 4 4 9 .5 2 1 ,1 6 8 ,7 5 0 .1 0
H e n p h ls 0 6 0 6 1 0 2 ,5 5 3 10 1 7 ,6 1 0 . 1 6 ,4 7 9 .4 8 2 ,0 7 4 .3 7 4 2 8 .2 8 1 0 1 ,5 0 4 ,0 4 7 .7 8
M e t r o -
N a s h v i l l e 7 17 2 2 6 6 3 ,1 0 4 17 1 9 ,9 6 7 . 1 9 .1 9 1 .5 3 2 ,0 4 5 . 0 3 4 7 B .9 1 7 3 ,5 6 2 ,9 8 6 .8 6
M o r r is to w n 2 13 1 16 5 .3 9 9 2 1 6 ,8 6 5 . 1 5 ,7 6 6 .5 9 1 ,7 3 4 . 6 6 5 3 8 .5 6 5 ,2 2 6 , 9 3 2 .0 7
M u r f r e e s b o r o 6 14 2 22 2 ,7 9 6 2 I B , 7 4 7 . 1 7 ,2 3 5 .8 2 1 ,5 6 3 . 0 5 2 2 9 .8 3 2 ,8 9 6 , 1 6 1 .1 0
S w e e tw a te r 0 4 1 5 1 ,1 9 6 2 1 4 ,8 2 0 . 1 3 ,7 4 5 .0 0 1 ,1 6 9 . 1 6 3 0 1 .1 4 8 7 3 ,7 0 9 .9 0
T r e n to n 0 3 0 3 1 ,5 8 2 2 1 4 ,9 3 6 . 1 4 ,0 4 2 .6 9 1 ,3 6 4 .6 4 4 2 7 .6 9 1 .2 7 9 ,6 7 2 .2 7 156
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Correlational Date - Continued
S ystem
H o . o f  
C  Ite m s
H o . o f  
I  I te m s
N o , o f  
E Ite m s
T o t a l  H o . o f  
C .1 .6 E  I te m s A M
N o . o f  Y r * .  
C o n t .
H a x . T e a c h e r  
S a la r y
A v . A n n u a l 
T e a c h e r  S a la r y
E x p . p e r  
P u p i l
E x p . p e r  
P u p l l / IS H
T o t a l  
E x p . / I n s t .
C o u n t lc s -  
C o n tln u c d
C um b erlan d 0 7 2 9 5 ,7 0 1 2 1 4 ,9 3 8 . 1 3 ,7 4 5 .8 7 1 ,3 1 4 .0 5 3 2 0 .7 5 3 ,9 8 3 , 2 2 2 .8 7
F a y e t t e 7 10 2 19 4 ,8 3 0 2 1 4 .1 3 7 . 1 2 ,6 6 2 .7 1 1 ,6 0 1 . 2 2 4 9 8 .7 4 3 ,7 2 3 , 0 0 0 .5 9
F e n tr e s s 4 15 2 21 2 ,5 7 5 2 1 4 ,4 1 7 . 1 2 ,1 4 8 .8 0 1 ,4 0 3 . 5 4 3 1 6 .5 3 1 ,9 5 5 . 0 7 0 .9 4
G r a in g e r 0 8 2 10 3 ,1 8 2 2 1 4 ,1 2 0 . 1 2 ,7 9 8 .3 3 1 ,1 6 8 .2 6 3 1 1 .5 7 1 ,9 7 7 , 6 2 2 .5 5
G re e n e 0 a 1 9 7 ,4 3 4 2 1 3 ,6 9 0 . 1 2 ,9 8 5 .4 5 1 ,2 6 7 .9 8 2 9 0 .3 1 5 ,1 4 9 , 4 3 5 .4 1
G run dy « 1 5 2 2 3 2 ,6 9 4 I 1 4 ,1 6 0 . 1 2 ,6 3 9 .0 0  . 1 ,2 3 0 .0 8 3 9 5 .7 4 1 .7 3 7 , 1 2 9 .7 2
H am blen 1 7 2 10 4 ,3 1 2 2 1 6 ,4 6 5 . 1 4 , 6 5 2 .2 0  ! 1 ,3 6 4 .6 5 2 7 7 .2 5 3 ,5 4 7 , 6 9 8 .8 5
H a m ilto n 0 10 2 12 1 9 ,6 0 1 2 1 7 ,7 2 5 . 1 5 ,5 2 2 .8 3 1 ,7 0 0 . 3 0 3 6 8 .8 8 1 3 , 2 0 8 ,2 7 9 .9 8
H aw k in s 0 8 2 10 7 ,6 6 1 2 1 5 ,4 1 9 . 1 3 ,7 3 1 .0 0 1 .3 6 9 .4 0 3 0 3 .9 9 5 ,7 0 1 , 6 4 4 .4 5
H o u s to n 0 15 1 1 6 1 ,3 6 3 2 1 5 .1 4 5 . 1 3 ,5 6 4 .4 1 1 ,2 5 0 .4 1 5 2 7 .1 0 9 3 6 ,2 0 0 .1 5
J e f f e r s o n 5 5 1 11 5 ,8 6 3 2 1 5 .7 0 8 . 1 3 ,9 8 6 .4 3 1 ,4 3 3 .5 2 3 1 0 .9 1 4 ,3 0 5 , 2 8 3 .8 4
John so n 0 7 0 7 2 ,4 9 6 2 1 3 ,9 9 0 . 1 2 ,6 4 1 .2 8 1 ,5 1 0 .0 0 5 3 2 .9 4 1 ,3 9 3 ,3 2 3 .6 1
Knox 0 7 0 7 2 6 ,8 8 4 3 1 7 ,7 8 2 . 1 5 ,5 0 4 .7 9 1 ,5 4 1 .4 8 4 2 5 .7 8 2 3 , 9 9 4 , B 3 4 .0 0
L a w re n c e 5 1 0 1 1 6 6 ,4 2 7 2 1 4 ,5 7 5 . 1 6 ,4 7 8 .1 9 1 ,2 9 4 .2 6 3 0 9 .2 9 4 , 2 7 7 , 0 4 6 .0 6
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Correlational Data - Continued
S ystem
M o. o f  
C Ite m s
N o . o f  
I  I te m s
N o . o f  
E Ite m s
T o t a l  N o . o f  
C . I . 6 E  I te m s ADA
N o . o f  Y r a .  
N ett. C o n t .
H a x . T e a c h e r  
S a la r y
A v . A n n u a l 
T e a c h e r  S a la r y
E x p . p e r  
P u p i l
E x p . p e r  
P u p l l / IS H
T o t a l  
E x p . / I n s t .
C o u n t le a -
C o n tln u e d
S e v ie r 5 11 1 17 7 .5 3 0 2 1 5 ,0 5 0 . 1 3 ,1 0 1 .6 6 1 ,2 8 1 .8 5 3 2 2 .4 7 4 ,9 8 7 , 5 6 9 .2 0
S in n e r 0 3 0 3 1 7 ,2 8 9 2 1 6 ,3 4 2 . 1 4 ,3 2 3 .6 7 1 ,3 9 7 . 1 8 3 6 1 .6 5 1 2 ,8 4 8 ,0 6 7 .6 5
U n ic o i 0 5 1 b 3 ,0 4 8 7 1 5 ,1 9 1 . 1 4 ,0 0 4 .5 5 1 .3 2 6 .1 4 4 0 5 .5 4 2 ,1 4 6 , 3 1 0 .7 6
U a r r e n 1 10 3 14 5 ,9 7 1 2 1 5 ,4 8 5 . 1 4 ,4 0 4 .8 9 1 ,2 7 9 .5 2 3 5 B .6 6 4 ,3 6 8 , 3 1 4 .8 5
H a s h in g to n 0 6 1 7 9 ,9 2 2 2 1 6 ,6 5 9 . 1 4 ,8 3 1 .6 8 1 ,2 3 5 .8 6 3 0 6 .1 9 6 ,9 5 0 , 3 3 1 .3 4
W e a k ly 2 3 0 5 5 ,1 8 4 2 1 4 ,5 9 5 . 1 3 ,4 8 3 .7 0 1 ,3 4 5 .1 5 3 9 4 .7 1 3 ,5 1 2 ,8 2 6 .9 1
W li l te 6 17 2 25 3 .6 6 9 2 1 4 ,1 6 7 . 1 2 ,9 8 1 .1 4 1 ,3 0 3 .1 6 4 1 7 .5 1 2 ,5 1 8 , 1 9 9 .3 3
W il l ia m s o n 0 2 1 3 8 ,5 9 7 2 1 6 ,6 6 3 . 1 4 ,7 8 7 .6 7 1 ,4 0 2 . 4 2 3 6 9 .1 1 6 .7 5 8 . 4 3 5 .5 5
W ils o n 6 7 2 15 8 ,2 3 7 2 1 5 ,1 7 4 . 1 3 ,3 2 6 .7 3 1 ,2 0 0 .4 9 3 2 7 .5 3 5 ,3 0 6 , 0 9 8 .0 2
C -  C u r r ic u lu m  ADA -  A v e ra g e  d a l l y  a t te n d a n c e  C a p . -  E x p e n d itu r e
I  -  I n s t r u c t i o n  K e g . C o n t .  -  N e g o t ia t in g  c o n t r a c t s  IS M  -  I n s t r u c t i o n a l  e u p p l l e s / a a t e r l a l a
E “  E v a lu a t io n  H a s . — Haxlm um  I n s t .  •  I n s t r u c t i o n
C , I , 4 E  -  C u r r ic u lu m , I n s t r u c t i o n  and  E v a lu a t io n  A v . -  A v e ra g e
VITA
Personal Data:
Education
Professional 
Experience:
Marilyn A. Hankins
Date of Birth: October 11, 1948
Place of Birth: Bluefield, West Virginia
Marital Status; Married
Public Schools, Hixon, Tennessee
Richlands, Virginia 
Spring City, Tennessee 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
Etowah, Tennessee 
Big Stone Gap, Virginia
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, 
Tennessee; English, History, Psychology, 
B.S., 1970,
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, 
Tennessee; Reading, English, M.A., 1972.
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, 
Tennessee; Educational Supervision, Ed.S., 
1980.
East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, 
Tennessee; Educational Administration,
Ed.D., 1982.
Teacher, E. C. Glass High School; Lynchburg, 
Virginia, 1970-1971.
Teacher, Science Hill High School; Johnson City, 
Tennessee, 1972-1982,
